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Western Specialty:
 Aleutian Song Sparrow

Photo by Lucas H. DeCicco of Anchorage, Alaska:
Aleutian Song Sparrow (Melospiza melodia sanaka)
Dutch Harbor, Unalaska Island, Alaska, 1 October 2011.
In this issue of Western Birds (pp. 28–48), Jack J. Withrow outlines the avifauna of  
Chirikof Island, the most isolated island south of the Alaska Peninsula, whose birds  
have heretofore been virtually unknown. The discovery of Melospiza melodia sanaka  
on Chirikof, along with that of two other characteristically Beringian subspecies,  
Troglodytes pacificus semidiensis of the Pacific Wren and Leucosticte tephrocotis  
griseonucha of the Gray-crowned Rosy-Finch, represents an eastward extension of the  
known ranges of those taxa. Melospiza melodia sanaka ranges west in the Aleutians to 
Seguam Island, beyond which it is replaced by the even larger M. m. maxima. In this  
photo, the bird’s feeding on a mussel dramatizes the littoral habits of all the subspecies  
of the Song Sparrow distributed along Alaska’s southern coasts.

Williamson’s Sapsucker probing sap well with wood flake.

Williamson’s Sapsucker apparently feeding on sap from the wood flake.

Photos by Anthony J. Brake
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Front cover photo by © Rick Fridell of Hurricane, Utah: Nevada’s first 
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Back cover: “Featured Photos” by © Anthony J. Brake of Richmond, 
California: Williamson’s Sapsucker (Sphyrapicus thyroideus) ap-
proaching a flake of wood wedged in a bark crevice (top) and carrying 
the flake toward a sap well (bottom)—implying making and use of a 
tool. Inyo National Forest, Mono County, California, 17 June 2013.
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ABSTRACT: In external appearance, a confounding Picoides woodpecker encoun-
tered in Lamar, Prowers County, Colorado, on 15 May 2014 was closest to the Downy 
Woodpecker (P. pubescens), though its bill appeared oversized and its supercilium 
narrow. But its vocalizations closely resembled those of the Hairy Woodpecker (P. 
villosus). Examination of photographs and sound spectrograms of this individual 
strongly suggest that it was a hybrid between the Downy and Hairy Woodpeckers, a 
previously unreported combination. 

On 15 May 2014, Mlodinow and Moore were birding at Lamar Com-
munity College in Lamar, Prowers County, Colorado, where a small stream 
runs through a narrow riparian corridor dominated by Plains Cottonwood 
(Populus deltoides) with a scattering of Green Ash (Fraxinus pennsylva
nica). They heard a woodpecker “rattle” that sounded much like that of a 
Hairy Woodpecker (Picoides villosus) and quite different from the “whinny” 
of a Downy Woodpecker (P. pubescens). Almost immediately, the bird landed 
close to the observers, still giving rattle calls. The observers initially assumed it 
was a Hairy because of its vocalizations, though Moore did comment that the 
woodpecker seemed rather small for a Hairy, though large for a Downy. Both 
observers then noted the woodpecker’s limited white spotting on the wing 
coverts, consistent with a (presumed at the time) vagrant Hairy Woodpecker 
from the Rocky Mountains (P. v. monticola) rather than the nominate race of 
the Hairy expected on the Great Plains of eastern Colorado. Therefore, they 
considered subspecific identification before visually confirming the  species 
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involved. Mlodinow quickly began photographing the bird, and as he did 
so, both he and Moore became aware of problems with its identification. It 
then gave a couple “peek” calls, sounding to Mlodinow and Moore much 
more like a Hairy Woodpecker than a Downy. Moore quickly realized the 
importance of documenting the vocalizations and obtained audio record-
ings of the “peek” notes. For an excellent in-depth introduction to sound 
spectrograms, see Nathan Pieplow’s website http://earbirding.com/blog/
specs; for simplicity’s sake, we “lump” harmonic and partial harmonic in 
the discussion below.

Although Short (1982), followed by Pyle (1997), lumped the Hairy 
Woodpeckers of the Colorado Rockies (median coverts unspotted) in sub-
species septentrionalis (median coverts spotted; type locality Saskatchewan 
River, Saskatchewan), in the lack of a quantitative analysis supporting a 
heterogeneous subspecies that bridges a fundamental division of the Hairy 
Woodpecker, we use monticola (type locality Boulder County, Colorado) 
as the name for the birds of the Colorado Rockies (Bailey and Niedrach 
1965, Leukering 2011) 

DISTINGUISHING THE DOWNY AND HAIRY WOODPECKERS

In considering the identification of the Downy and Hairy Woodpeckers, 
it is important to understand that the interior montane subspecies of both 
differ substantially from their eastern counterparts (Leukering 2011). In both 
species, individuals from the Rocky Mountains have far less spotting on their 
wing coverts, tend to have a smaller white oval on the back, and have more 
black on the face (Mlodinow, Leukering pers. obs.) Additionally, montane 
Downy Woodpeckers (P. p. leucurus) average fewer black bars on the tail 
than do eastern birds (Pyle 1997), and montane Hairy Woodpeckers have a 
red nape spot that is not bisected by black as in eastern birds (Sibley 2000).

Size

Where the two species overlap, the Hairy Woodpecker averages con-
siderably larger than the Downy. Male Hairy Woodpeckers from Colorado 
have a mean wing chord 130 ± a standard error of 1 mm and a mean tail 
length of 84.1 ± 1 mm (Jackson et al. 2002). Male Downy Woodpeckers 
from western Colorado and areas to the west in the Rocky Mountains have 
a mean wing chord of 101.1 ± 1 mm and a mean tail length of 64 ± 1 mm 
(Jackson and Ouellet 2002). 

Bill Length and Shape

The bill of the Hairy Woodpecker is longer and appears heftier in com-
parison to the shorter and more delicate appearing bill of the Downy. The 
mean bill length of Hairy Woodpeckers from Colorado is 35.8 ± 0.3 mm 
(Jackson et al. 2002), whereas that of Downy Woodpeckers from western 
Colorado and areas to the west in the Rocky Mountains averages 16.6 ± 
0.4 mm (Jackson and Ouellet 2002). Additionally, the ratio of bill length 
to nasal-tuft length (front to back) is typically about 1.75 in the Downy and 
nearly always greater than 2.0 in the Hairy (Leukering unpubl. data).

APPARENT HYBRID DOWNY WOODPECKER × HAIRY WOODPECKER
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Plumage

Downy Woodpeckers from the Rocky Mountains eastward have zero to 
two full black bars on the tail beyond the longest undertail covert, whereas 
Hairy Woodpeckers lack barring on the tail, except in some specimens of 
subspecies harrisi and picoideus along the coast of the Pacific Northwest 
(Pyle 1997). 

Per Sibley (2000), the red nape patch of post-juvenile males is typically 
undivided in the Downy, divided in the Hairy. However, many (most?) indi-
viduals of P. v. monticola show an undivided red nape patch.

The nasal tufts are proportionately larger and more bulbous in the Downy 
than in the Hairy Woodpecker.

The shoulder spur, when present, is a black mark extending from the 
black line on the side of neck onto the side of the chest. Typically this spur 
is absent or very short in the Downy and moderate to short in the Hairy, 
though exceptional Hairy Woodpeckers may lack this mark.

There appears to be little difference in supercilium width between the 
eastern subspecies of the Hairy and Downy Woodpeckers. The supercilium 
of Rocky Mountain Downy Woodpeckers is similar to that of eastern birds, 
but that of P. v. monticola appears narrower on average than in these 
Downy Woodpeckers, except in heavily worn plumage. 

Call

In the Downy Woodpecker, the “peek” has three harmonics of roughly 
equal strength, whereas that of a Hairy Woodpecker has only two harmonics 
below 11 kHz, with the lower pitched being far stronger. The call note of the 
Hairy Woodpecker also averages longer than that of the Downy. 

DISCUSSION

In our experience, when first seeing a bird that might be a Downy or a 
Hairy Woodpecker, most observers first key in on body and bill size. However, 
the observers of the Lamar bird assumed the incoming woodpecker was a 
Hairy because of its calls, especially the rattle, which was perceived to be 
that of a Hairy Woodpecker. Thus, the initial assumption was that the bird 
was a Hairy, whereas most viewers of the photographs would likely first 
consider it to be a Downy Woodpecker. 

In the field, the size of the Lamar bird appeared confusingly intermediate. 
The bill length and thickness also appeared intermediate, contrary to how 
this bird appears in photographs. More objectively, the ratio of bill length to 
nasal-tuft length appears similar to that of a Hairy Woodpecker, not a Downy, 
whereas the size of the nasal tufts themselves is more intermediate. The bird’s 
shoulder spur is consistent with that of Downy Woodpecker. As all subspecies 
of the Hairy Woodpecker occurring in or near Colorado lack tail barring, the 
barred tail is clearly a Downy Woodpecker feature. The Lamar woodpecker 
has a supercilium that is quite narrow, especially given no sign of substantial 
feather wear, and is thus consistent with P. v. monticola and would be atypi-
cal in either subspecies of the Downy Woodpecker known from Colorado. 
Therefore, visually, the Lamar woodpecker appears intermediate between 
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a Downy and a Hairy Woodpecker, though more like a Downy (see Figures 
1 and 2). Notably, Moore and Mlodinow interpreted the bird’s longer call 
(heard before bird was seen) as the rattle of a Hairy Woodpecker and not the 
whinny of a Downy. Furthermore, both to the ears of the observers and by 
analysis of the spectrogram, the bird’s “peek” vocalization was much more 
similar to the call of a Hairy Woodpecker. The spectrogram of the “peek” 
vocalization resembles that of a Hairy Woodpecker in having only two 
harmonics, with a louder lower-pitched harmonic. Additionally, the notes 
of the Lamar bird were relatively long in duration, about 60 milliseconds, 
about 10–20 milliseconds longer than typical for a Downy Woodpecker, and 
within the range of the Hairy Woodpecker (see Figure 3).

Therefore we conclude the Lamar woodpecker was a Downy × Hairy 
Woodpecker. This hybrid has not previously been reported (McCarthy 2006), 
which is surprising as hybridization between Picoides woodpeckers is not 
exceptionally rare. For instance, hybrid Nuttall’s (P. nuttallii) ×  Downy 
Woodpeckers are “occasional” in southern California, for which there are 
specimen records from San Diego County (Unitt 1986, 2004) and photo-

APPARENT HYBRID DOWNY WOODPECKER × HAIRY WOODPECKER

Figure 1. Apparent Downy × Hairy Woodpecker photographed on 15 May 2014 
at Lamar Community College, Prowers County, Colorado. In this image, the 
intermediacy of the bill size can be seen as well as the relatively small nasal tufts. The 
rather limited white back patch may be more typical of montane Hairy Woodpeckers 
than of montane Downy Woopeckers. The undivided red nape patch is normal for 
the montane races of both species. 
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APPARENT HYBRID DOWNY WOODPECKER × HAIRY WOODPECKER

Figure 2. Apparent Downy × Hairy Woodpecker photographed on 15 May 2014 
at Lamar Community College, Prowers County, Colorado. Here one can see the 
barred outer rectrices, as in the Downy Woodpecker. Again, though the bill looks 
rather small for a Hairy Woodpecker, it is subtly longer than that of  a Downy 
Woodpecker, especially when compared with the size of the nasal tufts. Note how 
narrow the supercilium is, likely beyond the range of any Downy Woodpecker not in 
exceptionally worn plumage. 

graphs from Santa Barbara County.  Additionally, hybrid Ladder-backed (P. 
scalaris) × Nuttall’s Woodpecker are not unusual in the zone of contact in 
northern Baja California (Short 1982) and reported though rare in southern 
California. Miller (1955) reported a Ladder-backed × Hairy Woodpecker, and 
McCarthy (2006) listed records of other hybrid combinations of Picoides. 
Given the track record of hybridization among species of Picoides, one would 
expect a Downy × Hairy Woodpecker to have been detected previously. 
Perhaps the lack of such records is due not only to these species’ similar 
appearance but also to their broadly overlapping ranges in which neither 
species is of particular note and a typical observer’s scrutiny may be reduced.
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Figure 3. Spectrograms representing the “peek” call of the Lamar woodpecker versus 
“typical” examples of the Hairy and Downy Woodpeckers. (A) Hairy Woodpecker 
recorded in Routt Co., Colorado; catalog number 14434 at www.xeno-canto.org. (B) 
“Peek” call of apparent hybrid. (C) Downy Woodpecker recorded in Silver Bow Co., 
Montana, Xeno-Canto catalog number 142215. The call of the Downy Woodpecker 
has three distinct bands below 11 kHz versus two in the Hairy Woodpecker. The 
call of the Downy Woodpecker has two lower-pitched bands that are nearly equal in 
strength. In contrast, the call of the Hairy features one strong band at 6 kHz and a 
second higher-frequency band that is 20 db quieter. The Lamar bird’s spectrogram 
resembles that of the Hairy in that it has two bands below 11 kHz (versus three 
in the Downy) in which the basal band is louder than the higher-frequency band. 
Additionally, the duration of the Lamar woodpecker’s call is within the range of the 
Hairy Woodpecker’s.

APPARENT HYBRID DOWNY WOODPECKER × HAIRY WOODPECKER
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NEVADA BIRD RECORDS COMMITTEE  
REPORT FOR 2013
MARTIN MEYERS, Secretary, Nevada Bird Records Committee, c/o Great Basin 
Bird Observatory, 1755 E. Plumb Lane #256, Reno, Nevada 89502;  
NevadaBirdRecords@gbbo.org

ABSTRACT: This report covers the 115 records reviewed by the Nevada Bird 
Records Committee in 2013, of which 105 were endorsed. These 115 records 
cover sightings from 15 August 1954 through 15 September 2013. Four species 
are added to the Nevada list as a result of endorsed first state records, the Common 
Crane (Grus grus), Slaty-backed Gull (Larus schistisagus), Barred Owl (Strix varia), 
and Rufous-backed Robin (Turdus rufopalliatus). Also, one species is added as a 
result of the taxonomic split of the Sage Sparrow. Two species are removed from 
the Nevada list, the Allen’s Hummingbird (Selasphorus sasin) and Pine Warbler 
(Setophaga pinus). The Nevada state list now stands at 492 species, of which 156 
are currently on the review list.

The Nevada Bird Records Committee (NBRC) began 2013 with 56 re-
cords pending review. During 2013, we added 114 records to the pending 
queue. The committee completed reviews of 115 records during the year, 
leaving 55 records in the pending queue at the end of the year. Since the 
founding of the NBRC in 1994, 1001 records have been reviewed, of which 
915 have been endorsed.

At its founding in 1994, the committee decided not to review any sightings 
prior to that year but reversed that decision several years later. Fortunately, 
founding secretary James Cressman and Marian Cressman continued to 
accumulate documentation for “pre-committee” records. One of the com-
mittee’s long-term goals is to organize and review as many of those records 
as possible, along with early documentation from other sources. The com-
mittee began reviewing pre-committee records in 2007. Since that time, 
we have reviewed 93 such records, of which 86 have been endorsed. It is 
impossible to state with any accuracy how many more we might be able 
to review, because, in many cases, that depends on how much additional 
information we are able to uncover. Of the 114 records added to the pending 
queue in 2013, 17 precede the committee’s founding, dating as far back 
as 15 August 1954.

Of the 115 records reviewed by the committee in 2013, 105 were en-
dorsed. Twenty-eight of the reviewed records were of birds found during 
2013, 55 were of birds found in 2012, and the remaining 32 were of birds 
found between 15 August 1954 and the end of 2011. Of the 105 records 
endorsed, 90 were supported by photographs and four were also supported 
by specimens, two by video recordings, and one by audio recording. Of the 
ten non-endorsed records, one, purported to be of an Allen’s Hummingbird, 
was reviewed from photographs of a specimen that had been identified as 
this species. 

The NBRC has six voting members and a nonvoting secretary. In 2013, 
the committee welcomed new member Aaron Ambos and returning 
member Greg Scyphers, who had rotated off the committee at the end of 
2011. Continuing members are Carl Lundblad, Dennis Serdehely, Jeanne 
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 Tinsman, and Will Richardson. The position of secretary continues to be 
held by Martin Meyers. Carl Lundblad and Jeanne Tinsman were reelected 
to serve second terms.

The NBRC’s website at http:/gbbo.org/nbrc contains a statement of 
purpose, links to a downloadable submission form, the committee’s bylaws, 
the Nevada state checklist, the state review list, and answers to frequently 
asked questions. There is a link to a list of all submissions to the NBRC, 
with each record’s status with respect to endorsement and, if available, a 
photograph. All previous NBRC reports are available through the website 
as PDF files. The reports through 2007 (1994–1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 
2000, 2004, 2005, and 2007) appeared in Great Basin Birds, published 
by the Great Basin Bird Observatory. Beginning with the 2011 report, an-
nual reports appear in Western Birds. Reports for 2008 through 2010 are 
available only on the website.

REVISIONS TO THE NEVADA STATE LIST

During the period covered by this report, four new species were added to 
the Nevada list following endorsement of first state records, the Common 
Crane (Grus grus), Slaty-backed Gull (Larus schistisagus), Barred Owl (Strix 
varia), and Rufous-backed Robin (Turdus rufopalliatus). The American 
Ornithologists’ Union (AOU) split of the former Sage Sparrow into Bell’s 
Sparrow (Artemisiospiza belli) and Sagebrush Sparrow (A. nevadensis) 
added one new species to the list. Both species are confirmed breeders 
in Nevada, and both winter in the state as well (Floyd et al. 2007, Cicero 
2010). The Sagebrush Sparrow is a common breeder through much of 
the Great Basin, whereas subspecies canescens of Bell’s Sparrow breeds 
in a limited area of southwestern Nevada. As discussed below, two species 
were removed from the list, the Allen’s Hummingbird (Selasphorus sasin) 
and Pine Warbler (Setophaga pinus). These changes brought the count of 
species recorded in Nevada to 492.

REVISIONS TO THE NEVADA REVIEW LIST

At its September 2013 biennial meeting, the committee unanimously 
voted to remove ten species from the review list on the basis of total number 
of endorsed records, regularity of sightings, status in adjoining states, and 
the judgment of the members: the Long-tailed Duck (Clangula hyemalis), 
White-tailed Kite (Elanus leucurus) (previously exempt from review only in 
the Pahranagat Valley), Broad-winged Hawk (Buteo platypterus) (previously 
exempt from review only in the Goshute Mountains), Zone-tailed Hawk 
(B. albonotatus), Stilt Sandpiper (Calidris himantopus), Least Tern (Ster
nula antillarum), Yellow-bellied Sapsucker (Sphyrapicus varius), Brown 
Thrasher (Toxostoma rufum), Clay-colored Sparrow (Spizella pallida), and 
Common Grackle (Quiscalus quiscula). There are currently 156 species 
on the Nevada review list, of which five are exempt from review in some 
limited geographic area. 

In addition, two subspecies are currently on the review list: the Mexican 
Mallard (Anas platyrhynchos diazi) and the Eurasian Green-winged Teal (A. 

NEVADA BIRD RECORDS COMMITTEE REPORT FOR 2013
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crecca crecca). The committee has reviewed (and endorsed) four records of 
A. c. crecca. The committee placed A. p. diazi on the review list in an effort 
to accumulate data on its occurrence, but we have not, as yet, reviewed any 
of the reports and have decided to wait to do so until there is more clarity 
on its taxonomic status and identification criteria.

SPECIES ACCOUNTS

For each species, the format is English name, scientific name, and (total 
number of endorsed records of the species, number of records endorsed 
in this year’s report). The total number of endorsed records includes those 
endorsed in this report. An asterisk preceding the species’ name signifies that 
the species is no longer reviewed by the NBRC. Two asterisks after the total 
of records denote that the number of records refers to a restricted review 
period, usually signifying that the species is no longer on the review list, was 
placed on the review list as a result of a perceived drop in population, or is 
exempt from review in some locations. Note that the total number of records 
for a species is not necessarily the total number of individual birds reported.

After the heading for the species comes each record of that species 
reviewed in 2013, in the following format: NBRC record number. For 
endorsed records, the name of each submitter. For non-endorsed records, 
“NOT ENDORSED.” Continuing for all records: date or range of dates of 
observations submitted to the NBRC, and location (county in parentheses). 
If the record involved multiple birds, the number follows the county desig-
nation. “(P),” “(V),” or “(A)” following a submitter’s name indicates that he 
or she provided a photo, video, or audio recording, respectively. A pound 
sign (#) indicates a specimen record; this is followed by the abbreviation of 
the institution housing the specimen, followed by the specimen’s catalog 
number; in the case of a specimen, a “(P)” indicates that the specimen was 
photographed and that the photograph(s) are included in the documentation; 
the photographer in such cases, typically a representative of the commit-
tee or the housing institution, is not credited in the report. Discussion of a 
particular record follows that record’s data. If there are multiple records of 
the species, the records are ordered by date of first sighting. Any discussion 
of the species in general, not specific to a record, concludes the account.

Museum collections housing specimens cited in this report or otherwise 
cited are the Marjorie Barrick Museum at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
(MBM), Burke Museum at the University of Washington, Seattle (UWBM), 
and Nevada State Museum, Carson City (NSM). The MBM collection has 
recently been relocated to UWBM—abbreviation and catalog numbers for 
both institutions are listed for specimens studied at MBM.

Certain records are noted as “establishing records,” designating the first 
NBRC-endorsed record of a species. Early in its history, the NBRC adopted 
an existing checklist (Titus 1996) based on numerous sources that constituted 
the most reliable information available at the time. All but 20 of the species on 
the review list now have at least one endorsed record. (That number was 28 at 
the conclusion of 2012.) The committee continues to pursue documentation 
of the remaining 20. After all sources of documentation available to us have 
been exhausted, we will reevaluate the status of those remaining species.

NEVADA BIRD RECORDS COMMITTEE REPORT FOR 2013
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BLACK-BELLIED WHISTLING-DUCK Dendrocygna autumnalis (6, 2). 2013-
028, Elizabeth Wells, 17 April 1993, Overton Wildlife Management Area (WMA) 
(Clark), 2 birds.

2013-029, Marian Cressman (P), Paul Lehman, 11 April–31 May 1994, Hender-
son Bird Viewing Preserve (Clark). 

Previous records 2012-042 (18–31 May 1993), 2013-029 (11 April–7 May 
1994), 1995-07 (8 April 1995), and 1999-04 (30 May 1999), all endorsed, are also 
of single Black-bellied Whistling-Ducks at the Henderson Bird Viewing Preserve. At 
the committee’s September 2013 meeting, we considered whether any or all of these 
records should be marked as repeat visits by the same bird but concluded the evidence 
for this inference was insufficient. 

FULVOUS WHISTLING-DUCK Dendrocygna bicolor (2, 2). 2013-032, Bob 
Poole (P, #MBM 176, UWBM 97483), 2 December 1962, Pahranagat National 
Wildlife Refuge (NWR) (Lincoln).

2013-033, Vincent Mowbray, 9 April 1991, Corn Creek (Clark). 
This species was reported on multiple occasions through the 1960s, sporadically 

into the 1970s (Alcorn 1988), but it has not been reported at all in recent years. Since 
2010 it has disappeared entirely from the Salton Sea area in southeastern California, 
where it nested at least until 1999 (Hamilton 2008). For the establishing record, the 
committee reviewed the specimen collected in 1962.

TRUMPETER SWAN Cygnus buccinator (2**, 1). 2013-010, Martin Meyers (P), 
Aaron Ambos (P), 19–21 January 2013, Overton WMA (Clark). This swan, with three 
Tundra Swans, flew past many observers looking for the Common Crane (2013-007) 
that visited Overton WMA in early 2013. At the time, the observers commented on 
the bright orange legs and feet of this Trumpeter, and several excellent photographs 
were obtained (Figure 1). McEneany (2005) discussed this variation.

2013-025, NOT ENDORSED. 16 March 2013, Overton WMA (Clark). Some of 
the features of this photographed bird suggested a Tundra rather than a Trumpeter 
Swan.

The long-established introduced resident population of the Trumpeter Swan in 
the Ruby Valley is exempt from review, but the NBRC reviews reports of birds away 
from that location.

AMERICAN BLACK DUCK Anas rubripes (0, 0). 2012-092, NOT ENDORSED. 
19 November 2012, Stillwater NWR (Churchill). The NBRC received a single photo-
graph that did show a bird with characteristics of the American Black Duck, but the 
committee was troubled by the lack of any dark feathers on the underwing coverts 
and the appearance of curved central tail feathers—suggesting possible hybridization 
with a Mallard, with which the American Black Ducks hybridizes regularly in the East. 
The photo did not show the upperwing, preventing the committee from analyzing 
the speculum coloration. On the second round, the members unanimously agreed 
that this documentation was insufficient for such an extreme rarity in Nevada. This 
species is on the state list on the basis of Alcorn’s (1988) report of an adult female 
recovered near Fallon (Churchill) 4 November 1963. According to Alcorn, the bird 
was banded by the New York Conservation Department at Wilson Hill, New York on 
2 September 1962. The American Black Duck remains one of those 20 species on 
the Nevada list for which there is still no NBRC-endorsed record.

HARLEQUIN DUCK Histrionicus histrionicus (3, 1). 2012-083, Rose Strickland, 
Dennis Ghiglieri (P), Martin Meyers (P, Figure 2), Greg Scyphers (P), 6–15 November 
2012, south end of Pyramid Lake (Washoe). Twenty years had passed since the last 
Harlequin Duck was documented in Nevada (Meyers 2010), making this cooperative 
bird a welcome find for many of the state’s birders.

RED-THROATED LOON Gavia stellata (6, 1). 2013-004, Greg Scyphers (P), 

NEVADA BIRD RECORDS COMMITTEE REPORT FOR 2013
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Martin Meyers, 3-4 January 2013, south end of Pyramid Lake (Washoe). This is the 
first endorsed record of Red-throated Loon from northern Nevada.

NEOTROPIC CORMORANT Phalacrocorax brasilianus (2, 1). 2012-056, 
Andrew Lee (P), Martin Meyers (P), Randall Micha l(P), Greg Scyphers (P), B. J. 
Stacey (P), 26 August 2012–13 February 2013, Floyd Lamb Park (Clark). This second 
endorsed record for the state was of a bird seen intermittently for almost six months, 
unlike the first record (1998-02), which involved a bird observed for only three days 
(Eidel 2000). The range expansion of this species through the southwestern U.S. 
is illustrated by the rapidly growing number of records endorsed by the California 
Bird Records Committee (CBRC), which removed the species from its review list 
in January 2014. California’s first Neotropic Cormorant was found in April 1971 
(Jones 1971), and as of February 2014, the CBRC had endorsed more than 50 
records, many involving multiple individuals (www.californiabirds.org/cbrcdb.html). 
Most of those records are from extreme southeastern California. In western Arizona, 
the Neotropic Cormorant has become “more regular ... with every season, north to 
Lake Havasu” (Harter and Vander Pluym 2014). Lake Havasu is less than 60 km 
from the southern tip of Nevada. And the Utah Bird Records Committee removed 
the Neotropic Cormorant from its review list in 2013—the species is now somewhat 
regular in that state’s southwest corner (around St. George) and along the Wasatch 

NEVADA BIRD RECORDS COMMITTEE REPORT FOR 2013

Figure 1. On 19 January 2013, many birders were assembled at Overton W.M.A., 
looking for the Common Crane reported two days earlier. Accompanied by three 
Tundra Swans, this Trumpeter Swan flew over and was instantly identified by the 
obvious size difference. The orange rather than the typically black legs and feet are 
a variation documented in the Trumpeter Swan.

Photo by Aaron Ambos
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front, mostly at urban freshwater ponds from Utah Lake north along the Great Salt 
Lake (R. Fridell pers. comm.) In 2013, the NBRC received two more reports of the 
Neotropic Cormorant, one of which appears to be a repeat visit involving 2012-056. 
Those records will be reviewed in 2014. Considering the status in adjacent states, 
one must assume that sightings in Nevada will increase, perhaps dramatically, over 
the next few years.

BROWN PELICAN Pelecanus occidentalis (7, 2). 2012-036, Andrew Lee (P), 
Greg Scyphers (P), 19 July–15 December 2012, Las Vegas Bay, Lake Mead National 
Recreation Area (NRA) (Clark), 2 birds.

2012-082, Bill Henry, Rose Strickland, Dennis Ghiglieri (P), 30–31 October 2012, 
multiple locations on west shore of Pyramid Lake (Washoe). This is the first endorsed 
record of the Brown Pelican from northern Nevada.

The Brown Pelican’s most recent major incursion into Nevada was in July 2004, 
when 23 live birds (plus an uncounted number of dead ones) were observed in Las 
Vegas Bay, Lake Mead NRA (Meyers 2008). Along the lower Colorado River, the 
species is nearly annual, sometimes in flocks, north to Lake Havasu, primarily in late 
summer and fall (D. Vander Pluym pers. comm.)

YELLOW-CROWNED NIGHT-HERON Nyctanassa violacea (1, 1). 2013-035, 
Robert Rucker, 13 September 1992, Pahranagat NWR (Lincoln). This species has 
been on the Nevada list, but with NBRC endorsement this pre-committee record 
serves as the establishing record.

WHITE IBIS Eudocimus albus (0, 0). 2013-012, NOT ENDORSED. 13 December 
2012, I-15 and Valley of Fire Highway (Clark). The written details by a single observer 

NEVADA BIRD RECORDS COMMITTEE REPORT FOR 2013

Figure 2. It had been 20 years since the last documented Harlequin Duck in the state, 
so many Nevada birders appreciated this bird’s remaining around Pyramid Lake for 
at least 10 days (6–15 November 2012, photo taken 7 November). 

Photo by Martin Meyers
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suggested this species, but the brevity of sighting of a bird flying overhead resulted 
in the failure to endorse.

*WHITE-TAILED KITE Elanus leucurus (17**, 5). 2013-051, Dave DeSante, 8 
June 1976, Highway 395 between Reno and Carson City (Washoe).

2013-050, James and Marian Cressman (P), 12 April 1993, Overton WMA (Clark).
2013-008, Norman Parrish (P), Rick Fridell (P), 15–17 January 2013, Overton 

WMA (Clark).
2013-009, Jim Lane (P), Ken Drozd (P), Rob Lowry, Meg Andrews, Martin Mey-

ers (P), Fred Welden (P), 19–23 January 2013, Damonte Ranch Wetlands, Reno 
(Washoe).

2013-023, Tim Almond (P), Babette d’Amours (P), 9–10 March 2013, Clark 
County Wetlands Park (Clark).

COMMON BLACK-HAWK Buteogallus anthracinus (9, 1). 2012-040, NOT 
ENDORSED. 31 July 2012, Pahranagat NWR (Lincoln). This record was submitted 
by an experienced observer surveying for the Yellow-billed Cuckoo. Unfortunately, 
the sighting was brief and, on the second round of review, the committee decided that 
similar species, particularly the Zone-tailed Hawk, had not been adequately eliminated.

2013-042, Jennifer Ballard (P), 22 April 2013, the Southern Nevada Water 
Authority’s Warm Springs Natural Area (not open to the public; Clark).

*BROAD-WINGED HAWK Buteo platypterus (8**, 3). 2012-103, Greg Scyphers 
(P), 26–27 May 2012, Dyer (Esmeralda).

2012-069, Justin Streit (P), Greg Scyphers (P), 23–24 September 2012, Floyd 
Lamb Park (Clark).

2012-079, Greg Scyphers (P), Scott Krammer (P), Robert Dobbs (P), 27–28 
September 2012, Floyd Lamb Park (Clark).

*ZONE-TAILED HAWK Buteo albonotatus (16**, 3). 2013-084, C. S. Lawson, 
21 April 1975, Mormon Farm, Las Vegas (Clark). Reported to Lawson as having 
been first seen 19 April 1975 by John and Kay O’Connell. The NBRC does not have 
the original documentation of that initial sighting, but it is published (Lawson 1977a).

2013-046, Samuel Flake (P), 13 May 2013, Gold Butte (Clark), 2 birds.
2013-078, Anne Pellegrini, 2 August 2013, Pahranagat NWR (Lincoln).

COMMON CRANE Grus grus (2, 2). 2013-014, Scott Barnes, Linda Mack (P), 
29 September 2008, Halleck (Elko). Feeding with Sandhill Cranes (G. canadensis) in 
an agricultural field. Comparisons with photos from elsewhere of known hybrids, plus 
opinions provided by European birders, convinced the committee of the identification. 
The question of provenance was, of course, raised, but the previous NBRC endorse-
ment of 2013-007 (below), as well as the earlier endorsement of a Common Crane 
in northwestern California by the CBRC (Nelson et al. 2013) as the first for that state 
and for the west coast south of Alaska, helped to convince all NBRC members that 
natural occurrence should not automatically be ruled out. Although reviewed (and 
unanimously endorsed) by the committee after it had endorsed 2013-007, this earlier 
record becomes Nevada’s first of the Common Crane.

2013-007, Norman Parrish (P), Andrew Lee (P), Donna Crail-Rugotzke (P), Rick 
Fridell (P), David Vander Pluym (P), Rose Strickland, Dennis Ghiglieri (P), Lauren 
Harter, Martin Meyers (P), Ryan O’Donnell (P), Greg Scyphers (P), Randall Michal 
(P), Aaron Ambos (P, Figure 3), Curtis Marantz (P), 15–31 January 2013, Overton 
WMA (Clark). Although 31 January was the date of the last documentation submit-
ted to the NBRC, sightings continued until at least 5 February (Fridell 2013). Like 
2013-014 above, this Common Crane was immature. As to provenance, this bird’s 
traveling with Sandhill Cranes (including Lesser Sandhill Cranes), the skittish behavior 
described by several observers, the CBRC’s endorsement of California’s first record, 
and the lack of any visible signs of captivity helped to convince the NBRC to endorse 

NEVADA BIRD RECORDS COMMITTEE REPORT FOR 2013
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the record unanimously. Another factor considered, and bolstering the committee’s 
decision, was the occurrence of a second California Common Crane, this one in 
Modoc County, in the northeastern corner of that state, 27 December 2012 (Pike 
et al. 2014). In fact, there was considerable conjecture that the cranes at Modoc and 
Overton might be the same bird. Photos were not conclusive in this regard, but the 
birds appeared very similar and seemed to be traveling with a very similar group of 
Greater and Lesser Sandhill Cranes.

AMERICAN GOLDEN-PLOVER Pluvialis dominica (6, 3). 2012-073, Jill Callin 
(P), Greg Scyphers (P), 14–24 September 2012, private property at Silver Peak 
(Esmeralda).

2012-071, Randall Michal (P), 1 October 2012, Henderson Bird Viewing Preserve 
(Clark).

2013-021, Greg Scyphers (P), 3 November 2012, the private Ponderosa Dairy, 
Amargosa Valley (Nye), 2 birds.

Fourteen years passed between Nevada’s first endorsed record in 1997 (Baepler et 
al. 1999) and the next two, in 2011 (Meyers 2014)—followed by three more in 2012. 

MOUNTAIN PLOVER Charadrius montanus (8, 3). 2012-102, Greg Scyphers 
(P), 12 August 2012, Amargosa Valley (Nye).

2012-059, Rene Laubach (P), 18 August 2012, Corn Creek (Clark).
2012-077, Richard Saval (P), Tyler Stuart (P), 20–23 October 2012, El Dorado 

Dry Lake (Clark).

SPOTTED REDSHANK Tringa erythropus (1, 1). 2013-052, Vincent Mowbray, 
C. S. Lawson, 16–19 August 1975, Clark County Wetlands Park (Clark). Establishing 
record. This species was already on the Nevada list on the basis of this sighting, which 
had been published by Kingery (1976) but until recently not reviewed by the NBRC. 
The original documentation was reviewed and the record endorsed. 

NEVADA BIRD RECORDS COMMITTEE REPORT FOR 2013

Figure 3. First reported 15 January 2013, this Common Crane provided fine viewing 
opportunities for birders from many states during its stay, during which it was in the 
company of a small group of Greater and Lesser Sandhill Cranes. This photo was 
taken 21 January 2013.

Photo by Aaron Ambos
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HUDSONIAN GODWIT Limosa haemastica (1, 1). 2013-086, Vincent Mowbray, 
C. S. Lawson (P, #NSM 1616), H. G. Stevenson (P), 15–24 May 1976, Clark County 
Wetlands Park (Clark), 5 birds. Establishing record. This species was on the Nevada 
list on the basis of this sighting (Lawson 1977b). Original photos by Stevenson plus 
photos of the one specimen were reviewed, and the record was unanimously endorsed.

*STILT SANDPIPER Calidris himantopus (11**, 4). 2012-108, Greg Scyphers 
(P), 10 September 2011, Amargosa Valley (Nye).

2012-058, Randall Michal (P), Babette d’Amours (P), 29 August 2012, Henderson 
Bird Viewing Preserve (Clark).

2012-063, Aaron Ambos (P), 7 September 2012, El Dorado Dry Lake Bed (Clark).
2013-073, Timothy Fennell (P), 18–21 July 2013, Henderson Bird Viewing 

Preserve (Clark), 2 birds present 18 July, one present 21 July.
This species had been exempt from review in southern Nevada from the founding 

of the NBRC (1994) until September 2009, when the exemption was removed. Eight 
records in the ensuing four years were enough to convince the committee to remove 
the species from the review list entirely in 2013.

PARASITIC JAEGER Stercorarius parasiticus (6, 1). 2012-065, Michael J. San 
Miguel, Jr., Greg Scyphers, Martin Meyers (P), 13–14 September 2012, south end 
of Pyramid Lake (Washoe).

LONG-TAILED JAEGER Stercorarius longicaudus (10, 2). 2012-072, Amy 
Seaman (P), Martin Meyers (P), Greg Scyphers (P), 13 September–1 October 2012, 
private property at Silver Peak (Esmeralda).

2012-070, Aaron Ambos (P), Deb Vogt (P), Randall Michal (P), Babette d’Amours 
(P), 27 September–2 October 2012, El Dorado Dry Lake Bed (Clark). Additional 
reports not submitted to the committee place the bird’s last date at 4 October (Fridell 
2013).

BLACK-LEGGED KITTIWAKE Rissa tridactyla (6, 1). 2012-089, Andrew Lee 
(P), 17 November 2012, Las Vegas Bay, Lake Mead NRA (Clark).

RED-LEGGED KITTIWAKE Rissa brevirostris (1, 1). 2013-090, C. S. Lawson 
(P, #NSM B-1671), 3 July 1977, Floyd Lamb Park (Clark). Establishing record. This 
astounding record was at the time only the third for North America away from the 
Bering Sea or coastal Alaska (Kingery 1978). The bird was found alive by 13-year-
old Sandra Feldman and given to park personnel. It died the same day. More than 
a year later, it was given to C. S. Lawson, who prepared the specimen (Figure 4). 
The committee was able to photograph and study the specimen and endorsed the 
record unanimously

*MEW GULL Larus canus (8**, 1). 2012-052, Rita Schlageter, 13 January 1994, 
Hemenway Harbor, Lake Mead NRA (Clark). In 2007, the NBRC exempted this spe-
cies from review in northwest Nevada and removed it from the review list entirely in 
2009 but continues to review sightings prior to 2009. Several other pre-committee 
records await review.

SLATY-BACKED GULL Larus schistisagus (1, 1). 2013-011, Martin Meyers (P, 
Figure 5), Greg Scyphers (P), Meg Andrews, Carolyn Titus, Richard Titus (P), Rose 
Strickland, Dennis Ghiglieri (P), 18–24 January 2013, Walker Lake (Mineral). This 
first for the state appeared to be in its third cycle. Nevada’s gull enthusiasts had been 
predicting this one for a while, but it was nonetheless a nice surprise when found 
standing on the shoreline of Walker Lake.

GLAUCOUS GULL Larus hyperboreus (11, 3). 2012-099, Martin Meyers (P), 
Rob Lowry (P), 15 December 2012–6 February 2013, Sparks Marina (Washoe).

2013-018, Chuck Coxe (P), Martin Meyers (P), 30 January–6 February 2013, 
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Sparks Marina (Washoe). On at least one occasion, 2013-018 and 2012-099 were 
together on the same set of marina floats.

2013-019, Dennis Ghiglieri (P), Rose Strickland, 16 February 2013, north of 
Pelican Beach, Pyramid Lake (Washoe). Photos of 2013-018 and 2013-019 showed 
the two birds to be very similar in plumage, although those of 2013-019 were not 
adequate for detailed comparison. The two locations are approximately 30 miles apart. 
Gulls that frequent Sparks Marina are often seen flying up and down the Truckee River, 
most presumed to be heading for the Lockwood dump just a few miles downstream. 
Pyramid Lake is the terminus of the Truckee River, and birds flying downstream 
from the Reno/Sparks area could easily end up at Pyramid Lake. The committee 
was divided on the question of whether these records represented a single individual.

*LEAST TERN Sternula antillarum (19**, 4). 2013-057, David Parmelee (P), 17 
June 1995, Overton WMA (Clark).

2013-045, Andrew Lee (P), 15 May 2013, Floyd Lamb Park (Clark).
2013-075, Randall Michal, Tim Almond (P), 30 June–1 July 2013, Henderson 

Bird Viewing Preserve (Clark).
2013-077, Randall Michal (P), Tim Almond (P), Greg Scyphers (P), 3–4 August 

2013, Henderson Bird Viewing Preserve (Clark). 
Eighteen of Nevada’s endorsed records of the Least Tern involve birds observed 

between 29 April and 20 July. The August record above (2013-077)—later than 
most records for the interior Southwest—raised the question as to whether 2013-075 
had remained continuously in the area since 30 June. The Henderson Bird Viewing 
Preserve, however, is one of the most heavily birded in Nevada, so it seemed unlikely 
that the bird had remained at that location for a month without having been reported. 
There is other suitable, but more remote, habitat within a few miles, so it is possible 
that the bird remained in the vicinity during that time. Only one member, however, 
voted to consider it a “continuing” bird.

BARRED OWL Strix varia (1, 1). 2012-098, Janice Vitale (P), Jacque Lowery (P, 
Figure 6), Greg Scyphers (P), 11–21 December 2012, Spanish Springs (Washoe). First 
state record, although perhaps not the most welcome one. The Barred Owl, confined 
to eastern North America until the mid-1900s, has now expanded its range throughout 
the entire range of the Northern Spotted Owl (S. occidentalis caurina) and into the 
northern part of the range of California Spotted Owl (S. o. occidentalis) (Gutiérrez et 
al. 2007). As a result, this first documented occurrence of the Barred Owl in Nevada 
was not unexpected, but the location, a residential neighborhood in the northeastern 
part of the Reno/Sparks area, was a bit surprising. There is a very small population 
of California Spotted Owls in the Carson Range on the Nevada side of Lake Tahoe 
(Floyd et al. 2007). So far, there have been no reports of Barred Owls in that area.

ALLEN’S HUMMINGBIRD Selasphorus sasin (0, 0). 2013-072 (#MBM 3991), 
NOT ENDORSED. 15 August 1954, Boulder City (Clark). NBRC member Greg 
Scyphers took 26 photos of a museum specimen purported to be an immature male 
Allen’s Hummingbird (Figure 7), which the committee then reviewed. All members 
commented that the shapes of the rectrices did not support the identification as Allen’s, 
and, in fact, indicated the Rufous Hummingbird (S. rufus). The record received no 
votes for endorsement. Attempts to find other specimens of Allen’s Hummingbird 
from Nevada have been unsuccessful.

1996-19, NOT ENDORSED. 11 September 1996, Carpenter Canyon (Clark). 
This record was reviewed by the NBRC in 1996/1997 and received four votes for 
endorsement (Cressman et al. 1998). Under the bylaws in place at that time, a vote 
of 4–2 was sufficient for acceptance. In 2012, the committee decided to reevaluate 
this record under the bylaws clause that permits recirculating a completed record “if 
and only if there becomes available new and substantial documentary evidence that 
might affect the decision” (http:/gbbo.org/nbrc). The membership believed that a 
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better understanding of the variability in the back color of the Rufous Hummingbird, 
and specifically that even a small percentage of adult male Rufous Hummingbirds 
have completely green backs, qualified as “new and substantial.” The identification 
of 1996-19 was based primarily on the completely green back of an adult male. The 
description also added some other comments about observed behavior, which the 
committee did not consider relevant to the identification. Overturning a previously 
endorsed record requires that there be no more than one vote against overturning the 
decision. In the case of 1996-19, the vote to overturn was unanimous.

Because acceptance of record 1996-19 was reversed and the identification of 
MBM 3991 as an Allen’s Hummingbird was in error, the NBRC removed the species 
from the Nevada list.

GILA WOODPECKER Melanerpes uropygialis (1, 1). 2013-031, George Austin 
(P, #MBM 1504, #UWBM 97993), 10 July 1966, near Davis Dam (Clark). Con-
sideration of this record is another example of the committee’s continuing efforts to 
pursue reviewable documentation of species on the state list but for which there are 
no NBRC-endorsed records. Searches of museum collections revealed this specimen 
and a few others covered in this report. As late as 1976, C. S. Lawson stated that 
the Gila Woodpecker “occurs only in the extreme southern tip of southern Nevada 
in the Fort Mohave area. In its very limited habitat it is a common resident and you 
can find it any time of the year” (Alcorn 1988). During surveys for Nevada’s breeding 
bird atlas from 1997 to 2000, however, no Gila Woodpeckers were found in that 
area, and the species is presumed extirpated in the state (Floyd et al. 2007) because 
of loss of habitat. It still occurs as far north as Havasu National Wildlife Refuge, just 
15 miles south of the Nevada border (D. Vander Pluym pers. comm.) 

*YELLOW-BELLIED SAPSUCKER Sphyrapicus varius (12**, 5). 2013-037, Greg 
Scyphers (P), 18 January 2011, Floyd Lamb Park (Clark).

2012-085, Rick Fridell (P), Tom Graham (P), 5 October 2012, Corn Creek (Clark).
2013-038, Andrew Lee (P), Greg Scyphers (P), 11–12 November 2012, Floyd 

Lamb Park (Clark).
2013-013, Sundee Meyer (P), 3 January 2013, Floyd Lamb Park (Clark).
2013-020, Meg Andrews, 14 February 2013, Cottonwood Park, Reno (Washoe).
On the basis of the number of endorsed records and the status of the species in 

adjacent states, the NBRC decided at its 2013 meeting to remove this species from 
the review list. The Yellow-bellied Sapsucker is not reviewed by committees covering 
Arizona, Oregon, or California, although it remains on the Utah review list.

CRESTED CARACARA Caracara cheriway (3, 2). 2012-096, Wade Rose (P), 
Rose Strickland, Dennis Ghiglieri (P), Greg Scyphers (P), 15–16 December 2012, 
Pahranagat NWR (Lincoln).

2013-017, Carl Bullock (P), 3 February 2013, Moapa (Clark). The two records are 
separated in space by ~50 miles and in time by 49 days. The committee wrestled with 
the question of whether they represented a single bird. In California some caracaras 
have been documented moving up to a few hundred miles (Nelson and Pyle 2013). 
In the case of the Nevada records, the photographic evidence was not conclusive, 
and differences in molt suggested they were of different individuals. 

GYRFALCON Falco rusticolus (2, 1). 2013-005R, Bill Henry (P), 5 January 2013, 
Stillwater NWR (Churchill). This bird was found and photographed at the same site 
as Nevada’s first NBRC-endorsed record of the Gyrfalcon, 13–16 January 2012 
(Meyers 2014). The committee was unanimous in considering the 2013 sighting as 
representing a return visit of the 2012 bird. In such cases, the letter “R” appended 
to the record’s number specifies a return. 

LEAST FLYCATCHER Empidonax minimus (9, 3). 2012-105, Greg Scyphers 
(P), 8 October 2011, Dyer (Esmeralda).

NEVADA BIRD RECORDS COMMITTEE REPORT FOR 2013
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Figure 4. Certainly one of the most astounding species recorded for Nevada, this 
Red-legged Kittiwake (top) was found alive but injured on 3 July 1977 at Floyd Lamb 
State Park in Las Vegas. It died the next day. The carcass remained on ice for over 
a year, during which time the bill was broken, but eventually the specimen got to C. 
S. Lawson, who was able to prepare it successfully. Ultimately it was deposited in 
the Nevada State Museum, Carson City. Black-legged Kittiwake (bottom) included in 
photo for comparison.

Photo by Greg Scyphers

Figure 5. This third-cycle Slaty-backed Gull was discovered by Scyphers and Meyers 
as they were driving past Walker Lake on 18 January 2013, on their way to Overton 
W.M.A. to look for the Common Crane (2013-007). The first of this species for 
Nevada, it remained until at least 24 January.

Photo by Martin Meyers
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Figure 6. This Barred Owl was first reported from a back yard in Spanish Springs in 
the northeast portion of the Reno/Sparks area on 11 December 2012. Two Reno 
birders were given access to the private residence to photograph the bird, the first to 
be documented in Nevada. It is not likely to be the last.

Photo by Jacque Lowery

2012-106, Greg Scyphers (P), 23 September 2012, Miller’s Rest Stop (Esmeralda).
2013-097, Greg Scyphers (P), Meg Andrews, 15 September 2013, Dyer (Esmeralda).

DUSKY-CAPPED FLYCATCHER Myiarchus tuberculifer (1, 1). 2012-095, Justin 
Streit (P, V), Greg Scyphers (P, A), Deb Vogt (P, Figure 8), Rose Strickland, Dennis 
Ghiglieri (P), 11–15 December 2012, Floyd Lamb Park (Clark). Establishing record. 
This bird was initially reported to www.eBird.org as “Myiarchus sp.” on 5 December. 
Streit observed the bird and confirmed the identification as a Dusky-capped Flycatcher 
on 11 December. Besides multiple photographs, the documentation for this record 
included audio and video recordings of the bird calling. The late fall or early winter date 
fits well with the many records of the Dusky-capped Flycatcher from western Arizona 
(D. Vander Pluym pers. comm.) and California (Hamilton et al. 2007). 

GREAT CRESTED FLYCATCHER Myiarchus crinitus (2, 1). 2012-074, Robert 
Dobbs (P), Rick Fridell (P), Martin Meyers (P), Greg Scyphers (P), 4–5 October 
2012, Dyer (Esmeralda). Excellent photographs accompanied the documentation for 
Nevada’s second Great Crested Flycatcher. 

SCISSOR-TAILED FLYCATCHER Tyrannus forficatus (7, 1). 2012-093, Randall 
Michal (P), 4 December 2012, Henderson Bird Viewing Preserve (Clark).

BLUE JAY Cyanocitta cristata (2, 1). 2012-080, Sara Wittenberg (P), 22 October 
2012, Ruby Lake NWR (Elko).

RUFOUS-BACKED ROBIN Turdus rufopalliatus (1, 1). 2012-104, Greg Scy-
phers (P), Rick Fridell (P, this issue's cover photo), 14–15 November 2012, Williams 
Ranch (Lincoln). This first for Nevada was found at a well-watered private ranch—a 
green patch in the middle of many, many miles of dry desert in the southeastern 
part of the state. 
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CURVE-BILLED THRASHER Toxostoma curvirostre (2, 1). 2012-078, Tyler 
Stuart, Jim Boone (P), G. Scott Clemson, 15 September–13 October 2012, Walking 
Box Road (Clark). The first report of this bird, from Stuart, was of a bird heard calling 
“woot wheet,” but not seen, on 15 September. On 13 October, Stuart and Clemson 
had extended views of presumably the same bird, and both provided detailed written 
descriptions. Meanwhile, on 30 September, Boone, unaware of the 15 September 
occurrence, photographed an apparent Curve-billed Thrasher at essentially the same 
location. Although the photographs alone were not conclusive, the combination of 
written descriptions of the bird’s appearance, written descriptions of the characteristic 
call, and suggestive photos were enough to convince the NBRC to support the iden-
tification. The habitat in this area is dominated by Joshua Trees (Yucca brevifolia), 
and care must be taken in differentiating the Curve-billed from Bendire’s Thrasher, 
which also frequents Joshua Tree habitat. Considering the rarity of the Curve-billed 
Thrasher in Nevada and the proximity of all three observations, the committee also 
unanimously voted to consider all documentation as referring to the same bird. The 
only other NBRC-endorsed record of this species is from a private yard in Las Vegas, 
11 August 1997 (Baepler et al. 1999).

*BROWN THRASHER Toxostoma rufum (18**, 6). 2013-055, C. S. Lawson, 
Vincent Mowbray, 4 April 1970–31 March 1971, Corn Creek (Clark). This Brown 
Thrasher, the earliest recorded in Nevada, appears to have remained at Corn Creek, 
a frequently birded desert oasis near Las Vegas, for an entire year. For example, in 
his fall 1970 report to American Birds, Lawson wrote, “This bird is apparently the 
one we initially observed last spring and summer. It is apparently resident. We have 
not observed more than one, and the residents at CC [Corn Creek] tell us they see 
the bird from time to time.”

2013-062, C. S. Lawson (P), Vincent Mowbray, 1 November–30 December 1972, 
Corn Creek (Clark). Two members voted to consider this Brown Thrasher to repre-
sent a repeat visit of the bird present at this same location through 31 March 1971 
(2013-055 above), but four members were convinced that it was a new individual. 
As Corn Creek is birded so heavily, it is unlikely that the bird was present during the 
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Figure 7. This hummingbird was collected by Lynn Peterson on 15 August 1954 
at Boulder City. It was identified as an immature male Allen’s Hummingbird and is 
currently housed at the Lake Mead N.R.A. storage and office complex. The committee 
concluded unanimously that the nipple-shaped tips of rectrix 2 and the relatively wide 
rectrix 5 do not support the identification as Allen’s but are typical of the expected 
Rufous Hummingbird.

Photo by Greg Scyphers
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year and a half between the sightings, and the Brown Thrasher occurs regularly in 
Nevada and elsewhere in the Southwest.

2013-053, Richard Castetter (P), 28 September 1975, Mercury (Nye).
2013-054, Marian Cressman (P), 20 September 1995, Miller’s Rest Stop (Esmer-

alda).
2012-068, Maureen J. Kammerer (P), 26 September 2012, Floyd Lamb Park 

(Clark).
2013-066, Greg Scyphers, 18 May 2013, Tonopah (Nye).

SPRAGUE’S PIPIT Anthus spragueii (1, 1). 2012-054, Paul Lehman, 26 Novem-
ber 1999, agricultural field of Bermuda grass near Avi Resort, extreme southern 
Nevada (Clark). Establishing record. Besides describing the bird’s structure, plumage, 
flight style, and call, Lehman mentioned that “the site is only two or three miles north 
of a series of large alfalfa fields just inside California (north of Needles) that supported 
multiple Sprague’s multiple years back in the 1980s” (corroborated by McCaskie 
1987 in reference to fall 1986).

LOUISIANA WATERTHRUSH Parkesia motacilla (2, 1). 2012-067, Greg Scy-
phers (P, Figure 9), Martin Meyers (P, V), Jon Dunn, Rose Strickland, Dennis Ghiglieri 
(P), 16–21 September 2012, Lida (Esmeralda). This exciting find was at one of the 
regularly birded migrant/vagrant traps in southwestern Nevada.

CONNECTICUT WARBLER Oporornis agilis (3, 0). 2012-097, NOT 
ENDORSED. 3 September 2012, Henderson Bird Viewing Preserve (Clark). The writ-
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Figure 8. This Dusky-capped Flycatcher at Floyd Lamb State Park, Las Vegas, was 
apparently present as early as 5 December 2012, when a report to eBird listed a 
“Myiarchus sp.” This photo was taken 14 December, and the bird was last seen 15 
December. The rufous edges to the secondaries and nearly complete lack of rufous 
in the tail were sufficient for committee endorsement, but the audio recordings by 
Justin Streit and Greg Scyphers made it a “slam dunk.” 

Photo by Deb Vogt
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Figure 9. This second Louisiana Waterthrush for Nevada was found and photo-
graphed at Lida on 16 September 2012 by Scyphers and Meyers and remained until 
at least 21 September. 

Photo by Greg Scyphers

Figure 10. Found by Kathy Kuyper at Ash Meadows N.W.R. 10 November 2012 
and photographed by Scyphers 11 November, this third Bay-breasted Warbler the 
NBRC has endorsed for Nevada was the first to be reported in the state since 1995.

Photo by Greg Scyphers
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ten documentation described behavior not characteristic of the species and physical 
features that did not eliminate other similar, and more likely, species.

BAY-BREASTED WARBLER Setophaga castanea (3, 1). 2012-084, Kathy 
Kuyper, Greg Scyphers (P, Figure 10), 10–11 November 2012, Ash Meadows NWR 
(Nye). This is the first record of the Bay-breasted Warbler the NBRC has endorsed 
since 1995 (Cressman et al. 1998). 

PINE WARBLER Setophaga pinus (0, 0). 2013-027, NOT ENDORSED. 15 
September 1987, Corn Creek (Clark).

2013-026, NOT ENDORSED. 7 October 1994, Blue Diamond (Clark).
This species was on the Nevada list on the basis of three early records. One of 

two mentioned by Alcorn (1988) is 2013-027, and the committee was able to obtain 
original documentation of it plus the 1994 record from Blue Diamond. We have been 
unable to find documentation for Alcorn’s other record, from September 1973. The 
September dates are earlier than virtually all of the many records for California and 
Arizona, where the species does not typically arrive until October or later (Hamilton 
et al. 2007, Rosenberg et.al. 2011). The September dates suggest possible confusion 
with similar species such as the Blackpoll or Bay-breasted warblers. As a result of these 
decisions, the committee, the NBRC removed the Pine Warbler from the state list. 

PRAIRIE WARBLER Setophaga discolor (8, 1). 2012-101, Greg Scyphers (P), 8 
September 2012, Bonham Ranch (Washoe).

*CLAY-COLORED SPARROW Spizella pallida (14**, 3). 2013-064, NOT 
ENDORSED. 23 September 1977, Pahranagat NWR (Lincoln).

2012-088, Robert Dobbs, 3 October 2012, Pahranagat NWR (Lincoln).
2013-043, Andrew Lee (P), 1 May 2013, Floyd Lamb Park (Clark).
2013-044, Andrew Lee (P), 12 May 2013, Sunset Park, Las Vegas (Clark).

*SWAMP SPARROW Melospiza georgiana (19**, 5). 2013-040, Greg Scyphers 
(P), 28 September 2012, Miller’s Rest Stop (Esmeralda).

2013-039, Greg Scyphers (P), 5 October 2012, Dyer (Esmeralda).
2012-075, Andrew Lee (P), 13 October 2012, Floyd Lamb Park (Clark).
2012-081, Alan de Queiroz, Dennis Ghiglieri (P), Rose Strickland, Martin Meyers, 

24 October–7 November 2012, Rancho San Rafael Park, Reno (Washoe).
2012-087, Robert Dobbs (P), Greg Scyphers (P), 12 November–16 December 

2012, Pahranagat NWR (Lincoln), 2 birds.

PAINTED BUNTING Passerina ciris (9, 1). 2012-107, Greg Scyphers (P), 26 
September 2012, Corn Creek (Clark). Nevada has four endorsed records for May and 
five for September. Two of the May records (2002-05 and 2008-037) involved adult 
males. All other Nevada records have been of birds in female or immature plumage. In 
California, the overwhelming majority of CBRC-endorsed records are from the fall. The 
few spring records are from May, and the only three adult males endorsed by the CBRC 
occurred in May (Hamilton et al. 2007). Escapes from captivity are also known from many 
states, and they often involve adult males, sometimes showing abnormal pigmentation.

DICKCISSEL Spiza americana (6, 1). 2012-064, Andrew Lee (P), 9 September 
2012, Floyd Lamb Park (Clark).

*COMMON GRACKLE Quiscalus quiscula (19**, 5). 2013-063, Ed Harper (P), 
31 May 1987, Dyer (Esmeralda), 2 birds. One of the photos accompanying this 
submission shows a Common Grackle carrying nesting material, although the success 
or failure of the attempt was never documented. Nesting has never been confirmed in 
Nevada, although other attempts have been suspected (Floyd et al. 2007).

2013-056, Graham Etherington, 27 October 1994, Nellis Air Force Base (Nye).
2012-091, Rick Fridell (P), 24 May 2012, Corn Creek (Clark).
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2012-090, Robert Dobbs (P), Rick Fridell (P), Martin Meyers (P), Greg Scyphers 
(P), 15 November–16 December 2012, the private Williams Ranch (Lincoln).

2013-068, Frank Hall, 7 June 2013, West Wendover (Elko).

PURPLE FINCH Haemorhous purpureus (4, 2). 2012-076, Martin Meyers (P), 
Meg Andrews, Greg Scyphers (P, V, Figure 11), 15–21 October 2012, The Willows, 
northwest side of Pyramid Lake (Washoe), 2 birds.

2012-086, Chuck Coxe (P), 3 November 2012, Rancho San Rafael Park, Reno 
(Washoe).

The Purple Finch has, over the years, been one of the most over-reported species 
in Nevada. Many reports appear to be erroneous identifications of Cassin’s Finch (H. 
cassinii), which breeds commonly in the mountains through much of the state (Floyd 
et al. 2007) and also sometimes visits lowland oases, particularly in spring. Although 
the Purple Finch nests as close as the west slope of the Sierra Nevada in California, it 
is known to breed on the east slope at only two locations, around Susanville (Lassen 
Co.) and Markleeville (Alpine Co.), both in California (Beedy and Pandolfino 2013). 
With only four NBRC-endorsed records, the two occurrences in the fall of 2012 were 
a welcome surprise. Rutt et al. (2014) summarized the status of the two subspecies 
of the Purple Finch in the interior West, including Nevada.

COMMON REDPOLL Acanthis flammea (12, 8). 2013-034, Ken Voget (P, #MBM 
7923), 21 May 2000, the Nature Conservancy’s Torrance Ranch (Nye), found recently 
dead near a banding station.

2001-35, John Anderson, 17 December 2001, Reno/Sparks (Washoe). The first-
round review of this record, completed in 2004, resulted in it being accepted as an 
unidentified redpoll. Two members were not convinced that the Hoary Redpoll (A. 
hornemanni) could be eliminated from the written description (Cochran 2004). At 
the September 2013 biennial meeting, the committee decided the record should have 
received a second review, as the bylaws specify that a record with two or three votes 
against endorsement (out of six) requires a second round . On the second round (in 
2013), the committee voted 5–1 to endorse the identification as a Common Redpoll.

2013-001, Carol and Mike Amos (P), 27 November 2012, Fallon (Churchill).
2012-094, John Rogers (P), 5 December 2012, Caliente (Lincoln).
2012-100, Pete Bradley (P), Greg Scyphers (P), 24 December 2012–12 January 

2013, Spring Creek (Elko), 3 birds.
2012-109, Kristen Frantzen Orr (P), 28 December 2012–8 February 2013, Spring 

Creek (Elko), 26 birds.
2013-003, Dennis Serdehely (P), 2–28 January 2013, Fernley (Lyon).
2013-002, Dennis Serdehely, Martin Meyers (P), Greg Scyphers (P), 3–5 January 

2013, Sutcliff area, Pyramid Lake (Washoe).
Brinkley (2013) described the winter 2012–2013 irruption of the Common Redpoll 

as a “superflight.”  That was certainly true in Nevada. Half of all NBRC-endorsed 
records are from that winter alone, and the total number of individual Common 
Redpolls  documented that winter was 33. The six NBRC-endorsed records preceding 
the 2012–2013 invasion represent only nine individuals.
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NOTES ON THE BIRDS  
OF CHIRIKOF ISLAND, ALASKA
JACK J. WITHROW, University of Alaska Museum, 907 Yukon Drive, Fairbanks, 
Alaska 99775; jjwithrow@alaska.edu

ABSTRACT: Isolated in the western Gulf of Alaska 61 km from nearest land and 
74 km southwest of the Kodiak archipelago, Chirikof Island has never seen a focused 
investigation of its avifauna. Annotated status and abundance for 89 species recorded 
during eight visits 2008–2014 presented here include eastern range extensions for 
three Beringian subspecies of the Pacific Wren (Troglodytes pacificus semidiensis), 
Song Sparrow (Melospiza melodia sanaka), and Gray-crowned Rosy-Finch (Leucost
icte tephrocotis griseonucha). A paucity of breeding bird species is thought to be a 
result of the long history of the presence of introduced cattle and introduced foxes 
(Vulpes lagopus), both of which persist to this day.

Unique among sizable islands in southwestern Alaska, Chirikof Island (55° 
50′ N 155° 37′ W) has escaped focused investigations of its avifauna, owing 
to its geographic isolation, lack of an all-weather anchorage, and absence 
of major seabird colonies. In contrast, nearly every other sizable island or 
group of islands in this region has been visited by biologists, and they or 
their data have added to the published literature on birds: the Aleutian Is-
lands (Gibson and Byrd 2007), the Kodiak archipelago (Friedmann 1935), 
the Shumagin Islands (Bailey 1978), the Semidi Islands (Hatch and Hatch 
1983a), the Sandman Reefs (Bailey and Faust 1980), and other, smaller 
islands off the Alaska Peninsula (Murie 1959, Bailey and Faust 1981, 1984). 
With the exception of most of the Kodiak archipelago these islands form 
part of the Alaska Maritime National Wildlife Refuge (AMNWR), and many 
of these publications are focused largely on seabirds. Additional, unpublished 
information is archived at various institutions, principally the University of 
Alaska Museum (UAM) in Fairbanks and the AMNWR in Homer.

Historic and recent sources, without exception focused at a larger 
geographic scale or directed primarily at other aspects of the island, have 
provided only glimpses of Chirikof’s avifauna (see Dall 1874, Workman 
1966, 1969, Sowls et al. 1978, Gideon 1989, Khlebnikov 1994; see also 
Gabrielson and Lincoln 1959, Murie 1959). Indeed, Vitus Bering’s having 
denied Georg Wilhelm Steller permission to go ashore at Chirikof while 
they lay at anchor nearby on 2 August 1741 (Golder 1925) seems to have 
foreshadowed the next 270 years of missed opportunities there. Chirikof’s 
proximity to some of the most productive islands and marine waters in this 
region suggests that a focused inventory would provide a valuable addition 
to our knowledge of the avifauna of southwestern Alaska. 

STUDY AREA

The geologic terminus of the Kenai Peninsula’s Chugach Mountains 
(Nilsen and Moore 1979), Chirikof Island lies 135 km southeast of the near-
est projections of the Alaska Peninsula (capes Kumlik, Kunmik, Kuyuyukak, 
and Providence). The Semidi Islands, hosting the largest concentration of 
breeding seabirds in the western Gulf of Alaska (Hatch and Hatch 1983a), 
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lie 61 km to the west-northwest and are the nearest neighboring island 
group. Tugidak Island, designated a “critical habitat area” by the state of 
Alaska (ADFG 1995) and part of the Kodiak archipelago, lies 74 km to the 
northeast (Figure 1).

Chirikof, 17 km long and 12 km wide, encompasses nearly 132 km² with 
51.5 km of coastline, 32 km of which is sandy beach, the rest rocky coast 
backed by cliffs (Figures 2, 3). Vegetation (see Hultén 1968) is predomi-
nantly grasses and shrubs, with heath at some higher elevations. Lupine 
(Lupinus nootkatensis) and cow parsnip (Heracleum lanatum) dominate 
the lowlands in summer, probably because of the reluctance of feral domestic 
cattle (see MacDonald and Cook 2009) to eat these species. Salmonberry 
(Rubus spectabilis) and willows (Salix spp.) grow on a few protected slopes 
and valleys. Nearly everywhere the vegetation is heavily grazed by cattle, 
including the steep slopes along the southern and eastern coasts, which are 
heavily terraced from many years of cattle traffic and hold only a few areas 
inaccessible to cattle (Figure 3). Many areas of sandy, denuded soil pocket 
the perimeter of the island, where vegetation has been unable to take hold or 
persist. Three lakes, of 51, 34, and 21 hectares, and about a dozen smaller 
ponds are present. There are several marshy areas, one of which (Southwest 
Marsh), was a lake as recently as 1874 (Lindenkohl 1875).

Over time Chirikof has supported and continues to support several species 
of introduced mammals. Human presence on the island goes back at least 
4000 years (Workman 1966, Saltonstall and Steffian 2005). Feral domestic 
cattle, the most conspicuous aspect of the island’s fauna, are common and 

Figure 1. Chirikof Island and vicinity in the western Gulf of Alaska.
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widespread. Sources vary on when exactly cattle were introduced, but it was 
likely in the late 1880s or early 1890s (see Fields 2000). Estimates of recent 
and historic cattle numbers vary considerably but it is likely that there have 
been hundreds of cattle for over a century, degrading the local vegetation 
significantly. Arctic foxes (Vulpes lagopus) are common around the island, 
also having been introduced in the late 1880s or early 1890s (see Keithahn 
1962, Bailey 1993, Fields 2000). Likely because of historical introduction 
by humans, Chirikof supports a thriving population of arctic ground squir-
rels (Spermophilus parryii), which are common and widespread (Clark 
2010; see also MacDonald and Cook 2009, Cook et al. 2010, Galbreath 
et al. 2011) and have been present for thousands of years (Saltonstall and 

Figure 2. Map of Chirikof Island with place names used in text. Bold names are those 
appearing on USGS topographical maps, the others are mostly my own uninventive 
neologisms. Complete contour lines are 200 feet apart, open-ended lines are an 
approximate 75-foot contour representing coastal bluffs.
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Steffian 2005; Samantha Dunning, Univ. Alaska, in litt. 2014). Besides the 
introduced ground squirrels, I observed no small mammals (e.g., shrews or 
voles), nor have they been recorded from the island (MacDonald and Cook 
2009). Various other domestic animals (e.g., dogs and feral horses) have been 
present in association with humans, often persisting after their departure, 
although neither is currently extant. These introductions have had important 
effects on the island’s avifauna. Pink salmon (Oncorhynchus gorbuscha), 
silver salmon (O. kisutch), and char (Salvelinus sp., probably Dolly Varden 
[S. malma]) occur in the Southwest River, and probably in the Chirikof River 
as well. Several smaller streams may also support runs of anadromous fish 
at times (Johnson and Blanche 2011; pers. obs.).

METHODS

My observations were made during the course of eight trips to Chirikof: 
12–17 May 2008, 3–8 May 2009, 1–6 May 2010, 24–25 August 2010, 
13–18 May 2011, 30 May–4 June 2012, 4–12 July 2013, and 10–15 
May 2014. On most trips I covered 30–50 km by walking, generally along 
beaches, although I transited various upland areas at least once each trip and 
checked most large lakes each year. I noted relative abundance and distribu-

Figure 3. Landscape photographs of Chirikof Island. A, view south down east side 
over denuded North End, 8 May 2009. B, 600-foot cliffs of western Southeast Cove. 
Notice terracing by cattle, one of which is barely visible in center of photo, 3 June 
2012. C, view east over Southeast Cove toward Southeast Lake and South Cape, 
cattle trails again in evidence, 13 May 2008. D, view northeast along west side, Sand 
Shack Bluffs in background right, 7 July 2013. 

All photos by Jack J. Withrow, except D, by Patrick G. Saltonstall
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tion but did not conduct censuses. These observations were supplemented 
by collection of birds deposited at UAM. I directed little attention to waters 
more than 100 m from shore. Round Rock and Nagai Rocks lie ~2.5 km 
from West Point (Figure 2), and although I scanned these rocks with a 40× 
spotting scope in 2013 and 2014, the numbers and diversity of birds breed-
ing there was difficult to assess, although they held the greatest abundance 
and diversity of seabirds on the island, while Chirikof Island proper generally 
lacked such activity. Unpublished reports I cite are on file at UAM, at ARLIS 
(Alaska Resources and Information Services Library) in Anchorage, and/or 
the responsible institution. 

Conventions Used in Species Accounts

Subspecies of polytypic species, following Gibson and Withrow (in press), 
are given parenthetically when a specimen is lacking or when despite a speci-
men the subspecies is only inferred. The brevity of most trips, and their limited 
seasonal scope, made determining the status and relative abundance of many 
taxa problematic; hence I generally assess only status. For a few regularly 
encountered species I qualify abundance and give examples of normal and/
or high counts. Species are denoted as breeders only when I found definite 
evidence (e.g., nest, shelled egg in oviduct, passerines in juvenal plumage). 
Species with less than conclusive evidence are qualified with “probable” or 
“possible.” “Probable” means I observed circumstantial evidence of breeding 
such as seabirds approaching or perched on cliffs, defensive behavior, copula-
tion, strong site fidelity, etc. “Possible” means that the species was present 
during the breeding season and part of the known breeding assemblage of 
the surrounding region, but I saw no other evidence of breeding. A few taxa 
are given this qualifier on the basis of historical reports.

Comments on a species’ status in the broader area of southwestern Alaska, 
where useful, are given in Notes. Unattributed statements about status in 
the Kodiak archipelago are from my own observations, unpublished data 
at UAM, and discussions and correspondence with Richard A. MacIntosh; 
information on Tugidak Island (MacIntosh, in litt., 1995; see also ADFG 
1995) was particularly useful. Observations are generally arranged by cal-
endar date. A “pair” denotes a male and a female. Capitalized place names 
appear in Figure 2.

SPECIES ACCOUNTS

Anser albifrons (sponsa). Greater White-fronted Goose. Spring migrant. Repre-
sentative counts: eight on 1 May 2010 with Brant and Cackling Geese; six on 3–4 
May 2009 with Brant; four on 11–13 May 2014; and 20 on 15–16 May 2008. 
specimeNs (2): UAM 35427, second-year ♂, 11 May 2014; UAM 35428, adult 
♀, 13 May 2014. The specimens are small (exposed culmen 50.8 and 47.1 mm, 
respectively), fitting the description of this recently described subspecies (Banks 2011), 
the closest nesting form.

Chen canagica. Emperor Goose. Spring migrant. Representative counts: 55+, 35, 
and 35+ on 1 May, 2 May, and 4–5 May 2010, respectively; 20 on 3 May 2009; 
17 on 12 May 2008; a few on 13 May, and two on 14 May 2011. Not recorded in 
2012, 2013, or 2014.
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Branta bernicla nigricans. Brant. Spring migrant. Maximum counts: 100 on 16 
May 2011; 100+ with similar numbers of Cackling Geese on 1 May and 3–4 May 
2009. Present every year except 2013. specimeNs (2): UAM 28235, sex?, 13 May 
2008; UAM 35429, [adult ♀], 1 May 2010 (banded July 2009 near Chevak, Yukon 
River delta). Notes: Brant are common spring migrants in the Kodiak archipelago. 

Branta hutchinsii leucopareia. Cackling Goose. Spring migrant. Maximum counts: 
~125 with a like number of Brant on 1 May 2010; 30–40 on 12–13 May 2008; 
29 on 17 May 2011. One was seen 8 July 2013. specimeN (1): UAM 24724, ♂, 
13 May 2008. Notes: Most birds had white neck rings. A small population nests 
at Kiliktagik and Anowik islands, in the Semidi Islands (Hatch and Hatch 1983b; 
Kaliktagik = Kiliktagik), but the numbers of birds at Chirikof and their association with 
other migrants suggested that most of these birds were on their way to the Aleutians 
and not part of the Semidi population. A lone pale-breasted white-cheeked goose, 
lacking a neck ring and appearing larger than leucopareia, at Southeast Lake on 5 
May 2010 was likely B. h. parvipes or B. canadensis taverneri. 

Cygnus columbianus (columbianus). Tundra Swan. Spring migrant and breeder. 
Largest aggregations were 10 on 31 May 2013, eight on 2 May 2010, and seven 
on 2 June 2012. Usually three or four pairs present on the island. Nest sites included 
Swan Lake (nest with 5 eggs on small island, 31 May 2012), East Lake (pair with 
four cygnets, 4 July 2013), Southwest Marsh (pair with three cygnets, 7 July 2013; 
nest with 4 eggs, 11 May 2014), and Sand Shack Lake (nest with 2 eggs, 11 May 
2014). At least 12 swans present on the island on 24 August 2010 included a fam-
ily of five on Southwest Lake. Notes: Tundra Swans nest in the southern Kodiak 
archipelago, including Tugidak, and on the Alaska Peninsula (Murie 1959, Gill et al. 
1981), and they have nested elsewhere south of the Alaska Peninsula on Sutwik and 
Chankliut islands (Bailey and Faust 1981). Their ability to defend nests and young 
from foxes probably explains their status as the most frequent nesting species of 
waterfowl at Chirikof.

Anas strepera. Gadwall. Spring migrant. Only records are of a pair on 4–6 May 
2010, one male on 5 May 2009, and three on 14 May and 16 May 2011. Notes: 
The Gadwall is a fairly common breeder on the Alaska Peninsula (Murie 1959, Kessel 
and Gibson 1978, Gill et al. 1981) and has nested in the Sandman Reefs (Bailey and 
Faust 1980), the Shumagins (Bailey 1978, Byrd 2001), and on Tugidak. 

Anas penelope. Eurasian Wigeon. Spring migrant. Only records are of five with a 
male American Wigeon on 1 May 2010, a pair still present 4–6 May, and one male 
on 12 May 2014. specimeN (1): UAM 27023, adult ♂, 1 May 2010. Notes: The 
Eurasian Wigeon is a rare but regular migrant on Kodiak and in the eastern Aleutians 
(Gibson and Byrd 2007).

Anas americana. American Wigeon. Spring and fall migrant in pairs or small flocks 
(maximum was nine on 12 May 2008 and six on 3 May 2009, both at Southwest 
Lake). Not recorded in 2012 or 2013. Present on 24 August 2010 at Southwest 
Lake. Notes: The American Wigeon nests regularly on the Alaska Peninsula (Gill et 
al. 1981) and in the Kodiak archipelago, including Tugidak.

Anas platyrhynchos (platyrhynchos). Mallard. Spring migrant and possible 
breeder. Seen irregularly and in small numbers (maximum eight on 1 May 2008 and 
10–14 May 2014; at least six on 1 June 2012). Notes: Pairs and lone males late 
in spring suggested local nesting of this common breeder throughout the Aleutians 
(Gibson and Byrd 2007), the Alaska Peninsula (Murie 1959, Gill et al. 1981), and 
the Kodiak archipelago (Friedmann 1935).

Anas discors. Blue-winged Teal. One male with Green-winged Teal and pintails on 
12 May 2014 at East Lake. specimeN (1): UAM 35396, adult ♂. Notes:  Blue-winged 
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Teal are casual at Kodiak and, to the west, there is only one Aleutian record (Gibson 
and Byrd 2007).

Anas clypeata. Northern Shoveler. Spring migrant. Maximum was at least seven 
on 15 and 16 May 2008 and at least six on 4 May 2009. A pair on 1 May 2010 
and a lone male on 3 June 2012 were the earliest and latest, respectively. specimeN 
(1): UAM 28973, adult ♂, 15 May 2008, wing only. Notes: The shoveler is at best 
a very rare nester on the Alaska Peninsula (Murie 1959, Gill et al. 1981, Bailey and 
Faust 1984) and is unknown as a breeding bird in the Aleutians (Gibson and Byrd 
2007) or Kodiak.

Anas acuta. Northern Pintail. Spring and fall migrant, probable breeder. Maximum 
counts were of at least 30 on 4 May 2009, at least 15 on 1 May 2010, and 10 on 7 
July 2013. Pairs were seen regularly in May. One agitated female in Southwest Marsh 
on 8 July 2013 was the only indication of breeding. Present on 24 August 2010. 
Notes: Pintails breed on the Alaska Peninsula (Gill et al. 1981) and adjacent islands 
off the Pacific coast (Bailey and Faust 1984), sparingly in the Aleutians (Gibson and 
Byrd 2007), on Tugidak, and probably on Sutwik (Bailey and Faust 1981).

Anas crecca carolinensis. Green-winged Teal. Spring migrant, has nested. Maxi-
mum counts: at least seven on 4 May 2009, at least six on 31 May 2012, and five 
adults on 8 July 2013. A female with a brood of eight young in Southwest Marsh on 
8 July 2013 represents the only nesting record. specimeNs (2): UAM 28444, adult 
♂, 16 May 2008; UAM 31807, downy ♂, 8 July 2013.

A. c. crecca. One male on 16 May 2011 at East Pond One. specimeN (1): UAM 
28498, adult ♂. Notes: Except for this one, all male Green-winged Teal seen well 
were carolinensis, and Chirikof is probably east of any regular breeding of A. c. 
crecca, although both taxa have been recorded in summer in the Shumagins (R. H. 
Day in litt. 2014) and at Unimak (Gibson and Byrd 2007; see also Murie 1959). 
In the Kodiak archipelago A. c. crecca is a regular but rare spring migrant; A. c. 
carolinensis is a common breeder, including (presumably) the Green-winged Teal 
breeding on Tugidak. 

Aythya collaris. Ring-necked Duck. Spring migrant. Two males on both 4 May 
2009 and 16 May 2011 (one of the two on 16 May was remains of predation), and 
one male on 16 May 2008. specimeNs (3): UAM 26104, adult ♂, 4 May 2009; 
UAM 28499, adult ♂, 16 May 2011; UAM 29531, [adult ♂], 16 May 2011, wing 
only. Notes: Small numbers winter at Kodiak, but the species is only a casual visitant 
farther west, in the Aleutians (Gibson and Byrd 2007).

Aythya marila nearctica. Greater Scaup. Spring migrant, possible breeder. Scaup 
were nearly always present on the three largest lakes (maximum counts: at least 30 
on 6 May 2009; 35 on 12 May 2014) and only rarely on smaller ponds (pair on 
5 July 2013 at Swan Lake). specimeNs (2): UAM 29987, adult ♀, ovary 32 × 9 
mm, ova to 5 mm; UAM 30915, adult ♂, testes 20 × 11 mm; both 17 May 2011. 
Notes: Both Murie (1959:85) and Gabrielson and Lincoln (1959:183) cited a report 
of nesting at Chirikof by Chase Littlejohn in 1887 or 1888. Greater Scaup breed 
commonly on the Alaska Peninsula (Murie 1959, Gill et al. 1981), in parts of the 
Aleutians (Gibson and Byrd 2007), in the Shumagins (Kenyon 1964, Bailey 1978), 
and in at least the southern parts of the Kodiak archipelago, including Tugidak. See 
notes under following species.

Aythya affinis. Lesser Scaup. Spring migrant. One on 16 May 2008; three on 16 
May 2011; five from 10 to 15 May 2014. specimeN (1): UAM 35397, second-year 
♂, 13 May 2014. Notes: Like the Ring-necked Duck, this species is only a casual 
visitant farther west, in the Aleutians (Gibson and Byrd 2007). Small numbers winter 
at Kodiak in most years. I presumed scaup to be A. marila unless otherwise noted.
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Somateria spectabilis. King Eider. Probably a winter resident. I found the remains 
of a male on 4 May 2010 (no phenology inferred). Notes: King Eiders regularly 
winter as far east as the Kodiak archipelago (Friedmann 1935) and probably around 
Chirikof as well, as suggested by one seen 21 January 1985 “off Chirikof” (R. H. 
Day, UAM unpubl.) and by two birds that wintered 2002–2003 after having been 
fitted with satellite transmitters in spring 2002 near the Kuparuk River, on Alaska’s 
North Slope (Powell et al. 2005, Phillips et al. 2006).

Histrionicus histrionicus. Harlequin Duck. Common. Encountered in nearshore 
marine waters each trip. Most numerous in early to mid-May, when maximum was 
100+ in a feeding flock on 16 May 2011 near Old Ranch. Probably present year 
round.

Melanitta perspicillata. Surf Scoter. Flock of at least 30 on 11 May 2014. Notes: 
Like the White-winged Scoter (q.v.), probably present in winter.

Melanitta americana. Black Scoter. At least three on 2 May 2010 and two on 
14 May 2011. specimeN (1): UAM 30008, [♂], found dead 30 May 2012, wing 
only (no phenology inferred). Notes: Like the White-winged Scoter (q.v.), probably 
present in winter. 

Melanitta fusca (deglandi). White-winged Scoter. Observed both off shore and on 
larger lakes, where maximum counts were seven on 12 May 2014 and at least 15 on 
1 June 2012, both at East Lake. Notes: Murie (1959; Murie’s Ukanuk = Ukamuk, the 
name for Chirikof in the Alutiiq language) reported observations by Chase Littlejohn 
in the summer of 1887 or 1888. The White-winged Scoter nests regularly only in 
interior Alaska (Brown and Fredrickson 1997), although breeding has been suspected 
on the Alaska Peninsula in the Caribou River drainage (Gill et al. 1981) and isolated 
nests have been reported once each in the Sanak Islands (Bailey and Faust 1980) 
and at Chankliut Island (Bailey and Faust 1981). All scoters probably winter regularly 
at Chirikof, as they do in the Kodiak archipelago (Friedmann 1935), nearby Alaska 
Peninsula (Murie 1959), and Aleutians (Gibson and Byrd 2007).

Bucephala albeola. Bufflehead. Spring migrant. High counts were at least 12 on 
1 May 2010, 41 on 4 May 2009, and eight on 14 May 2011. Notes: Bufflehead 
winter regularly in southwest Alaska (Gabrielson and Lincoln 1959, Gibson and Byrd 
2007) but are not known to nest in the region.

Bucephala clangula (americana). Common Goldeneye. One female present 
11–14 May 2014. Notes: The Common Goldeneye winters regularly in southwest 
Alaska (Gabrielson and Lincoln 1959, Gibson and Byrd 2007) but is not known to 
nest in the region.

Mergus serrator. Red-breasted Merganser. Spring migrant. Maximum at least 
five on 1 May 2010 and 6 May 2009. Notes: The Red-breasted Merganser nests 
commonly on the Alaska Peninsula (Gill et al. 1981), the Kodiak archipelago includ-
ing Tugidak, the Shumagins (Bailey 1978, Byrd 2001), and islands off the Alaska 
Peninsula (Bailey and Faust 1981, 1984).

Gavia immer. Common Loon. One on 15 May 2011 and two adults on 11 and 
12 May 2014. specimeN (1): UAM 31361, 1 June 2012, a skull from a beached 
carcass (no phenology inferred). Notes: The Common Loon is a breeding resident 
in southwest Alaska (Gill et al. 1981, Gibson and Byrd 2007)

Fulmarus glacialis (rodgersii). Northern Fulmar. I saw several a few miles north of 
Chirikof on 4 July 2013 and found the remains of one in an eagle nest on 1 June 2012. 
Notes: Breeds by the hundreds of thousands in the Semidis (Hatch and Hatch 1983a).

Puffinus griseus. Sooty Shearwater. I assumed dozens of shearwaters north of 
Chirikof on 4 July 2013 to be this species and occasionally encountered remains at 
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eagle nests and on beaches. specimeN (1): UAM 31805, 7 July 2013, wing only. 
Notes: Short-tailed Shearwaters (P. tenuirostris) are also no doubt present at times, 
as they are elsewhere in the western Gulf of Alaska (Gabrielson and Lincoln 1959). 
Hoffman et al. (1981) reported shearwaters (P. griseus/tenuirostris) in the vicinity of 
Chirikof in September of 1975 or 1976.

Phalacrocorax auritus (cincinatus). Double-crested Cormorant. Two on 7 May 
2009 and three on 13 May 2011 at Southwest Lake. At least three on 10 May 2014 
on Nagai Rocks. Notes: Breeds sparingly in the Kodiak archipelago (Friedmann 
1935), the Shumagins (Bailey 1978), and along parts of the Alaska Peninsula (Sowls 
et al. 1978, Wehle 1978). See notes under the Pelagic Cormorant.

Phalacrocorax urile. Red-faced Cormorant. At least six on 10 May 2014 on Round 
Rock. See notes under following species.

Phalacrocorax pelagicus. Pelagic Cormorant. Common. Counts of cormorants 
on Round and Nagai rocks were >300 on 10 May 2014 and >100 on 7 July 2013, 
of which most were Pelagics. Sowls et al. (1978) indicated similar numbers there in 
June 1977. Notes: Both the Pelagic and Red-faced cormorants breed in the Semidis 
(e.g., Hatch and Hatch 1983a), and it is possible that all three cormorant species may 
breed on Round and Nagai rocks at times.

Haliaeetus leucocephalus. Bald Eagle. Common breeder. At least 14 nest loca-
tions; hatching usually occurred from early to mid-May. Largest concentration was of 
eight, mostly immature birds, on a dead whale on 11 May 2014. Notes: Historically 
Dall (1874), Workman (1969), and Sowls et al. (1978) all mentioned the presence 
of eagles.

Circus cyaneus (hudsonius). Northern Harrier. One male on 8 May 2009 and 1 
May 2010. Notes: Harriers are sporadic mostly as migrants and occasionally winter-
ing birds in southwest Alaska, where they probably do not nest (Kessel and Gibson 
1978, Gill et al. 1981, Gibson and Byrd 2007).

Buteo lagopus (sanctijohannis). Rough-legged Hawk. One light-morph bird on 9 
July 2013 over the upper Chirikof River valley. Notes: This species nests regularly 
on the Alaska Peninsula (Murie 1959), eastern Aleutians (Gibson and Byrd 2007), and 
the southern and mountainous portions of Kodiak Island and Tugidak; it has nested 
at Chowiet Island in the Semidis (Andersen et al. 2013).

Grus canadensis canadensis. Sandhill Crane. Spring migrant. Three on 5 May 
2009 and 30 May 2012; one on 14 May 2014. specimeN (1): UAM 30001, adult 
♂, 30 May 2012. Notes: Cranes are rare migrants in the Kodiak archipelago and 
Semidis (Andersen et al. 2013), and they nest as close as the Alaska Peninsula (Gill 
et al. 1981).

Haematopus bachmani. Black Oystercatcher. Possible breeder. Nine on 16 May 
2011 near the Old Ranch and six on Round Rock and at Southwest Anchorage on 
10 and 15 May 2014, respectively, are the only records. specimeN (1): UAM 35395, 
adult ♀, ovary 20 × 11 mm, 15 May 2014. Notes: Oystercatchers breed commonly 
in the Kodiak archipelago (including the north end of Tugidak), the Semidis (Andersen 
et al. 2013), and on islands off the nearby Alaska Peninsula (Bailey and Faust 1981), 
and it is conceivable that they nest on Nagai and Round rocks.

Pluvialis fulva. Pacific Golden Plover. Spring migrant. Maximum at least 30 on 8 
May 2009; four on 2 May 2010. specimeNs (5): UAM 26907–26910, 3 ♂♂, 1 ♀, 
8 May 2009; and UAM 30011, ♀, 3 June 2012.

Charadrius semipalmatus. Semipalmated Plover. Common breeder. High counts 
in early May, when many birds were presumably migrants, were 15 on 10 May 2014 
and at least 30 on 14 May 2014. Breeding evidence included nests (nest with 1 egg 
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and 2 young on 4 July 2013; two nests with 3 and 4 eggs on 9 July 2013) and family 
groups with downy young on 5, 6, and 10 July 2013. specimeNs (3): UAM 26975, 
♂, 15 May 2011; UAM 26974, ♂, 17 May 2008; and UAM 31806, chick, 4 July 
2013. Notes: The Semipalmated Plover breeds regularly in southwestern Alaska 
(Gabrielson and Lincoln 1959).

Tringa incana. Wandering Tattler. Spring and fall migrant. Maximum counts: four 
on 4 May 2010 and 30 May 2012; five on 10 May 2014. Two on 10 July 2013 
and at least one on 24 August 2010 represent the only fall records. specimeNs (2): 
UAM 30009, ♂, and UAM 30010, [♀], both 30 May 2012.

Tringa melanoleuca. Greater Yellowlegs. Spring and fall migrant. Two on 8 
May 2009 and one on 5 May 2010 are the only spring records. Seven birds were 
in Southwest Marsh 7–11 July 2013, and a few were present on 24 August 2010. 
Notes: Greater Yellowlegs nest southwest to at least the base of the Alaska Peninsula 
(Murie 1959) and probably the northern parts of Kodiak Island. Casual farther west 
in the Aleutians (Gibson and Byrd 2007).

Numenius phaeopus (hudsonicus). Whimbrel. Spring and fall migrant. Single 
curlews on 4 and 8 May 2009, 15 May 2011, 18 May 2011, and 4 and 8 July 2013 
were probably this species.

Arenaria interpres interpres. Ruddy Turnstone. Spring and fall migrant. Four 
on 15 May 2008, one on 14 May 2011, and ≥3 on 24 August 2010 were the only 
records. specimeNs (2): UAM 26977, ♂, and UAM 28200, ♀, both 15 May 2008.

Calidris alba. Sanderling. Spring migrant. Maxima 100+ on 3 May 2010 and 
150+ on 6 May 2009 and 15 May 2011, all at the north end. specimeNs (11): UAM 
28506–516, all 15 May 2011.

Calidris alpina (pacifica). Dunlin. Spring migrant. Four on 6 May 2010, ten on 
10 May 2014, and single individuals on 15 May 2011 and 12 May 2014 were the 
only ones recorded. specimeN (1): UAM 27576, ♂, 6 May 2010. 

Calidris ptilocnemis couesi. Rock Sandpiper. Common breeder. On all trips I 
regularly encountered pairs and small groups away from the coast, where there were 
often small flocks, e.g., 20 on 2 May 2010. Breeding evidence included a territorial 
bird in wing-lift display on 13 May 2008 near Horseshoe Lake, a pair with a fledgling 
on 4 July 2013 at East Lake, and a pair with two fledglings and another with downy 
young on 5 July 2013 at Swan Lake. Post-breeding high counts of adults were of 
45 and 60+ on 10 and 11 July 2013. Small flocks of juvenile birds were present on 
24 August 2010. specimeNs (19): UAM 26964, 27468–474, 30316–319, 31878, 
35409–414, all 5 May–4 July.

Notes: Rock Sandpipers breed as far east as the southern part of Kodiak Island, 
including Tugidak, and also nest along most of the Alaska Peninsula (Murie 1959, 
Gabrielson and Lincoln 1959, Bailey and Faust 1984, Gill et al. 2002). However, 
the subspecies of the Rock Sandpipers between the end of the Alaska Peninsula and 
Bristol Bay is not clear, and the region probably represents a zone of intergradation 
between couesi (breeding to the west) and tschuktschorum (breeding to the north; 
Conover 1944; see also Gill et al. 2002, Pruett and Winker 2005, Johnson et al. 
2009). Chirikof specimens are marginally more similar to a recent May–June series 
from Attu, Shemya, and Kiska islands (couesi) than to a June series from the Seward 
Peninsula (tschuktschorum; UAM specimens). In the Chirikof birds, white never 
reaches the rachis on primary 1, auricular patches are not well defined, and the 
plumage is generally dark and diffusely marked. However, their bellies are darker than 
on Attu birds, but on average not as heavily marked as on Seward Peninsula birds. 

Calidris minutilla. Least Sandpiper. Common, probable breeder. Found around 
the island on each trip, usually in association with water bodies and marshes (maxi-
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mum counts 30+ on 30 May 2012 and 75+ on 4 July 2013). On 31 May 2012 
near Southwest Lake and on 7 July 2013 near the Modern Ranch birds were in 
distraction display. specimeNs (4): UAM 28440, ♀; UAM 28438, ♂; UAM 28439, 
♂, all 15 May 2008; and UAM 26979, ♀, 16 May 2008. Notes: Least Sandpipers 
nest in the Kodiak archipelago, including Tugidak, the Alaska Peninsula (Gabrielson 
and Lincoln 1959), the Shumagins (Byrd 2001), and possibly on Chowiet Island 
(Andersen et al. 2013).

 Calidris mauri. Western Sandpiper. Spring and fall migrant. One on 3 May 2009 
was the only one recorded in spring. Small flocks present 6–10 July 2013, with a 
high count of 110+ on 6 July.

Limnodromus griseus (caurinus). Short-billed Dowitcher. Spring migrant. My only 
records of dowitchers, all identified as this species, were of single birds on 12 May 2008, 
30–31 May 2012, and 7 July 2013 and two on 16 May 2011 and 15 May 2014. 
Notes: The Short-billed Dowitcher nests on the Alaska Peninsula (Gabrielson and 
Lincoln 1959, Gill et al. 1981) and in the Kodiak archipelago including Tugidak. The 
Long-billed Dowitcher (L. scolopaceus) is a rare spring migrant at Kodiak and Tugidak.

Gallinago delicata. Wilson’s Snipe. Probable breeder. Winnowing heard on most 
trips (maximum five on 8 July 2013 in Southwest Marsh). Evidence of breeding 
consisted of a bird in distraction display on 10 July 2013 at the headwaters of the 
Southwest River and these specimeNs (2): UAM 30488, adult ♂, 3 June 2012; and 
UAM 31808, adult ♀, ovary 18 × 13 mm, oviduct enlarged, 8 July 2013. Notes: 
Wilson’s Snipe breeds in the Kodiak archipelago, the Shumagins (Gabrielson and Lin-
coln 1959), and undoubtedly on the Alaska Peninsula (Murie 1959, Gill et al. 1981).

Phalaropus lobatus. Red-necked Phalarope. Probable breeder. Usually seen in 
pairs, maximum 30+ on 8 July 2013 in Southwest Marsh. Copulation observed 
31 May 2012. At least three still present on 24 August 2010. specimeNs (2): UAM 
31876, adult ♀, ova to 7 and 3 mm in diameter; oviduct enlarged; UAM 31877, 
adult ♂, both 8 July 2013. Notes: Red-necked Phalaropes nest regularly in the 
Kodiak archipelago including Tugidak, and on the Alaska Peninsula (Gill et al. 1981).

Phalaropus fulicarius. Red Phalarope. Spring migrant. Only records are of one on 
17 May 2008 and six on 15 May 2011. specimeN (1): UAM 26300, ♂, 17 May 2008.

Stercorarius parasiticus. Parasitic Jaeger. Uncommon, possible breeder. Two 
individuals together (pairs?) seen once each in 2008, 2010, 2011, and 2014. Not 
seen in 2009. In 2012 and 2013 one or two birds were seen almost daily, and on 2 
June 2012 near the Old Ranch two birds pursued an eagle that flew over the marshy 
area they were frequenting. All but one bird were of the dark morph. specimeNs 
(2): UAM 27378, adult ♀ in breeding condition, ova to 10 mm in diameter; UAM 
24625, adult ♂, both 17 May 2008. Notes: Parasitic Jaegers breed on the Alaska 
Peninsula (Gill et al. 1981), Ugaiushak Island (Wehle 1978), the Semidis (Hatch and 
Hatch 1983a), and Tugidak, and probably on the Shumagins (Bailey 1978, Bailey 
and McCargo 1985) and Sutwik Island (Bailey and Faust 1981).

Stercorarius longicaudus (pallescens). Long-tailed Jaeger. Only records are of 
single birds on 3 June 2012 and 8, 9, and 11 July 2013. Notes: Unlike the Para-
sitic, the Long-tailed Jaeger was always observed alone. It nests on Tugidak but not 
elsewhere in southwest Alaska (Gabrielson and Lincoln 1959, Murie 1959, Gibson 
and Byrd 2007).

Uria aalge (inornata). Common Murre. Only observations are of single birds on 
30 May 2012 and 5 July 2013 and several north of Chirikof on 4 July 2013. Notes: 
Both the Common and Thick-billed murres (U. lomvia) breed by the hundreds of 
thousands in the Semidis (Hatch and Hatch 1983a). Dall (1874) observed unidentified 
murres at Chirikof in June 1874.
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Cepphus columba (columba). Pigeon Guillemot. Common, probable breeder. 
Birds were observed on cliffs or making passes at them east of Southeast Lake (3 
June 2012 and 9 July 2013), at Southwest Anchorage (7 July 2013), and south of 
the Old Ranch (10 July 2013). Maximum count was 70 on 9 July 2013 between 
Southeast Lake and South Cape. Notes: Breeds commonly along rocky coasts of 
the Kodiak archipelago, Alaska Peninsula (Sowls et al. 1978), and Semidis (Hatch 
and Hatch 1983a).

 Aethia psittacula. Parakeet Auklet. Possible breeder. I saw ~30 birds immediately 
offshore of a steep boulder face at South Cape on 9 July 2013 but none there on 
14 May 2014. Notes: I was not able to locate the primary source for the assertion 
by the AOU (1957) and Gabrielson and Lincoln (1959), and subsequently by Vaurie 
(1965) and Gaston and Jones (1998), that Parakeet Auklets breed on Chirikof. They 
breed in the Shumagins (Bailey 1978), Semidis (Hatch and Hatch 1983a), and the 
Kodiak archipelago (Sowls et al. 1978).

Fratercula corniculata. Horned Puffin. Probable breeder. My only observations 
were of one on 4 July 2013 north of Chirikof, 11 on 7 July 2013 in Southwest 
Anchorage, and 50+ on 9 July 2013 on the water and making passes at cliff faces 
at South Cape. Notes: see notes under Tufted Puffin.

Fratercula cirrhata. Tufted Puffin. Probable breeder. I observed several on 4 July 
2013 north of Chirikof, one on 7 July 2013 in Southwest Anchorage, and at least 
three on 9 July 2013 making passes at cliff faces near South Cape. Notes: On 7 July 
2013 I saw hundreds of unidentified puffins flying around and landing on the top of 
Round Rock. Historic reports include those of Captain Cook (June 1778; Stresemann 
1949) and Dall (1874; “puffins” in June 1874). 

Rissa tridactyla (pollicaris). Black-legged Kittiwake. Common, probable breeder. 
Most commonly seen bathing in the larger lakes or at the mouths of streams. Rep-
resentative high counts: 100+ on 14 May 2011, 1 June 2012, and 12 July 2013. 
On 14 May 2014 a large offshore rock 0.9 km east-northeast of South Cape held 
200+ birds that may have been nesting and may be the colony reported by Sowls 
et al. (1978). Kittiwakes did not appear to be nesting in any numbers on Round or 
Nagai rocks in 2013 or 2014 when I searched for them specifically, although a few 
may nest there at times (Sowls et al. 1978). Notes: Workman (1969) mentioned 
kittiwakes as present in July and August 1963.

Rissa brevirostris. Red-legged Kittiwake. On 1 March 1972, G. V. Byrd saw one 
with thousands of Black-legged Kittiwakes 40 km southeast of Chirikof (Kessel and 
Gibson 1978).

Larus canus (brachyrhynchus). Mew Gull. Spring migrant. Only records are of 
three on 6 May 2010, at least three on 16 May 2008, and two on 30 May 2012. 
Notes: Mew Gulls breed on the Alaska Peninsula (Murie 1959), in the Shumagins 
(Kenyon 1964, Bailey 1978), and in the Kodiak archipelago, including Tugidak.

Larus argentatus smithsonianus. Herring Gull. One adult on 2 June 2012 accom-
panied Glaucous-winged Gulls at Southwest Anchorage. specimeN (1): UAM 30575, 
♀. Notes: Herring Gulls are rare at Kodiak and probably along most of the Alaska 
Peninsula as well (see Murie 1959). Subspecies smithsonianus is casual farther west 
in the Aleutians (Gibson and Byrd 2007). The Chirikof specimen betrays no sign of 
hybridization with the Glaucous-winged Gull, as is common around Cook Inlet to the 
east (Williamson and Peyton 1963).

Larus glaucescens. Glaucous-winged Gull. Common; no evidence of breeding. 
Seen daily on all trips, in greatest numbers at the mouths of streams or bathing in 
the larger lakes. Representative high counts: 100+ on 2 May 2010 and 7 July 2013. 
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Notes: Glaucous-winged Gulls breed commonly in the Semidis (Hatch and Hatch 
1983a) and on Tugidak. See notes under Glaucous Gull.

Larus hyperboreus (barrovianus). Glaucous Gull. One immature observed on 1 
June 2012. Notes: Dall (1874) reported seeing the Glaucous Gull on 10 June 1874, 
but he did not report L. glaucescens, a species more likely to be present in numbers.

Onychoprion aleuticus. Aleutian Tern. Uncommon, has nested. Four on 12 May 
2014 over East Lake, at least four from 13 to 15 May 2014, at least three on 16 
May 2008, and eight on 31 May 2012, all over Southwest Lake. On 5 July 2013 
I found a nest with two eggs about 0.5 km southwest of East Lake, and there were 
probably two to four times the six birds visible at once in that area. I visited this inland 
area only in 2013, but the species’ presence in other years suggests regular breeding, 
as its arrival is generally from the open sea directly to its nesting grounds (Kessel and 
Gibson 1978). specimeNs (2): UAM 24828, ♂; and UAM 24829, ♂, both 16 May 
2008. Notes: Aleutian Terns breed intermittently rather than annually at many nest 
sites in southwest Alaska (Gabrielson and Lincoln 1959, Kessel and Gibson 1978, 
North 1997). See notes under Arctic Tern.

Sterna paradisaea. Arctic Tern. Only records are of two on 16 May 2011, one 
on 4 July 2013, and three on 5 July 2013. Notes: The report by Sowls et al. (1978) 
of two colonies of 100 and 200 birds on the island’s east side 18 June 1977 were 
based on rough estimates of unidentified terns (colony documentation on file at UAM 
and AMNWR).

Asio flammeus (flammeus). Short-eared Owl. One on 7 May 2009 near West 
Point. Notes: Short-eared Owls nest throughout southwest Alaska (Murie 1959, Gill 
et al. 1981, Gibson and Byrd 2007) including Tugidak.

Falco columbarius (columbarius). Merlin. I observed single individuals on 1 May 
2010 and 11 May 2014. Notes: Merlins are known to nest on Kodiak Island and 
the base of the Alaska Peninsula.

Falco rusticolus. Gyrfalcon. Breeder. Seen generally in two separate areas on the 
east and west sides of the island. On the east side two were on cliff faces south of the 
Chirikof River mouth on both 6 May 2009 and 10 July 2013, and one was there 
on 2 May 2010. On the west side all observations were at the Sand Shack Bluffs, 
where I noted one on 31 May 2012, a family group of four on 6 July 2013, and a 
nest with adults, two chicks, and an egg on 12 May 2014. Two individuals were near 
Southwest Lake on 24 August 2010. All birds appeared to be of the gray morph. 
specimeN (1): UAM 31804, juvenile ♀, 6 July 2013. 

Notes: It is possible that Gyrfalcons nested at the Sand Shack Bluffs and went 
unnoticed prior to 2013. They have nested as close as Terrace Island in Wide Bay 
on the southeast side of the Alaska Peninsula (Bailey and Faust 1984) and Tugidak. 
An immature Gyrfalcon fitted with a satellite transmitter in the summer of 1992 on 
the Seward Peninsula moved to the Chukotsk Peninsula, Russia, in September of 
that year before moving to the Bristol Bay region and spending the last two weeks of 
November on or near Chirikof, where its transmitter stopped working (McIntyre et al. 
2009). The assertion by Potapov and Sale (2005) that Gyrfalcons nest on Chirikof 
referred instead to Tugidak (Eugene Potapov and Ted Swem in litt., 2013).

Falco peregrinus (pealei). Peregrine Falcon. Rare, possible breeder. Single individu-
als observed on 5 May 2010, 8 May 2009, 14 and 17 May 2011, and 14 May 2014. At 
least two of these were immatures. Notes: Cade (1960: Figure 2) suggested Peregrines 
nested on Chirikof, but there is no recent evidence of this (White et al. 1976). They 
nest in the Semidis (Cade 1960, Andersen et al. 2013), the Shumagins (R. H. Day in 
litt., 2014), and other islands off the Alaska Peninsula (Wehle 1978, Bailey and Faust 
1981, 1984), but nesting has been documented only once in the Kodiak archipelago.
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Pica hudsonia. Black-billed Magpie. One on 4 May 2010 near Southwest Lake. 
specimeN (1): UAM 27024, ♀. Notes: Magpies are resident breeders on the Alaska 
Peninsula (Murie 1959, Gill et al. 1981), the Shumagins (Dall 1873, Kenyon 1964), 
and Kodiak (Friedmann 1935), and although they are not known to nest on Tugidak 
they have been reported from the southern part of that island (May 2013; fide Jay 
Wattum). Magpies nested on Chowiet in 2010 (Andersen et al. 2013). Workman’s 
(1966:188) assertion that “The large birds on the island were generally scavengers 
(magpies, crows and ravens)” probably refers simply to the family Corvidae. The 
Northwestern Crow (Corvus caurinus) is essentially unknown west of the Kodiak 
archipelago and adjacent mainland (see Gibson 1970, Tobish and Isleib 1991).

Corvus corax (kamtschaticus). Common Raven. Common breeder. Seen nearly 
daily in small numbers (one or two) on most trips. Typical high counts: five on 4 
May 2009 and 14 May 2011, seven on 15 May 2011; exceptionally, a flock of 34+ 
frequented the west-side beach 10–15 May 2014. Nest sites included the West Point 
area (active all years), east side of Southwest Anchorage (active 2012 and 2014), south 
of the Old Ranch (active 2013), and Sand Shack Bluffs (active 2014). Nest areas often 
included multiple nests, which were used in different years. Dall (1874) mentioned 
ravens as present at Southwest Anchorage on 10 June 1874. specimeNs (2): UAM 
30045, adult ♂, wing chord 473 mm, 3 June 2012; and UAM 34188, juvenile 
♀?, 8 July 2013. Notes: Alaska subspecies of C. corax are poorly defined (Rea, in 
Phillips 1986), and Chirikof lies at the hypothesized boundary of kamtschaticus and 
principalis. The only adult Chirikof specimen is large, suggesting kamtschaticus. 

Tachycineta thalassina (thalassina). Violet-green Swallow. One on 5 May 2009 
between South Cove and Southeast Lake. Notes: Violet-green Swallows nest at the 
base of the Alaska Peninsula (Williamson and Peyton 1962) and probably Kodiak 
Island but are only casual in the Aleutians (Gibson and Byrd 2007).

Riparia riparia riparia. Bank Swallow. Common, probable breeder. Seen regularly 
around the island in 2012 and 2013. I frequently encountered nest holes in sandy 
banks and observed a bird entering one of them on 10 July 2013. specimeN (1): 
UAM 30192, ♀, 30 May 2012. Notes: Bank Swallows nest regularly in southwest 
Alaska (Murie 1959), including the eastern Aleutians (Gibson and Byrd 2007), the 
Shumagins (Gabrielson and Lincoln 1959), and the Kodiak archipelago, including 
Tugidak, and have nested at least once on Chowiet (Andersen et al. 2013). A lack 
of observations in early May is consistent with late-May arrival dates in the eastern 
Aleutians (Gibson and Byrd 2007) and Kodiak.

Petrochelidon pyrrhonota pyrrhonota. Cliff Swallow. One on 3 June 2012 at 
Southeast Lake. specimeN (1): UAM 30193, ♀. Notes: The Cliff Swallow nests at 
the base of the Alaska Peninsula (Williamson and Peyton 1962) but is a rare spring 
migrant at Kodiak and only casual farther west in the Aleutians (Gibson and Byrd 
2007).

Troglodytes pacificus semidiensis. Pacific Wren. Common breeder. Wrens were 
encountered on all trips wherever cliffs or bluffs reached the shoreline, including 
occasionally West Point and the Sand Shack Bluffs, and could be quite numerous 
along the base of higher cliffs. Juveniles were common in July 2013. specimeNs 
(31): UAM 27106–121, 30131–136, 31856–861, 35401–402; all 5 May–12 July. 

Notes: Chirikof birds are larger and paler than helleri from northern Kodiak Island. 
Topotypes of kiskensis from Kiska in the central Aleutians appear more massive, 
averaging longer billed and slightly darker than semidiensis from Chirikof, but inter-
vening material available to me was scant and unhelpful in revealing a possible cline 
in phenotypes between Kiska and Chirikof. With only one record, the wren appears 
to be accidental on Tugidak; the single specimen (UAM 34542; 17 Dec 2013) is an 
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example of helleri. A significant die-off of wrens in at least the northern portion of 
Kodiak Island in winter 2011–2012 (Tobish 2013) did not appear to affect Chirikof.

Catharus guttatus guttatus. Hermit Thrush. Spring migrant. Only records are of 
single birds on 1 June 2012 and 12–13 May 2014. specimeN (1): UAM 30188, ♀, 
1 June 2012. Notes: A common breeder in southwest Alaska (Friedmann 1935, 
Murie 1959, Gibson and Byrd 2007), the Hermit Thrush has nested in the Semidis 
(Andersen et al. 2013) although apparently not on Tugidak.

Ixoreus naevius (meruloides). Varied Thrush. One on 14 May 2014 in the vicinity 
of the Modern Ranch. Notes: The Varied Thrush occurs west at least to the base 
of the Alaska Peninsula (Williamson and Peyton 1962) and is a common nester on 
Kodiak Island but is virtually unknown west of there (Murie 1959, Gill et al. 1981, 
Gibson and Byrd 2007).

Anthus rubescens pacificus. American Pipit. Uncommon, probable breeder. Less 
common in early May (e.g., single individuals only on 6 May 2009 and 2010) but 
regularly encountered later (maximum at least seven singing birds 31 May 2012). 
specimeN (1): UAM 27350, ♂, 6 May 2010. Notes: American Pipits breed regularly 
in the eastern Aleutians (Gibson and Byrd 2007), the Alaska Peninsula (Gabrielson and 
Lincoln 1959), and probably the Kodiak archipelago (Howell 1948), including Tugidak.

Calcarius lapponicus alascensis. Lapland Longspur. Common breeder. Seen daily 
on all trips, in the first half of May occasionally in flocks (e.g., 15 on 13 May 2014). 
Three nests each with five eggs on 5 May 2009, and 11 and 12 May 2014. I observed 
a bobtailed juvenile on 2 June 2012 and encountered juveniles regularly 4–12 July 
2013. specimeNs (5): UAM 28302, ♀, 15 May 2008; UAM 26348, ♂, 15 May 
2008; UAM 24710, ♂, 16 May 2008; UAM 30347, ♂, 2 June 2012; and UAM 
30190, juvenile ♂, 2 June 2012. Notes: The Lapland Longspur breeds commonly 
throughout the Aleutians (Gibson and Byrd 2007) and Alaska Peninsula (Gill et al. 
1981) and in parts of the Kodiak archipelago, including Tugidak.

Setophaga petechia (rubiginosa). Yellow Warbler. One or two on 24 August 2010 
around the Modern Ranch. Notes: A common breeder in southwest Alaska (Kessel 
and Gibson 1978) as far as the easternmost Aleutians (Gibson and Byrd 2007), the 
Yellow Warbler has been observed on the Semidis during the breeding season (Gabri-
elson and Lincoln 1959) and is an uncommon breeder on Chowiet (Andersen et al. 
2013). It also breeds on Tugidak, but the lack of a brush zone on Chirikof probably 
precludes breeding there.

Setophaga coronata hooveri. Yellow-rumped Warbler. Spring migrant. Two on 
1 June 2012 on the east side of island and one on 3 June 2012 at Southeast Lake. 
specimeN (1): UAM 30189, ♂, 1 June 2012. Notes: Yellow-rumped Warblers breed 
west at least to the base of the Alaska Peninsula (Williamson and Peyton 1962) and 
probably the northern parts of the Kodiak archipelago, where they are common in 
summer. Unknown in spring farther west in the Aleutians (Gibson and Byrd 2007; 
see also Gill et al. 1981).

Cardellina pusilla pileolata. Wilson’s Warbler. Spring and fall migrant. Only 
records are of three on 1 June 2012 near the North End, two on 2 June 2012 near 
Southwest Lake, one on 13 May 2014 in a brushy steep-sided canyon tributary to 
Southwest River, and one on 24 August 2010 at the Modern Ranch. specimeN (1): 
UAM 30191, ♂, 1 June 2012. Notes: A common breeder in southwest Alaska (Murie 
1959) as far west as the easternmost Aleutians (Gibson and Byrd 2007), Wilson’s 
Warbler has been observed in the Semidis during the breeding season (Gabrielson 
and Lincoln 1959) and breeds uncommonly on Chowiet (Andersen et al. 2013). It 
also probably breeds on Tugidak. 

Passerculus sandwichensis sandwichensis. Savannah Sparrow. Common breeder. 
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Uncommon in the first week of May when occasionally not observed on my arrival 
(e.g., 1 May 2010), but usually quickly became numerous. Juvenile birds seen regularly 
4–12 July 2013. Dall (1874) mentioned Savannah Sparrows as present on 10 June 
1874. specimeNs (4): UAM 26350, ♂, 15 May 2008; UAM 28048, ♂, 16 May 
2008; UAM 28049, ♂, 16 May 2008; and UAM 35399, ♂, 13 May 2014. Notes: 
Savannah Sparrows breed commonly in the eastern Aleutians (Gibson and Byrd 
2007), Alaska Peninsula (Gill et al. 1981), Chowiet (Andersen et al. 2013), and the 
Kodiak archipelago including Tugidak.

Passerella iliaca unalaschcensis and P. i. insularis. Fox Sparrow. Spring migrant. 
I noted one each on 5 May 2010, 14 May 2008, 14 May 2014, and 3 June 2012, 
two on 12 May 2014 and 17 May 2011. specimeNs (3): UAM 27544, singing ♂, 
5 May 2010, insularis; UAM 30332, singing ♂, 3 June 2012, unalaschcensis; 
and UAM 35400, ♀, 12 May 2014, unalaschcensis. Notes: P. i. insularis is a 
common breeder in the Kodiak archipelago, including Tugidak (UAM specimens), 
unalaschcensis from the Semidis (UAM specimens) west to Unimak Island (Murie 
1959, Gibson and Byrd 2007).

Melospiza melodia sanaka. Song Sparrow. Common breeder. Seen regularly on 
all trips, usually along the coast, more commonly at the base of sea cliffs. Two females 
collected on 3 June 2012 had shelled eggs in the oviduct. Juveniles were seen regularly 
4–12 July 2013. specimeNs (34): UAM 27876–878, 28553–555, 30138–145, 
35415–426, adults, 16 May–12 July; UAM 31882–886, juveniles, 12 July 2013.

Notes: Dall (1874) mentioned “Mel. Insignis” as present on 10 June 1874 at 
Southwest Anchorage. Dall’s identification of insignis was made almost 30 years 
before the description of sanaka and a mere five years after Baird’s description of 
insignis, with which Dall (1870) was familiar. Chirikof probably represents the eastern 
extent of the range of subspecies sanaka. In addition to the eastern Aleutians this 
subspecies also occurs in the Shumagins (Gabrielson and Lincoln 1959), Semidis 
(Gabrielson and Lincoln 1951), and probably other islands off the Alaska Peninsula 
(e.g., Ugaiushak; Wehle 1978) for an unknown distance to the north and east. There 
are apparently no specimens of this species from anywhere between Stepovak Bay 
and Kuliak Bay other than from the Semidis and Chirikof, a distance of over 450 km. 
Subspecies insignis occurs in the Kodiak archipelago (Gabrielson and Lincoln 1951, 
Gibson and Withrow in press). As in 1951, it remains true today that “specimens 
are needed from this area before the ranges of the two races can be defined with 
accuracy” (Gabrielson and Lincoln 1951:253). 

Zonotrichia leucophrys gambelii. White-crowned Sparrow. One on 12 May 2014 
at East Lake. specimeN (1): UAM 35398, ♂. Notes: White-crowned Sparrows nest 
along the Alaska Peninsula, mostly on the Bering Sea side, west at least to the Port 
Moller area (Gill et al. 1981), but do not nest on Kodiak and are virtually unknown 
in the Aleutians (Gibson and Byrd 2007).

Zonotrichia atricapilla. Golden-crowned Sparrow. Spring migrant. One on 14 May 
2008 at East Lake. Of two on 2 June 2012 in a brushy tributary canyon of the Southwest 
River, one sang repeatedly and another was heard briefly. specimeN (1): UAM 30187, 
♂, 2 June 2012. Notes: Golden-crowned Sparrows nest commonly the length of the 
Alaska Peninsula (Murie 1959), breed on the Semidis (Andersen et al. 2013) and in 
the Kodiak archipelago (Friedmann 1935), and are suspected of breeding on Tugidak. 

Leucosticte tephrocotis griseonucha. Gray-crowned Rosy-Finch. Common 
breeder. Most numerous along sea cliffs, but encountered regularly along the west side 
and at the North End as well. I observed courtship behavior on 5 May 2009 above 
Southeast Lake and found a nest with recently hatched young on 1 June 2012 inside 
a broken insulator of a tower at the North End. From 4 to 12 July 2013 I saw adults 
and juveniles regularly, sometimes in numbers (e.g., 15 juveniles, 7 July 2013, in old 
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corral at Modern Ranch). specimeNs (28): UAM 26358, 27279–280, 28573–576, 
30125–130, 31867–875, 35403–408; all 14 May–12 July. 

Notes: The distributional limits of subspecies griseonucha and littoralis in southwest-
ern and south-central Alaska have yet to be completely resolved. Gabrielson and Lincoln 
(1959) considered birds from the Semidis, where the species still breeds commonly 
(Andersen et al. 2013), to be griseonucha. A clinal decrease in size from west to east 
in the Aleutian Islands and coastal southwest Alaska, pointed out by Johnson (1972), is 
readily apparent in UAM specimens. Chirikof birds are at the small end of the range of 
griseonucha but clearly larger than examples of littoralis from the Talkeetna Mountains 
and Cook Inlet area. Few useful specimens exist from the Kodiak archipelago, where 
as a nesting bird the rosy-finch is not well understood, and birds from there may be 
intermediate (Grinnell 1901, Gabrielson and Lincoln 1959, Johnson 1972). 

Acanthis flammea (flammea). Common Redpoll. A redpoll on 15 May 2014 in 
driftwood on west side was probably this species. 

DISCUSSION

Eighty-nine species of birds have been recorded from Chirikof Island. 
Approximately 22 of these are confirmed or probable breeders, and close 
examination of Round and Nagai rocks would likely add three to four more 
breeding species. This is fewer breeding species than are recorded from Tugi-
dak Island (39 breeding species) or the Semidi Islands (≥36 breeding species; 
Hatch and Hatch 1983a, b; Andersen et al. 2013), the nearest neighboring 
islands. The composition of breeding birds of Tugidak, a relatively flat island 
with sandy beaches and many lakes, ponds, and marshes, and of the Semidis, 
composed of many smaller, rocky, steep-sided islands rimmed by sea cliffs, 
differs dramatically. Tugidak has many breeding waterfowl and the only 
breeding seabirds are gulls and terns; the Semidis host about a quarter of 
the breeding seabirds (Fulmarus, Phalacrocoracidae, Alcidae, Laridae, etc.) 
in the Gulf of Alaska (Hatch and Hatch 1983a) but fewer nesting waterfowl. 
Chirikof has examples of the gross habitat types found in both neighboring 
areas, but the number of breeding species is lower. 

Particularly conspicuous, by their low numbers or absence as breeders, are 
waterfowl, seabirds, oystercatchers, and passerines that nest in tall grass or 
shrubs. Several grassland species (Lapland Longspur, Savannah Sparrow) 
appear to benefit from the intense grazing of cattle, and a burrow nester 
(Bank Swallow) is a common bird, probably due in part to loss of vegetation 
and subsequent erosion from heavy grazing and trampling by cattle. The 
historic introduction of ground squirrels may be a factor in the presence of 
breeding Gyrfalcons, and the lack of breeding seabirds may contribute to the 
absence of breeding Peregrine Falcons. The lack of suitable habitat prob-
ably inhibits breeding by several species (Hermit Thrush, Yellow Warbler, 
Wilson’s Warbler, Fox Sparrow, Golden-crowned Sparrow) that are other-
wise common breeders in neighboring areas of southwest Alaska. Chirikof 
also represents the known eastern limit of several subspecies (Troglodytes 
pacificus semidiensis, Melospiza melodia sanaka, Leucosticte tephrocotis 
griseonucha, Calidris ptilocnemis couesi [with the southern part of the 
Kodiak archipelago], and possibly Corvus corax kamtschaticus).

Although I did not specifically study the effects of introduced predators 
(foxes) and herbivores (cattle and ground squirrels) on birds at Chirikof, 
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comparisons with adjacent areas suggest these effects are significant (see 
above). Foxes have no doubt reduced or eliminated breeding populations of 
many birds through predation, as is well documented elsewhere in southwest 
Alaska (Bailey 1993, Ebbert and Byrd 2002). The dense grass or shrub cover 
many nesting birds require has been dramatically reduced by grazing. Cattle 
may also adversely affect bird life by trampling (Paine et al. 1996), soil com-
paction, and possibly predation (Nack and Ribic 2005) and in conjunction 
with foxes have almost certainly influenced birds’ relative abundance and 
species richness, as documented for feral herbivores in other areas (e.g., 
Fleischner 1994, Belanger and Picard 1999, Sullivan and Kershner 2005, 
Van Vuren 2013). Thus Chirikof, while situated between some of the most 
avifaunistically vibrant islands in the western Gulf of Alaska, appears to be 
less productive than it would otherwise be.
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BREEDING OF THE ASHY STORM-PETREL IN 
CENTRAL MENDOCINO COUNTY, CALIFORNIA 
HARRY R. CARTER, MICHAEL W. PARKER, JOSH S. KOEPKE, and DARRELL L. 
WHITWORTH, California Institute of Environmental Studies, 3408 Whaler Avenue, 
Davis, California 95616; carterhr@shaw.ca (HRC contact address: Carter Biological 
Consulting, 1015 Hampshire Road, Victoria, British Columbia V8S 4S8, Canada)

ABSTRACT: In August 2012, we confirmed breeding by an estimated 50 pairs 
of Ashy Storm-Petrels (Oceanodroma homochroa) at four nearshore rocks (Franklin 
Smith Rock, Wharf Rocks, Casket Rock, and Stillwell Point Rock) along the central 
coast of Mendocino County, California. Nesting in this region at the northern end 
of the species’ range was first discovered in 1926, when four eggs were collected 
by Franklin J. Smith on nearshore rocks and preserved in private collections but not 
published. Ashy Storm-Petrel colonies were not detected north of Marin County during 
major surveys of seabird colonies in 1969, 1979–1980, or 1989, but specific efforts 
to detect storm-petrels were made at only a few rocks. In 2012, we did not find Ashy 
Storm-Petrels breeding north of Stillwell Point Rock (39.3° N), which appears to be 
the current northern limit of the species’ breeding range. 

Bird Rock, Marin County, California, has been reported by most recent 
sources to be the northernmost (38.2° N) breeding colony of the Ashy Storm-
Petrel (Oceanodroma homochroa) (Ainley and Osborne 1972, Sowls et al. 
1980, Ainley et al. 1990, Carter et al. 1992, Ainley 1995; see Figure 1 
and Table 1 for locations of storm-petrel colonies in northern California). 
Ashy Storm-Petrels were not found breeding farther north in California dur-
ing major seabird surveys in 1969 (Osborne 1969, Osborne and Reynolds 
1971), 1979, 1980 (Sowls et al. 1980), and 1989 (Carter et al. 1992). 
However, Carter et al. (2008) reported two clutches of the Ashy Storm-
Petrel from central Mendocino County, California, obtained on 26 June 
1926 by egg collector Franklin Jonas Smith (WFVZ 17096 and 163093; 
Table 2). Smith was a well-known collector, especially of storm-petrels, in 
Humboldt and Del Norte counties. Carter et al. (2008) considered these egg 
records to be valid for establishing the northern end of the known breeding 
range at about Caspar, Mendocino County (39.4° N). During the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service’s (2013) review of the Ashy Storm-Petrel’s status and 
consideration for its listing as an endangered species, one key feature of 
the breeding range remained unclear: does the Ashy Storm-Petrel still nest 
in Mendocino County or had loss of colonies at the northern end of the 
range resulted in nesting only as far north as Bird Rock, Marin County? To 
resolve this question, we searched for storm-petrel nests on nearshore rocks 
in Mendocino County in 2012. In addition, we re-examined the records from 
1926 and related literature to verify the specimens’ authenticity and reas-
sessed data from surveys of seabird colonies from 1969 to 1989 to better 
describe search efforts and associated literature. 

METHODS

In August and September 2012, we searched for nests of the Ashy Storm-
Petrel and other crevice-nesting seabirds on 23 nearshore rocks, located 
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Figure 1. Known and suspected storm-petrel colonies in northern California. Numbers 
correspond with colonies summarized in Table 1. Dashed line, southern limit of 
breeding by the Fork-tailed Storm-Petrel; dotted line, northern limit of breeding by 
the Ashy Storm-Petrel. Leach’s Storm-Petrel breeds throughout this region.    
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Table 1 Known and Suspected Colonies of the Ashy, Leach’s, and Fork-tailed 
Storm-Petrels in northern Californiaa 

Map 
no.b Colony name Countyc

Fork-tailed 
Storm-Petrel

Leach’s 
Storm-Petrel

Ashy
Storm-Petrel

1 Prince Island DN — P —
2 Castle Rock DN X X —
3 Tolowa Rocks DN X P —
4 Whaler Islandd DN HX HX —
5 False Klamath Rock DN ? ? —
6 Green Rock HU X X —
7 Flatiron Rock HU X X —
8 Blank Rock HU X X —
9 Prisoner’s Rock HU X X —

10 Trinidad Bay Rockse HU HX X —
11 Little River Rock HU X X —
12 False Cape Rocks HU ? ? ?
13 Sugarloaf Island HU ? ? ?
14 Steamboat Rock HU ? ? ?
15 Westport Rocksf ME ? X —
16 Caspar Anchorage to Point Cabrillo 

(Subcolony 03 or “Caspar–Point 
Cabrillo Rock”)g

ME — — HX

17 Schoolhouse Creek to Albion River 
(Subcolony 07 or “Stillwell Point 
Rock”)

ME — — X

18 Casket Rock ME — — X
19 Wharf Rocks (Subcolony B or  

west rock)
ME — — X

20 Bonee Cliffs (Subcolony 12A or 
“Franklin Smith Rock”)

ME — — X

21 Fish Rocksh ME — HX —
22 Gull Rock SO — X —
23 Bird Rock MA — — X
24 Point Reyes Headlands MA — — P
25 Chimney Rock MA — — P
26 Double Point Rocks MA — — X
27 South Farallon Islands SF P X X

aSources: Osborne (1972), Sowls et al. (1980); Carter et al. (1992, 2008), this study. Codes: X, breeding; 
HX, historical breeding; P, present; ?, major islands not surveyed; —, no evidence of breeding.

bSee Figure 1 for general locations; see Carter et al. (1992) for detailed locations of colonies and subcolonies.
cDN, Del Norte; HU, Humboldt; ME, Mendocino; SO, Sonoma; MA, Marin; SF, San Francisco.
dColony lost after 1939 when island connected to mainland with a breakwater (see Osborne 1972).
eLeach’s Storm-Petrels bred on at least 3 rocks within this colony in 1989, including Split Rock, Button 
Rock, and Tepona Rock. Fork-tailed Storm-Petrels were not detected in 1980 (Sowls et al. 1980) or 1989 
(Carter et al. 1992) but one nest was found on Tepona Rock in 1965 (Osborne 1972). 

fStorm-petrel burrows present in 1989; species not determined but assumed to be Leach’s Storm-Petrel. 
gThis colony and subcolony best fit the 1926 egg record location described as “Caspar, Calif. Pt. Cabrillo” 
(see Table 2 and text).

hBreeding in 1980 but no birds present in 1989 (see text).
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within the boundaries of 14 recognized seabird colonies, along 54 km of 
the central Mendocino County coast (Appendix 1). Thirteen rocks within 
nine colonies lie between White Rock and Mendocino, and 10 rocks within 
five colonies lie between Mendocino and Kibesillah Rock. See Carter et al. 
(1992) for detailed maps of all colonies and subcolonies examined. We had 
originally intended to examine Westport Rocks, but high winds and large 
swells prevented travel north of Kibesillah Rock on 23 September. Surveys 
were limited to boat-based visual assessments at four relatively large rocks 
in three of the same 14 colonies where potential nesting habitat was inac-
cessible by climbing. All other rocks we examined briefly from the boat and 
do not consider them suitable for Ashy Storm-Petrel nesting. All rocks with 
nest searches or visually examined are located within the California Coastal 
National Monument, managed by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM).

We focused our searches in the general vicinities of vague past records 
and on the largest nearshore rocks with the greatest amounts of apparently 
suitable nesting habitat (i.e., containing crevices with the potential for storm-
petrel nests) that were accessible to researchers without technical climbing 
equipment. To avoid disturbance, our searches took place in August and 
September when surface-nesting seabirds had completed breeding. At this 
time, wind and swells often are lower, allowing easier and safer access to 
rocks. Experienced personnel were dropped off from a small inflatable boat 
and examined crevices suitable for nests with small hand-held flashlights. In 
most cases, crevices were shallow and could be inspected entirely with the 
flashlight. In a few cases, however, crevices were too deep to be inspected 
completely. In the future, use of a long burrow scope may improve searches 

BREEDING OF THE ASHY STORM-PETREL IN CENTRAL MENDOCINO COUNTY

Table 2 Ashy Storm-Petrel Eggs Collected by Franklin J. Smith in Mendocino 
County, California, on 20 June 1926 

Record 
no. Locality Nest description

Current 
rock 

namea Incubation
Specimen

no.

1 “Mendocino, 
California”

“Nest placed in a plant root in a burrow lined 
at its end with fine dry grass. On Bird rock on 
the Pacific ocean near Greenwood.”

Casket 
Rock

Fresh WFVZ 
17096

2 “Mendocino, 
California”

“Nest in a crevice of a rock one foot in, built 
of a few bits of grass and feathers from the 
bird. On bird rock on the Pacific Ocean near 
Little River.”

Stillwell 
Point 
Rock

Fresh MVZ 
4559

3 “Caspar, 
Calif. Pt. 
Cabrillo”

“Nest between boulders, built of weed stalks 
and feathers from the bird. On rocky sea 
coast by the Pacific Ocean. A gray type 
species small.”

Caspar–
Point 

Cabrillo 
Rock

Fresh WFVZ 
163093

4 “Mendocino, 
California”

“Nest placed in a crevice of rock in about a 
foot, egg laid on bare rock supported by a 
few chips. On bird rock on the Pacific ocean 
off the Mendocino coast.”

Unknown Slight OMNH 
E2646

aMost likely rock given vague description, based on various considerations (see text). 
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in some deeper crevices, although some crevices are too deep or too awk-
ward to be examined with most if not all scopes.

On 27 and 28 August, we surveyed nearshore rocks between White Rock 
and the town of Mendocino. In late August at the South Farallon Islands 
and Bird Rock, chicks are being reared at most nests (although a few adults 
can still be incubating) and no chicks have fledged yet (Ainley and Osborne 
1972, Ainley et al. 1990, Carter et al. 1992, unpubl. data). At this time of 
the season, the egg laying has ended and the maximum number of nests is 
occupied, barring extensive failures, which increases the probability of find-
ing active nests. In 1926, Smith had collected two egg sets near Elk and 
Little River (Table 2). On 22 and 23 September, we surveyed nearshore 
rocks between the town of Mendocino and Kibesillah Rock. In this latter 
area, nearshore rocks with potential habitat are located in two discrete areas 
south of the Noyo River and north of Ten Mile River. Between MacKer-
ricker State Park and Fort Bragg, these areas are separated by 15 km of 
coastline without suitable crevices. At this later time, some or many chicks 
have fledged at the South Farallon Islands and Bird Rock. Fewer nests are 
occupied, but eggshells, dead chicks, or late chicks should still be visible in 
nest crevices. We considered the probability of detecting nests to be slightly 
lower than in late August but still relatively high. Smith had collected one 
egg set south of the Noyo River near Caspar (Point Cabrillo; Table 2). In 
1989 Carter et al. (1992) had also noted burrow-nesting storm-petrels (likely 
Leach’s Storm-Petrel, O. leucorhoa) at Westport Rocks, about 7 km north 
of Kibesillah Rock (Figure 1). We did not examine rocks within the “Goat 
Island Area” colony, including Goat Island in Mendocino Headlands State 
Park and nearby rocks within the California Coastal National Monument, but 
these rocks had been surveyed in 1979, 1980, and 1989 (see below).  

Prior to nest searches in 2012, we examined museum databases avail-
able through www.ornisnet.org to identify all specimens of the Ashy 
Storm-Petrel, both eggs and skins, taken in Mendocino County. After our 
2012 survey, we also collated information from 1969–1989 surveys and 
summarized information on storm-petrels in northern California available 
through a literature search. 

RESULTS

2012 Surveys in Central Mendocino County

We found evidence of nesting storm-petrels on four rocks (locations 
17–20) between White Rock and the town of Mendocino (Table 1; Figure 1; 
Appendix 1), including the following colonies and subcolonies: Bonee Cliffs 
(subcolony 12A; “Franklin Smith Rock”; 39.1021° N, 123.7122° W), Wharf 
Rocks (subcolony B; west rock; 39.1308° N, 123.7244° W), Casket Rock 
(39.1306° N, 123.7270° W), and Schoolhouse Creek to Albion Cove (sub-
colony 05; “Stillwell Point Rock”; 39.2546° N, 123.7870° W). On none of 
the 23 rocks searched did we find evidence of breeding by nocturnal alcids. 
At Franklin Smith Rock (Figure 2), we observed a large downy storm-petrel 
chick (not identifiable to species; Figure 3) in a crevice and 12 dead storm-
petrels in a deep fissure. Three mummified adult Ashy Storm-Petrels could 
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Figure 3. Large downy unidentified storm-petrel chick found in a crevice on Franklin 
Smith Rock, 27 August 2012. 

Photo by M. W. Parker

Figure 2. Overview of Franklin Smith Rock (southwest-facing side), 27 August 2012. 

Photo by M. W. Parker

be removed; they were completely dried and dead for more than one year 
and likely for several years. One was missing its head, another part of the 
breast, suggesting predation. All three lacked the white rump of Leach’s 
Storm-Petrel, and the head and neck of two had the ashy gray feathers of 
the Ashy Storm-Petrel (Figure 4). We named this rock “Franklin Smith Rock” 
because the eggs Smith collected led to our searches in 2012 and discovery 
of breeding on this rock, which lacked a distinct name. At Wharf Rocks (west 
rock), we retrieved one recently dead unidentified storm-petrel chick (partly 
downy and partly feathered) from a crevice. It was photographed but too 
decomposed to be preserved as a specimen. At Casket Rock, we observed 
an unidentified downy storm-petrel chick and eggshell in a large crevice, 
but could not retrieve them. Likewise, at Stillwell Point Rock, we also found 
an unidentified, probably downy, storm-petrel chick in a crevice but could 
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not reach it. We believe all four of these chicks to be Ashy Storm-Petrels 
because of the adults found on Franklin Smith Rock, all four nests were 
located in crevices, Ashy Storm-Petrels nest almost exclusively in crevices, 
and the Ashy Storm-Petrel eggs collected in June 1926 in the same area, 
at least two of them likely from the same rocks (see later). When the eggs 
were collected, the adults likely were incubating, and some or all adults were 
probably examined in the hand. 

On the basis of the apparent number of suitable nest crevices (visible and 
not visible) on these rocks, and assuming that eggs may be laid in 25–50% 
of them (see Carter et al. 1992), we roughly estimated 20, 10, 10, and 10 
pairs of Ashy Storm-Petrels at Franklin Smith Rock, Wharf Rocks, Casket 
Rock, and Stillwell Point Rock, respectively. We suspect storm-petrels nested 
undetected on several other rocks with abundant suitable crevices that we 
searched in September 2012, after most chicks should have fledged, espe-
cially Arch of the Navarro, Newport Rocks, and Kibesillah Rock (Appendix 
1). We detected the odor of storm-petrels in suitable crevices at Kibesillah 
Rock. In addition, Ashy Storm-Petrels may have nested on certain inaccessi-
ble large rocks that we visually examined from the boat. For the entire region 
of the central Mendocino coast between White Rock and Kibesillah Rock, 
we estimated between 50 and 100 breeding pairs of Ashy Storm-Petrels. 

1926 Specimen Records of Ashy Storm-Petrel Eggs in Mendocino

In addition to the two collected eggs (WFVZ 17096 and 163093; Table 2) 
of the Ashy Storm-Petrel from Mendocino County reported earlier (Carter 
et al. 2008), we located two more from Mendocino County collected by 
Franklin J. Smith on the same date (20 June) in 1926 (MVZ 4559, OMNH 
E2646; Table 2). No other storm-petrel egg specimens for Mendocino 
County were found. We considered all four eggs to be Ashy Storm-Petrel 
eggs because (1) the identification was indicated as positive for all four, 
implying that an incubating adult was present at the time of collection, 
(2) the collection date matches the Ashy Storm-Petrel’s normal season of 
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Figure 4. Head of a mummified adult Ashy Storm-Petrel obtained at Franklin Smith 
Rock, 12 November 2014.

Photo by M. W. Parker
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incubation at the South Farallon Islands (Ainley et al. 1990, Ainley 1995), 
and (3) all four nests were found in natural cavities typically used by Ashy 
Storm-Petrels (two nests in rock crevices, one between boulders, and one in 
a “burrow” located in a plant root that we suspect had not been excavated). 
With the rediscovery of breeding Ashy Storm-Petrels in central Mendocino 
County in 2012, little doubt remains about these four historical specimens’ 
identification. As noted by Carter et al. (2008), Smith was quite experienced 
with Leach’s and Fork-tailed Storm-Petrels and most likely could also identify 
incubating Ashy Storm-Petrels. Smith and other naturalists (G. D. Atwell, C. 
I. Clay, J. M. Davis, W. L. Dawson, J. S. Dixon, J. T. Fraser, A. B. Howell, 
R. R. Talmadge, and L. Zerlang) explored and collected at nearshore rocks 
in Humboldt and Del Norte counties for nesting storm-petrels and alcids 
between 1910 and 1947 (Clay 1916, 1925, Loomis 1918, Howell 1920, 
Dawson 1923, Osborne 1972). 

Franklin Smith, Wharf, and Casket rocks all fit the general locality descrip-
tion for record 1 in Table 2 (WFVZ 17,096), although Casket Rock seems 
most likely to be the collection location. All three rocks are climbable, have 
suitable nesting habitats, and are near the town of Elk (formerly known as 
Greenwood). Gunderson Rock also lies 0.2 km from the creek mouth but 
is likely not the site of this egg’s collection because it cannot be climbed 
without technical equipment. Wharf Rocks and Casket Rock are closest 
(0.6–0.9 km) to the mouth of Greenwood Creek at the town of Elk. Franklin 
Smith Rock is located 2.7 km south of Greenwood Creek, but it is much 
closer (0.3 km) to the mouth of the Elk River, making it less likely. In 1890, 
Wharf Rocks were connected to the mainland by a log-loading wharf, which 
burned down in 1938. We suspect past access by mammalian predators 
and disturbance caused by human activities on the wharf may have resulted 
in little or no breeding by Ashy Storm-Petrels during this period, making it 
less likely. In 2012, suitable crevices were absent on the north sides of these 
rocks (Appendix 1), which may have been altered to some degree during 
wharf construction. 

As measured from the beach at Van Damme State Park, Van Damme 
Rock and Stillwell Point Rock lie 0.5 km southwest and 2.1 km south of 
Little River, respectively. Both rocks are climbable and fit the general local-
ity description for record 2 in Table 2 (MVZ 4559). Even though an Ashy 
Storm-Petrel with a brood patch was captured in a mist net at Van Damme 
Rock in 1989, suitable crevices were not found there 1979–1980, 1989 
and 2012 (Sowls et al. 1980, Carter et al. 1992, this study). Stillwell Point 
Rock is most likely the collection location. The Ashy Storm-Petrel captured 
at Van Damme Rock in 1989 may have bred at nearby Stillwell Point Rock 
(1.4 km south) but may have been attracted to headlamps or vocalizations 
broadcast during mist netting at Van Damme Rock. We did not find other 
rocks in this area with suitable habitats. 

We did not find any evidence of Ashy Storm-Petrels breeding near Caspar 
or Point Cabrillo in 2012. One rock about 0.7 km south of the beach at Cas-
par Anchorage near Point Cabrillo (subcolony 03; “Caspar–Point Cabrillo 
Rock”; 39.3573° N, 123.8246° W) may best fit the vague description of the 
locality of record 3 in Table 2 (WFVZ 163093). Several other rocks in this 
area have suitable nesting habitat, but some appear to be connected to shore 
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at low tides, allowing access by mammalian predators. Natural changes to 
nearshore rocks in this area also may have occurred since 1926, especially 
as a result of earthquakes, which could have removed or created limited 
suitable nesting habitats. The locality of record 4 in Table 2 (OMNH E2646) 
was very poorly described, but we presume it was from the same general 
area of the central Mendocino County coast as the other three specimens.

Smith’s 1926 Search for Breeding Storm-Petrels in Mendocino County

With only four egg specimens and lacking Smith’s field notes from 
Mendocino County in 1926, we collated pieces of information to clarify 
circumstances related to his collecting trip that helped authenticate his 
records. By 1910, Smith was aware that storm-petrels had been reported 
breeding in Mendocino County. As noted on the data card for a Leach's 
Storm-Petrel egg, collected on 3 June 1910 at Prisoner's Rock, Humboldt 
County (WFVZ 138680), Smith had consulted Emerson (1906), who had 
described the range of his proposed Belding’s Storm-Petrel as “North Pacific 
Coast, from Vancouver Island to northern California. Breeds on the coast 
of Oregon (Wm. Finley), and Mendocino County, California (W. H. Dall).” 
However, it is not clear whether Smith knew of Dall’s (1874:278) original 
description of storm-petrels breeding in Mendocino County, contained within 
an account of Leach’s Storm-Petrel in the western Aleutian Islands, Alaska: 
“This [Leach’s Storm-Petrel], and the next species [Fork-tailed Storm-Petrel], 
have the habit, when handled, of disgorging a reddish, oily fluid, of strong 
and disagreeable musky smell; and one can tell, by the odor of the burrow 
alone, whether it is tenanted by a petrel, or one of the Alcidae. From this 
habit, the petrels (of which species I am not certain, but think it to be this 
one [Leach’s Storm-Petrel]) which breed off the coast of Mendocino County, 
California, have received there the name of ‘Musk Birds.’” 

This vague reference was the first report of any storm-petrel species 
breeding in California, but Dall’s source for this statement is not known. 
Visits by ornithologists to the Mendocino coast are not known prior to 1874, 
but many settlers arrived in the 1850s (Palmer 1880). Ashy and Leach’s 
Storm-Petrels were first recorded breeding at the South Farallon Islands in 
1886 and 1896, respectively (Ingersoll 1886, Loomis 1896), though adult 
Ashy Storm-Petrels had been obtained there between 1859 and 1862 
(Coues 1864, Gruber 1884; USNM 13725, 21444, and 24279). Baird et 
al. (1884) also cited Dall’s Mendocino County information under Leach’s 
Storm-Petrel, but Smith may not have read this source. Harris (1974) later 
suggested that Emerson (1906) had mistakenly reported storm-petrels breed-
ing in Humboldt or Del Norte counties as from Mendocino County, but he 
clearly was not aware of Ashy Storm-Petrel eggs collected from Mendocino 
County in 1926 and may not have read Dall (1874). 

By 1926, Smith was very knowledgeable about crevice-nesting and 
burrow-nesting Leach’s and Fork-tailed Storm-Petrels breeding on nearshore 
rocks in Humboldt and Del Norte counties. However, he apparently did not 
have Ashy Storm-Petrel eggs in his collection prior to 1926, according to 
an unpublished list (dated “1926”) at the WFVZ in Smith’s handwriting of 
the 270 species and subspecies of birds then in his collection (R. Corado 
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unpubl. data). Smith likely was intrigued to search for storm-petrel nests 
on nearshore rocks along the Mendocino County coast to document which 
species bred in this area, as noted by Emerson (1906). He apparently made 
a special trip from Eureka to Mendocino County in 1926, shortly after 
highways from Humboldt County had been built. All four Ashy Storm-Petrel 
eggs were collected on 26 June at three localities on the central Mendocino 
coast (i.e., Greenwood, Little River, and Caspar) where redwood mill towns 
were established in the 1850s. He likely reached the nearshore rocks with 
a row boat or a small boat powered by an outboard engine and may have 
accessed Wharf Rocks directly from the wharf. 

Egg Specimen Transfers after 1926

To investigate why Mendocino eggs of the Ashy Storm-Petrel were not 
mentioned in pre-2008 summaries, we collated information about post-
collecting transfers of the 1926 specimens. Smith usually did not publish 
his specimen records and at first apparently retained the Mendocino eggs in 
his private collection. One Mendocino egg (MVZ 4559) was sold or traded 
within seven years after collection, apparently to another Eureka collector, 
John M. Davis, who also had collected Leach’s and Fork-tailed Storm-Petrels 
in Humboldt County from 1916 to 1925. This egg was included in a lot of 
420 sets of bird eggs donated in 1934 to the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology 
(MVZ accession 4313) by William B. Davis. Grinnell and Miller (1944) did 
not mention this MVZ specimen, even though Grinnell likely had examined 
it because he was the museum’s director and had personally handled the 
accession of Davis’s collection. Another Mendocino egg (OMNH E2646) 
apparently was already in the collection of George W. Morse when he gave 
the original collection of 11,000 eggs and associated records to the city of 
Tulsa (Park Department), Oklahoma, in 1933 (T. Yuri pers. comm.). This col-
lection, including the Ashy Storm-Petrel egg, was accessioned by the OMNH 
in 2001. Smith likely sold this egg to Morse between 1926 and 1933. 

Smith died in 1942, and his bird collection was inherited by his sister Jane 
L. Smith. Upon her death in 1959, she left the collection to Smith’s field 
companion, E. L. Ziegler (WFVZ collector biographies; R. Corado unpubl. 
data). Smith’s collection was eventually accessioned at WFVZ, but R. Corado 
(pers. comm.) could not determine the method and date of accession. Both 
Mendocino eggs currently located in the WFVZ (WFVZ 17096 and 163093) 
apparently never left Smith’s private collection. 

Seabird Colony Surveys on the Mendocino County Coast from 1969 to 1989

To assist future storm-petrel surveys, we re-examined major surveys of 
northern California seabird colonies and associated literature to determine 
whether Ashy Storm-Petrels breeding in Mendocino County may have 
been missed during those surveys. The first seabird survey of the northern 
California coast was led by T. Osborne in 1969 (Osborne 1969, 1971, 
1972, Osborne and Reynolds 1971, Ainley and Osborne 1972). During this 
survey, Ashy Storm-Petrels were first found at Bird Rock (Marin County). 
Little River Rock (Humboldt County) also was noted as the southernmost 
breeding location for Leach’s and Fork-tailed Storm-Petrels north of Cape 
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Mendocino, but rocks along the Mendocino coast were not searched for 
nocturnal seabirds.  

During the extensive 1979–1980 survey, only 10 rocks in five colonies 
in Mendocino County were examined for storm-petrel breeding; these were 
the only rocks checked between Little River Rock and Bird Rock (Sowls et al. 
1980; unpubl. survey archive; Appendix 2). Although nests were not found, 
breeding by Leach’s Storm-Petrel was strongly suspected at Fish Rocks, on 
the basis of mist-net captures, recaptures, vocalizing, and abundant deep 
crevices; 50 pairs were estimated. In August 1979, Wharf Rocks (where 
breeding was later documented in 2012) were inspected but storm-petrel 
“burrows” were not found and notes about suitable crevices were not made. 
Apparently, Sowls et al. were looking primarily for burrow-nesting Leach’s 
and Fork-tailed Storm-Petrels, not the crevice-nesting Ashy. Ocean condi-
tions often did not encourage landing, rocks were small and difficult to access, 
little evidence was found on those examined, extensive boat surveys were 
needed for other species because of the corrugated coastline, and disturbance 
of surface-nesting seabirds was avoided when possible. 

During the extensive 1989 survey, eight rocks within five colonies in Men-
docino County were examined for storm-petrel breeding (Carter et al. 1992; 
unpubl. survey archive; Appendix 3). Although Leach’s Storm-Petrels were 
captured in mist nets in 1980, no storm-petrels were found at Fish Rocks 
in 1989, even though Ashy and Leach’s Storm-Petrel vocalizations were 
broadcast during mist netting. At Westport Rocks, 25 storm-petrel burrows, 
assumed to belong to Leach’s Storm-Petrels, were counted. None of the 
four rocks with breeding in 2012 were landed upon in 1989. Considerations 
similar to those for the 1979–1980 survey led to landing on few rocks in this 
region. Burrows of pocket gophers (likely Botta’s Pocket Gopher, Thomo
mys bottae) were noted on Goat Island. Although herbivorous, these gophers 
could interfere with or prevent burrowing of Leach’s Storm-Petrels in this 
island’s thick soil. Only two other colonies were examined between Little 
River Rock and Bird Rock in 1989: Sugarloaf Rock in southern Humboldt 
County (no nesting found in a sea cave—most of this large island was not 
easily accessible) and Gull Rock in Sonoma County (one Leach’s Storm-
Petrel nest found; five pairs estimated).

DISCUSSION

Nest searches on nearshore rocks in central Mendocino County in 2012 
established the currently known northern limit of Ashy Storm-Petrel breed-
ing at Stillwell Point Rock (39.3° N). This location is 12 km south of the 
northernmost historical record, likely at Caspar–Point Cabrillo Rock (39.4° 
N). We confirmed breeding on at least two rocks that roughly matched the 
descriptions of historical records. Loss of the central Mendocino County por-
tion of the breeding range of the Ashy Storm-Petrel was not evident between 
1926 and 2012, but we could not determine if the numbers of nests in this 
portion of the breeding range had changed. Given careful examination of 
three dead adult Ashy Storm-Petrels recovered on Franklin Smith Rock, 
validation of the eggs collected in 1926, and use of crevices at all four nest 
sites, we are confident that the four unidentified storm-petrel chicks were 
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Ashy Storm-Petrels. Future surveys, however, should confirm the species 
identification at all of these colonies either through brief removal of incubat-
ing adult storm-petrels from nests for careful inspection and photographs or 
through gathering blood or tissue samples of chicks for DNA testing, with 
sufficient funding and permits from BLM and other agencies. 

Without earlier knowledge of breeding records in 1926, the lack of records 
between 1926 and 2012 is explained largely by omission during major 
seabird surveys in 1969, 1979–1980, and 1989. Researchers thought this 
region was north of the Ashy Storm-Petrel’s breeding range, on the basis of 
the literature, the dearth of crevices suitable for nests in the small samples 
of rocks examined in this area in 1979–1980 and 1989, suspected breed-
ing by Leach’s Storm-Petrels at Fish Rocks in 1980 and at Westport Rocks 
in 1989, and little or no breeding in this area by several other burrow and 
crevice-nesting alcids, except the Pigeon Guillemot (Cepphus columba). 
McChesney et al. (2000) also reported breeding in 1996 and 1997 of Ashy 
Storm-Petrels and Cassin’s Auklets (Ptychoramphus aleuticus) on rocks 
along the coast of Monterey County that were not checked during earlier 
surveys, mainly to avoid disturbance to surface-nesting seabirds.

In 2012, we also examined rocks north of Stillwell Point Rock as far as 
Kibesillah Rock, including the Caspar area, but did not find evidence of 
breeding. North of Fort Bragg to Ten Mile River, a change in coastal geomor-
phology results mainly in smaller nearshore rocks with few if any crevices. 
We suspect that Ashy Storm-Petrels do not breed north of Point Cabrillo 
because suitable crevices are few. However, small numbers of Ashy Storm-
Petrels nesting in suitable crevices on some rocks could have been missed 
in the area surveyed because surveys in this area in 2012 took place in late 
September after many chicks would have fledged. In addition, three major 
sets of nearshore rocks in southern Humboldt County off Cape Mendocino 
(False Cape Rocks, Sugarloaf Island, and Steamboat Rock; Figure 1) have 
not yet been examined closely for storm-petrel nesting. These large rocks 
are very difficult to access without technical rock-climbing equipment, but in 
1989 they appeared to have habitats for all three species of storm-petrels 
(Carter and Parker pers. obs.). With the exception of False Klamath Rock, 
which still needs to be examined, however, nearshore rocks from Little River 
Rock north to the Oregon border have been well examined for storm-petrels, 
and Ashy Storm-Petrels do not breed in this region (Osborne 1972, Harris 
1974, Sowls et al. 1980, Carter et al. 1992). 

South of Franklin Smith Rock to Bird Rock (i.e., southern Mendocino and 
Sonoma counties), surveys sufficient to reveal breeding Ashy Storm-Petrels 
have not been conducted. Nearshore rocks in this area generally are smaller, 
less abundant, and appear to have fewer crevices suitable for nesting than 
those along the central Mendocino County coast. Fish Rocks are the largest 
rocks in this area, but only Leach’s Storm-Petrels were suspected of breeding 
in soil burrows there in 1980, and none were found in 1989 (see above). 

On nearshore rocks along the Mendocino County coast, predation on 
storm-petrels may be common because the distance to the mainland is short. 
At Franklin Smith Rock in 2012, 12 dead storm-petrels in a deep crevice 
were difficult to explain. We suspect that a mammalian predator such as the 
River Otter (Lontra canadensis) killed storm-petrels and stashed them in 
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the deep crevice without eating them. River Otters occur widely along the 
coasts of northern California and are known predators of burrow-nesting 
storm-petrels (Carter et al. 1992, 2012). More work is needed to investigate 
predation at these colonies. 

Nearshore rocks along the central Mendocino coast are difficult to land 
on, providing some protection from human disturbance. The BLM and 
the Mendocino Coast Audubon Society currently coordinate outreach to 
the public to discourage access to rocks in the California Coastal National 
Monument. Certain crevices are fragile, and care must be taken to avoid 
damaging them during nest searches. Several people other than researchers 
visited Fish Rocks during the breeding season of 1979 (Sowls et al. 1980; 
unpubl. survey archive). Such visitation could have contributed to the loss 
of breeding Leach’s Storm-Petrels by 1989 through accidental crushing of 
crevices. Predation by the Peregrine Falcon (Falco peregrinus) also may have 
contributed. No falcons were noted at Fish Rocks in 1979 or 1980, but a 
falcon nest was present in 1989 (Carter et al. 1992; unpubl. survey archive). 

Bright lights from the northern portion of the town of Elk illuminate the 
north sides of Wharf Rocks and Casket Rock (approximately 0.3–0.7 km 
away), although no crevices were noted on the north sides of these rocks and 
Ashy Storm-Petrel nests were found on the south sides. Bright lights may 
enhance avian predation or affect storm-petrel use of these rocks over time. 
An education effort to reduce bright lights may be helpful. With knowledge 
of the Ashy Storm-Petrel’s current nesting at nearshore rocks in central 
Mendocino County, the BLM can develop various appropriate monitoring 
and conservation actions.
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Appendix 1. Searches for storm-petrel nests on nearshore rocks off the central 
Mendocino County coast, California, in August and September 2012 (see Carter et 
al. 1992 for locations of colonies and subcolonies). Colonies are listed from north to 
south order but surveys were conducted from south to north.

Kibesillah Rock, 23 Sep, 10:21–11:24. Many shallow crevices on S face (but some 
deep crevices in a small cave) but no odor; 1 crevice on the SE ridge-spine; 1 
crevice with faint odor on N end. No nests found. 

Newport Rocks
Subcolony 02, 23 Sep, 09:50–10:13. No crevices; no nests found. Gull (sp.) 

wing and shorebird (sp.) wing found on top. 
Subcolony 04A (west rock), 23 Sep, 11:39. No crevices; no nests found. 
Subcolony 06, 23 Sep, 12:04. Possible crevices; not climbable.
Subcolony 07, 23 Sep, 12:17. Large crevice on W side; not climbable.

Mitchell Creek to Caspar, Subcolony 04, 22 Sep, 13:31–13:50. Rubble pile on 
rock with several crevices but much mammal scat (possibly River Otter) with 
crustacean remains present; no nests found.

Caspar Anchorage to Point Cabrillo
Subcolony 01B (east rock), 22 Sep, 12:35–13:00. A few shallow crevices 

(5–10); a fissure with deep crevices but no odor on N side; no nests found. 
Subcolony 02, 22 Sep, 12:12–12:26. A few shallow crevices (<4) present; no 

nests found. 
Subcolony 03 (“Caspar–Point Cabrillo Rock”), 22 Sep, 11:20–12:07. Some 

crevices (<20); a large cave runs through the middle section with some 
crevices but likely wet during big seas; crevices also in rockfall on inside face 
of rock. No nests found. 

Point Cabrillo Lighthouse to John Peters Gulch
Subcolony 10A (west rock), 22 Sep, 10:27–10:44. A few crevices (<5). 
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Subcolony 10B (east rock), 22 Sep, 09:57–10:26. A few crevices (<10) in fis-
sures on S face; no nests found. 

Subcolony 11C (east rock), 22 Sep, 08:53–09:46. A few crevices but no good poten-
tial sites; iceplant, shrubs, and other vegetation on top of rock; no nests found. 

Van Damme Cove, Subcolony 03 (“Van Damme Rock”), 28 Aug, 09:05–09:59. 
Small numbers of crevices (<10 good potential sites). Island heavily vegetated. 
No nests and no odor.

Schoolhouse Creek to Albion River
Subcolony 05 (“Stillwell Point Rock”), 28 Aug, 10:20–11:15. 1 storm-petrel 

chick in crevice on SSW side with crumbly rock. Not safe to climb entire 
area but about 20–50 crevices seen. On the rest of the western portion of 
the rock searched, another 10–20 good potential sites. Many crevices on 
the WNW part of rock. 

Subcolony 08, 28 Aug, 11:23–11:25. No crevices; no nests found. 
Albion Cove to Navarro River, Subcolony 06 (“Arch of the Navarro”), 27 Aug, 

15:56–16:11. Some crevices (<20); no nests found and no odor.
Devil’s Basin

Subcolony 08, 27 Aug, 15:00. No crevices; no nests found. 
Subcolony 09, 27 Aug, 15:15–15:28. No crevices; no nests found. 

Casket Rock, 27 Aug, 12:28–13:10. 1 downy storm-petrel chick and eggshell 
fragment in crevice near top on S end. Many potential crevices on S top and 
W side. No crevices on N side.

Wharf Rocks
Subcolony A (east rock), 27 Aug, 11:20–11:30. No crevices; not climbable.
Subcolony B (west rock), 27 Aug, 11:31–12:24. 1 dead large gawky-downy 

storm-petrel chick in a crack/crevice on S side of rock with 5-10 potential 
sites. No crevices on N side.

Cavanaugh Cove to Gunderson Rock
Subcolony 07 (largest rock), 27 Aug, 14:10–14:30. Few crevices; no nests 

found and no odor.
Subcolony 08 (largest rock), 27 Aug, 13:54–14:00. Few crevices; no nests 

found and no odor.
Subcolony 11 (“Gunderson Rock”), 27 Aug, 11:00–11:13. Possible crevices; 

not climbable.
Bonee Cliffs

Subcolony 06, 27 Aug, 10:33–10:56. No crevices; no nests found. 
Subcolony 12A (west rock; “Franklin Smith Rock”), 27 Aug, 09:04–10:13. 1 

large downy storm-petrel chick in crevice on S side; 12 dead adult storm-
petrels, Ashy Storm-Petrels, including 3 found in deep fissure.

White Rock, 27 Aug, 08:16–08:50. Few crevices; no nests found. 

Appendix 2. Surveys for storm-petrel colonies in Mendocino County in 1979 and 
1980 (Sowls et al. 1980; unpubl. survey archive). See Carter et al. (1992) for colony 
and subcolony locations. Colonies are listed from north to south.

Goat Island Area
Subcolony 01, 16 Aug 1979 and 4 Jun 1980. No sign of burrow nesters.
Subcolony 02, 16 Aug 1979. No sign of burrow nesting. 4–5 Jun 1980. No 

sign of burrow nesting. No storm-petrels heard (dusk–02:00). 
Subcolony 03, 6/4/1980, No sign of burrow nesting.

Mendocino, 5 Jun 1980. All 3 rocks landed on. On the middle rock, 9 burrows 
found (3 “too deep”, 4 “inaccessible”; apparently 2 were empty)

Van Damme Cove, Subcolony 03 (“Van Damme Rock”), 18 May 1979. No evi-
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dence of storm-petrel nesting. 5–6 Jun 1980. No storm-petrels heard or seen 
(19:00–24:00). None caught in mist net. 

Wharf Rocks, Subcolony B (west rock), 16 Aug 1979. Suitable habitat but no sign 
of burrows.

Fish Rocks 
Subcolony 01 (west rock), 6–7 Jun 1980. 9 Leach’s, all with well-developed 

brood patches, captured in a mist net (01:30–03:00). Much vocalizing 
but no burrows, although petrel odor noted in some crevices and 1 bird 
observed on the ground (possibly leaving a crevice). 13–14 Jul 1980, 15 
Leach’s captured in a mist net (23:15–04:00), 3 without a brood patch, and 
1 recapture (banded at Subcolony 01 on 7 June). 

Subcolony 02 (east rock), 10–11 Jul 1980. 4 Leach’s captured in a mist net 
(01:45–03:10), all with a well-developed brood patch, including 2 recap-
tures (banded at Subcolony 01 on 7 June). 13–14 Jul 1980. 5 Leach’s, 2 
without a brood patch, captured in a mist net (11:30–03:30).

Appendix 3. Surveys for storm-petrel colonies in southern Humboldt, Mendocino, 
and Sonoma counties in 1989 (Carter et al. 1992; unpubl. survey archive). See 
Carter et al. (1992) for colony and subcolony locations. Colonies are listed from 
north to south.

Sugarloaf Island, 27 May. A cave on the SSW side investigated. No burrows in the 
cave but soil present. Most of the island not climbed.

Westport Rocks
Subcolony 02, 31 Aug. 25 burrows counted but none excavated. 1 old storm-

petrel egg and odor on SC02 or SC03. 
Subcolony 03, 31 Aug. 10 burrows but none excavated. 

Goat Island area
Subcolony 02, 5 Aug. No storm-petrel burrows or odor.
Subcolony 08, 5–6 Aug. No storm-petrels captured in a mist net (23:40–02:10). 

Recorded vocalizations of Leach’s (23:43–01:10) and Fork-tailed (01:10–
02:10) broadcast. No storm-petrel burrows or odor. 

Van Damme Cove, Subcolony 03 (“Van Damme Rock,” 31 May. A few possible 
burrows. 5–6 Aug. 1 Ashy with a well-developed brood patch captured at 
00:33 in a mist net (22:30–02:30). Recorded vocalizations of the Ashy 
(22:30–23:15; 00:50–02:30) and Leach’s (23:15–00:50) broadcast. Only a 
few shallow crevices.

Schoolhouse Creek to Albion River, Subcolony 08, 31 May. No burrows or 
crevices. 

Fish Rocks
Subcolony 01 (west rock), 3 Jun. No burrows but many deep crevices. Much suit-

able soil and grass tussocks. 7–8 Aug. No storm-petrels heard or captured 
in a mist net (21:40-02:00). Recorded vocalizations of the Ashy (21:40–
22:22) and Leach’s (22:22–02:00) broadcast. 

Subcolony 02 (east rock), 3 Jun. No burrows found. 17 Aug. No storm-petrels 
heard or captured in a mist net (21:50–01:00). Recorded vocalizations of 
the Ashy (21:50–23:56) and Leach’s (23:56–01:00) broadcast. 

Gull Rock, 5 Jun. 1 Leach’s nest with adult incubating an egg in a burrow on top 
of the rock, along with 1or 2 other probable burrows. Little habitat available. 
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NOTES

HAEMORHOUS CASSINII VINIFER IS VALID
ROBERT W. DICKERMAN, Museum of Southwestern Biology, University of New 
Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico 97131; bobdickm@unm.edu

The winter of 1996–1997 saw a major invasion of New Mexico by “winter” finches, 
particularly the Evening Grosbeak (Coccothraustes vespertinus) and Cassin’s Finch 
(Haemorhous cassinii, until 2012 known as Carpodacus cassinii). This event was 
well documented at Albuquerque (Bernalillo Co.) and Española (Rio Arriba and Santa 
Fe counties). Concomitant with this invasion, perhaps because of it, there was an 
epizootic of salmonellosis and mortality of finches that included as well the House 
Finch (H. mexicanus) and, to a lesser extent, the Red Crossbill (Loxia curvirostra).

The subspecies H. c. vinifer of Cassin’s Finch was described almost 70 years ago 
(Duvall 1945), but the name has been recognized only sporadically, and the species 
has been widely maintained as monotypic. It was clear to me that the 1996–1997 
incursion in New Mexico, however, involved two distinct phenotypes. Duvall described 
vinifer (holotype: United States National Museum of Natural History [USNM] 367522; 
adult ♂; 17 June 1942; Swan Lake, Ferry Co., Washington; coll. S. G. Jewett) as being 
darker than nominate cassinii (type locality Walnut Creek, Yavapai Co., Arizona), the 
crown patch of males being more purplish, less pink. 

Actually, the male’s plumage is more saturated with red throughout (Figure 1). 
Duvall did not mention the female’s plumage, although he gave measurements for 
both sexes. Like the male, the female of vinifer is darker than that of nominate cas
sinii, with heavier streaking both dorsally and ventrally, though there is much overlap. 
Twice I brought series of both phenotypes from New Mexico to USNM for comparison 
with Duvall’s type and with a series of topotypes taken in mid-winter and confirmed 
my tentative identification. Subspecies vinifer is represented by definitive-plumaged 
males collected in New Mexico (specimens at the Museum of Southwestern Biology, 
Albuquerque [MSB]) from January to March during 1960, 1977, 1978, 1980, 1993, 
1997, 1998, and almost yearly from 2003 to 2011. It has occurred from October to 
March (sporadically in April and May) in Hidalgo, Catron, Rio Arriba, and San Juan 
counties, but mostly in the highland counties of Taos, Santa Fe, and Los Alamos, and 
also along the Rio Grande in Bernalillo County.  

 Duvall’s (1945) paper was overlooked by the AOU, as neither vinifer nor rubidus, 
a subspecies of the Purple Finch (H. purpureus) described in that paper as well, was 
ever evaluated in their annual supplements (AOU 1945 to AOU 1956) leading up to 
the fifth Checklist of North American Birds (AOU 1957), in which Cassin’s Finch 
was listed without comment as monotypic. Jewett et al. (1953) were apparently the 
first to accept Duvall’s vinifer (and rubidus). Phillips et al. (1964) tentatively recognized 
both taxa for Arizona, and Monson and Phillips (1981) and Rea (1983) used the 
name vinifer explicitly or implicitly. Elsewhere, Bailey and Niedrach (1965) did not 
use the name vinifer for Colorado populations, and Behle (1985) did not list Cassin’s 
Finch among the species he considered geographically variable in Utah. Pyle (1997) 
recognized vinifer, but Marshall et al. (2003) did not mention it for Oregon, nor did 
Wahl et al. (2005) for Washington, although the taxon was described from that state. 

The nesting range of vinifer is as hazy today as in 1945. It nests in the Cascade 
Range of Washington (Wahl et al. 2005) and presumably Oregon (Marshall et al. 
2005), but California specimens remain unstudied. It winters widely in Arizona (Mon-
son and Phillips 1981) and New Mexico, but much work needs to be done to define 
both its summer and winter ranges. Someone in the central or northern Rocky Moun-
tains must determine the northern limit of the nesting range of nominate cassinii!

I acknowledge the contributions of the bird rehabilitators of New Mexico, without 
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Figure 1. Six specimens from New Mexico of adult males of Haemorhous cassinii in 
the Museum of Southwestern Biology, University of New Mexico. From left to right: 
three examples of H. c. cassinii (MSB 19899, January; MSB 25522, March, and 
MSB 26959, March), followed by three of H. c. vinifer (MSB 20630, February; MSB 
24512, March; and MSB 25523, April).

whom this note would not have been written, especially Marian Hamburg, who was par-
ticularly helpful in securing specimens. I thank the curators of the U. S. National Museum 
of Natural History for their hospitality, and Peter Pyle for his helpful suggestions.
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IS THE LONG-EARED OWL DIMORPHIC?
ROBERT W. DICKERMAN, Museum of Southwestern Biology, University of New 
Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87371; bobdickm@unm.edu

The Long-eared Owl (Asio otus) is almost cosmopolitan in the North Temperate 
Zone. In Eurasia (see Peters 1940, Vaurie 1965), A. o. otus (Linnaeus, 1758) is found 
throughout the range of the species, except for the Canary Islands, where isolated A. o. 
canariensis Madarász, 1901, occurs. In North America two wide-ranging subspecies 
have been named, distinguished by size and color. “Eastern” A. o. wilsonianus (Les-
son, 1830; type locality Pennsylvania) is reportedly larger and darker; “western” A. o. 
tuftsi Godfrey, 1948 (type locality South Arm, Last Mountain Lake, Saskatchewan) 
is reportedly smaller and paler (Godfrey 1948). The latter form was recognized by 
the AOU (1957), Monson and Phillips (1981), Marks et al. (1994), and Pyle (1997). 
Browning and Cross (1999) suggested the existence of even a third, as yet unnamed 
subspecies (see Marshall et al. 2006). But tuftsi was maintained as a junior synonym 
of wilsonianus by Rea (1983) and Unitt (1984). Rea (1983:171) wrote that “males 
are considerably darker than females” (n = 30) and questioned the validity of a paler 
western race. Kenneth C. Parkes “compared western birds of various museum ages 
... with topotypical Pennsylvania material and was unable to substantiate a western 
race” (loc. cit.). Parkes “doubted the validity of ... ‘tuftsi’ ... and suggested the sup-
posed differences were artifacts of individual variation and museum age of specimens” 
(Unitt 1984:110).

Knowing this history, I studied the 51 Long-eared Owl specimens from New 
Mexico in the Museum of Southwestern Biology. I plotted their distribution by color 
and found that dark and light specimens were distributed evenly throughout the year, 
with dark birds being slightly more prevalent in the fledging season (June and July). 
With respect to sex, males outnumbered females 19:7 in the pale series, and females 
outnumbered males 21:6 in the dark series.
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NOTES

I repeated this study with the 48 Long-eared Owl specimens from Colorado in the 
Denver Museum of Nature and Science (DMNS) and with the 79 specimens from 
California in the collection of the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology at the University 
of California, Berkeley (MVZ), with essentially the same results. Pale and dark birds 
were evenly distributed throughout the year, and sex ratios were essentially the same. 
For males, the ratios of pale to dark were MSB 19:7, DMNS 19:7, and MVZ 34:5; 
for females the ratios of pale to dark were MSB 6:21, DMNS 6:18, and MVZ 1:39. 
Of 184 owls examined, the overall ratios of pale to dark were 72:19 for males and 
13:78 for females.

Lesson (1830) did not specify the sex of the type of wilsonianus in his original 
description; the type of tuftsi is a male. I point out the difference in age of the 
specimens in two of the institutions for the average age of 17 specimens (including 
the oldest examined) in MSB was 26.6 years, while in the Denver collection it was 
93.9 years. MVZ specimens fell in the middle. Whether or not this age difference 
affected foxing of plumage color I do not know, but the ratios are so alike I do not 
think there was any such effect to a significant degree. In the Denver and Berkeley 
collections the majority of the birds were deliberately collected, whereas the majority 
in MSB were salvaged, and this difference also did not seem to affect the results. At 
the MVZ I used one specimen as a standard and compared the others to it. Doing 
so might have influenced ratios somewhat, but not enough to significantly alter my 
conclusion—that A. o. tuftsi is invalid, because it is explained by dimorphism, and 
must be maintained as a junior synonym of wilsonianus. Among specimens at the 
DMNS is a family group, a pair of adults and six downy young. The male parent is 
dark, the female light—opposite the prevailing frequencies of the morphs in each sex.

I studied only three western collections in pursuit of the answer to the question 
posed in the title, but similar studies might profitably be made in collections of the 
Long-eared Owl from eastern North America.

I thank John Demboski, Andrew Dell, and Jeff Stephenson, and Carla Cicero, for 
permission to work in the collections at the Denver Museum of Nature and Science and 
the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, University of California, Berkeley, respectively. 
Philip Unitt advised me on the project, and Andrew B. Johnson helped me with 
comparisons at the DMNS and MVZ.
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Figure 1. Specimens of Long-eared Owls from New Mexico in the Museum of 
Southwestern Biology, Left to right; two males, MSB 9727 and 29910, representing 
the pale morph; two females, MSB 18767 and 8669, representing the dark morph.
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WESTERN NORTH AMERICAN RECORDS  
OF EURASIAN BAR-TAILED GODWITS

NICHOLAS R. HAJDUKOVICH and LUCAS H. DeCICCO, U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, Migratory Bird Management, 1011 E. Tudor Road, Anchorage, Alaska 
99503; nhajdukovich@icloud.com

PAVEL S. TOMKOVICH, Zoological Museum, Lomonosov Moscow State University, 
Bolshaya Nikitskaya Street, 6, Moscow, Russia 125009

The Bar-tailed Godwit (Limosa lapponica) breeds discontinuously across a vast 
expanse of tundra from Alaska west to Scandinavia and spends the nonbreeding 
season in coastal areas of the Eastern Hemisphere from New Zealand to western 
Africa (Cramp and Simmons 1983, Higgins and Davies 1996). Recent authorities 
recognize three to five subspecies of the Bar-tailed Godwit (Higgins and Davies 1996, 
Piersma et al. 1996, Engelmoer and Roselaar 1998, Dickinson 2003, Clements et al. 
2013, Dickinson and Remsen 2013). Here we follow Dickinson and Remsen (2013) 
in recognizing five subspecies (listed from west to east by breeding distribution): L. 
l. lapponica (Linnaeus, 1758; type locality Swedish Lapland), L. l. taymyrensis 
Engelmoer and Roselaar, 1998 (near Lake Taymyr, central Siberia), L. l. menzbieri 
Portenko, 1936 (Indigirka River delta, eastern Siberia), L. l. anadyrensis Engelmoer 
and Roselaar, 1998 (Markovo, Russian Far East), and L. l. baueri Naumann, 1836 
(Norfolk Island, Tasman Sea). These differ in size (e.g., bill and wing length; Portenko 
1936, Higgins and Davies 1996, Engelmoer and Roselaar 1998, Tomkovich 2010) 
and plumage (e.g., extent of ventral red feathering in breeding plumage and extent 
of red breeding feathers on the mantle and scapulars; Rynn 1982). However, given 
the difficulties in distinguishing subtle differences among these characteristics in the 
field, we focus on the more discernible variation of the rump, lower back, and axillar-
ies (Cramp and Simmons 1983, Engelmoer and Roselaar 1998, McCaffery and Gill 
2001, Tomkovich 2010). At the western end of the species’ breeding distribution—
from Fennoscandia to the Kanin Peninsula in Russia—nominate lapponica shows 
an unpatterned white rump and lower back with a few dark thin streaks (the rump 
contrasting greatly with the dark of the rest of the dorsal surface) and axillaries with 
minimal dark barring (Nieboer et al. 1985, Higgins and Davies 1996, Engelmoer and 
Roselaar 1998). At the other extreme, the Alaska-breeding subspecies baueri has a 
uniformly dark dorsum, including the rump and lower back, and axillaries extensively 
barred dark (Higgins and Davies 1996, Engelmoer and Roselaar 1998, Tomkovich 
2010). Subspecies menzbieri, taymyrensis, and anadyrensis represent steps of clinal 
variation in plumage between lapponica and baueri, most notably in the rump and 
lower back (Figure 1; Engelmoer and Roselaar 1998, Tomkovich 2010). Subspecific 
limits of the populations of Siberia and the Russian Far East are in need of further 
study and clarification (McCaffery and Gill 2001, Mlodinow and Aanerud 2006, 
Tomkovich 2008, 2010).

On 5 June 2010, at Tasaychek Lagoon (67.2725° N, 163.7606° W) near Cape 
Krusenstern in northwestern Alaska, while observing a foraging flock of about 60 
Bar-tailed Godwits, Hajdukovich and DeCicco photographed a male that had a light 
lower back and rump contrasting greatly with the rest of the dark dorsum, differing 
noticeably from the other birds in the flock (Figure 2). After reviewing additional photos 
in various stages of flight, we noted finer details of its plumage; it was obvious that it 
had significantly less dark barring in the rump and lower back than baueri (Figures 2 
and 3). This amount of barring in the rump and lower back—equivalent to a score 
of 3 (Tomkovich 2010: Figure 2)—is outside the known variation of baueri but falls 
within the variation of both menzbieri and taymyrensis (Engelmoer and Roselaar 

NOTES
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Figure 1. Geographic variation in the back and lower rump of the five subspecies of the 
Bar-tailed Godwit, Limosa lapponica. Figure based on Figure 2 of Tomkovich (2010). 

NOTES

1998, Tomkovich 2010; R. E. Gill, Jr., and B. J. McCaffery, in litt., 2011). Tomkovich 
noted that the axillary pattern of the bird in question was equivalent to a score of D 
of Engelmoer and Roselaar (1998: Figure 13). Godwits with an axillary score of D 
and a back pattern analogous to the individual in question (score 3) have not been 
found among anadyrensis or baueri but have been found in both menzbieri and 
taymyrensis (Engelmoer and Roselaar 1998, Tomkovich 2010). 

Although not conclusive, migration strategy may be useful in estimating the origin 
of the bird we observed. For example, during northbound migration menzbieri and 
presumably anadyrensis migrate along the East Asian–Australasian Flyway and likely, 
on the basis of timing, mix with baueri at the Yellow Sea (Wilson et al. 2007, Bat-
tley et al. 2012, Lappo et al. 2012). On the other hand, taymyrensis uses the West 
Asian–East African and East Atlantic flyways and presumably mixes only occasionally 
with populations using the East Asian–Australasian Flyway, in particular with baueri 
(Cramp and Simmons 1983, Tomkovich 2008). Mixing of baueri, menzbieri, and 
anadyrensis also likely occurs on the nonbreeding grounds in Australia (J. R. Conklin, 
Univ. of Groningen, in litt., 2014). Although the individual in question cannot be 
assigned to subspecies definitively, it is clearly not baueri and, on the basis of plum-
age characteristics and migratory patterns, most likely originated from the breeding 
range of menzbieri. Without a specimen, and because of the overlap in plumage of 
menzbieri, taymyrensis, and anadyrensis, it is not possible for us to be any more 
confident in the bird’s identity. 

There are three previous reports from western North America of Bar-tailed Godwits 
that were not baueri. All were in fall: one in Washington, a juvenile at Blaine, Whatcom 
Co., 28 August–1 September 2002 (Mlodinow and Aanerud 2006) and two in Califor-
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Figure 3. Four Bar-tailed Godwits with the light-backed male that is not baueri in the 
center flanked by two female baueri and a male baueri to the far right, at Tasaycheck 
Lagoon near Cape Krusenstern, northwestern Alaska, 5 June 2010. Note the very 
pale rump and uppertail coverts of the center bird in comparison to the typical example 
of baueri on the left.

Photo by Lucas H. DeCicco

Figure 2. Flock of Bar-tailed Godwits with the male light-backed bird, representing 
a subspecies other than baueri (center left) in comparison to dark-backed baueri at 
Tasaycheck Lagoon near Cape Krusenstern, northwestern Alaska, 5 June 2010.

Photo by Nicholas R. Hajdukovich
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nia, an adult at Point Mugu, Ventura Co., 30 August 1990 (Patten and Erickson 1994, 
Hamilton et al. 2007) and a juvenile at Bolinas Lagoon, Marin Co., 20  September 
1988 (Hamilton et al. 2007). These three records do not include photographs but 
are accompanied by written descriptions. The Washington bird was said to show 
an extensive white rump and sparsely marked axillaries that “indicate[d] lapponica, 
though menzbieri could not be eliminated” (Mlodinow and Aanerud 2006:44). Both 
California birds were described as showing “mostly white rumps that exhibited other 
marks typical of menzbieri or lapponica” (Hamilton et al. 2007:172); taymyrensis 
and anadyrensis were not explicitly considered in the discussion of these three records. 
The individual that we photographed represents the first photo-documented record 
of a Bar-tailed Godwit other than baueri in western North America. 

We thank Jim Johnson and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Migratory Bird 
Management, for the opportunity to work in this remote area of western Alaska. 
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provided by Phil Battley, Adrian Boyle, Jesse Conklin, Daniel Gibson, Robert Gill, Jr., 
Chris Hassell, Steven Heinl, Aaron Lang, Brian McCaffery, Theodore Tobish, Jr., 
and Jack Withrow were greatly appreciated and integral in the development of this 
note. We appreciate the editorial comments of Steve Matsuoka, Jim Johnson, Jesse 
Conklin, Nils Warnock, Daniel D. Gibson, and Robert Gill, Jr.. Funding for the field 
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and Assessment program, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. The findings and conclusions 
in this article are those of the authors and do not necessarily represent the views of 
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
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GOLDEN EAGLE MORTALITY AT A WIND-ENERGY 
FACILITY NEAR PALM SPRINGS, CALIFORNIA
JEFFREY E. LOVICH, U.S. Geological Survey, Southwest Biological Science Center, 
2255 N. Gemini Drive, MS-9394, Flagstaff, Arizona 86001-1600; jeffrey_lovich@usgs.gov

Wind-energy development is proceeding rapidly worldwide, including in the United 
States. Yet we still know rather little about the direct and indirect (Katzner et al. 2013) 
environmental effects of renewable-energy development and operation (Hernandez et 
al. 2014), especially the negative effects on wildlife (Lovich and Ennen 2011, 2013). 
Birds and bats are particularly sensitive (Kuvlesky et al. 2007) through collisions 
with turbines and other equipment (Cohn 2008). Loss et al. (2013) suggested that 
140,000–328,000 birds are killed annually by monopole turbines in the United States. 
On the basis of an installed capacity of 51,630 MW of energy in 2012, Smallwood 
(2013) estimated the annual fatality in the United States at 888,000 bats and 573,000 
birds, including 83,000 raptors.

The Bald Eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) and Golden Eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) 
are of particular concern as victims of collisions with wind-energy turbines because of 
legal, societal, and biological factors. Both species are protected under the Bald and 
Golden Eagle Protection Act of the United States (Iraola 2005), have a charismatic 
standing in society, are used by Native Americans for religious purposes (Kochert and 
Steenhof 2002), and are the national birds of the U.S. and Mexico, respectively. This 
symbolism generates public concern for their well-being in North America and beyond. 
Furthermore, as long-lived apex predators, eagles are characterized by low natural 
population densities and reproductive rates and therefore are especially sensitive to 
additive mortality (Kochert and Steenhof 2002, Whitfield et al. 2004). 

In spite of these concerns, data on eagle mortality at wind-energy facilities in the 
contiguous United States are generally scarce, except for the Altamont Pass Wind 
Resource Area in central California. In this area, the average annual mortality of the 
Golden Eagle from 1998 to 2002 has been estimated at 67 (80% confidence interval 
25–109; Smallwood and Thelander 2008; see also Drewitt and Langston 2006), after 
adjustment for carcasses’ detectability and removal by scavengers. In their review of 
the available data, Pagel et al. (2013) noted that when data from Altamont Pass were 
excluded, a minimum of 79 Golden and six Bald Eagles were reported killed at 32 
wind farms in 10 states from 1997 to 30 June 2012. Pagel et al. (2013) observed 
“assessments of eagle mortality at commercial-scale and/or private wind energy 
facilities are either seldom conducted or in some cases not made available for public 
review.” In light of the dearth of documentation of Golden Eagle mortality at wind 
farms, I report details of two cases near Palm Springs, California. 

The study site is one of many utility-scale wind-energy facilities in the San Gorgonio 
Pass, about 13 km northwest of Palm Springs. It is situated in the southeastern foothills 
of the San Bernardino Mountains at elevations from about 600 to 900 m. Known 
as the Mesa Wind Project Site (Diffendorfer et al. 2014), or Mesa, the facility was 
one of several the Bureau of Land Management permitted on public land in 1983 
(Lovich et al. 2011a), in addition to numerous installations on private land in the area 
(Diffendorfer et al. 2014). Construction at Mesa eventually resulted in completion of 
460 turbines, 51 electrical transformers, a substation, a maintenance building, and 
an extensive network of unpaved roads (Lovich and Daniels 2000). Turbines are 
65-kW units mounted on lattice towers either 24.4 or 42.7 m tall, with rotors 8 m in 
diameter and a swept area of 177 m2. The site is located at the western extremity of 
the Colorado Desert where it blends with other plant communities from the Mojave 
Desert, chaparral, and coastal sage scrub ecosystems. The vegetation is generally 
desert scrub and has been burned several times over the last 20 years (Lovich et 
al. 2011b). The Golden Eagle’s prey, including lagomorphs (Lepus californicus, 
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Sylvilagus audubonii) and rodents, especially the California ground squirrel (Oto
spermophilus beecheyi), are seasonally abundant at the site. 

I did not survey the site systematically for avian mortality; avian observations were 
incidental to long-term studies of the ecology and behavior of Agassiz’s desert tortoise 
(Gopherus agassizii), primarily 1997–2000 and 2009–2014 (Lovich et al. 2011a). 
The research generally involved visiting the site once every 7–10 days from April to 
July for one or two days. Crews of 1–8 people walked long, meandering transects 
looking for tortoises to equip with transmitters or radio-tracking tortoises already 
outfitted for telemetry. Some aspects of the study required daily field work with one 
or two people. When dead birds were observed, field notes and photographs were 
taken opportunistically. Since research was not focused on birds, and bird carcasses 
were found incidentally, it is likely that avian mortality and injury were underestimated 
at the site.

The first eagle mortality was observed on 31 August 1995. A maintenance worker 
told me that he found an immature eagle that was hit and killed by a turbine on one of 
the 24.4-m towers. When I examined the carcass, it was on the ground, cut in half by the 
tip of a turbine blade. I reconsolidated the carcass pieces for photographic documenta-
tion (Figure 1). The tip of the turbine blade was clearly stained with blood and feathers 
(Figure 2). Time since death was not known, but the condition of the carcass suggested 
up to several days. 

The second eagle, a subadult female, was observed 17 April 1997 when mainte-
nance workers alerted me to an injured eagle, struck by a turbine on a 24.4-m tower at 
15:30. I arrived at the site after 16:05 with a biologist from the California Department 
of Fish and Game, and we found the immature female eagle alive but unable to fly. We 
captured it and delivered it to a wildlife-rehabilitation center in the nearby Coachella 
Valley, where it was found to be injured so severely that it was euthanized. Both 
fatalities were reported to the Bureau of Land Management, California Department 
of Fish and Game, and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. During my tortoise research, 
I noted additional avian mortality near turbines, including at least three Red-tailed 
Hawks (Buteo jamaicensis). 

Figure 1. Immature Golden Eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) killed after being struck by a 
turbine blade at a wind farm near Palm Springs, California.

Photo by Jeffrey E. Lovich
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Mortality of the Bald Eagle has been reported at wind farms in Maryland, Iowa, 
and Wyoming, but mortality of the Golden Eagle has been reported only west of 
the Mississippi River (Pagel et al. 2013). The second highest incidence of Golden 
Eagle mortality from 1997 to 2012 was reported from California (n = 27, excluding 
Altamont Pass), a total exceeded only slightly by Wyoming (n = 29) during the same 
time period (Pagel et al. 2013). According to Pagel et al., because of the lack of rigor-
ous monitoring and reporting, their totals “likely underestimate, perhaps substantially, 
the number of eagles killed at wind energy facilities in the United States.” Hunt 
(2002) studied survivorship of 257 radio-tagged Golden Eagles at Altamont Pass for 
seven years. Among those, 100 deaths were observed, including a minimum of 42 
attributed to wind turbines. According to Hunt (2002), lattice-style turbine towers are 
more dangerous to Golden Eagles than other towers, including tubular monopoles. 
All 460 of the towers at Mesa are lattice-style. 

I was unable to find any peer-reviewed journal articles specifically documenting 
other Golden Eagle mortalities at my study site. The 1997 mortality I observed 
appears to be included in the California tally of Pagel et al. (2013). The same eagle 
was mentioned in a technical report by Anderson et al. (2005) without the details I 
provide. The 1995 mortality was not included in either source. Anderson et al. (2005) 
summarized the results of avian monitoring and risk assessment at several sites in 
the San Gorgonio Pass, including Mesa, from 1997 to 2000. McCrary et al. (1983) 
estimated that 6800 birds were killed by turbines annually in the San Gorgonio Pass 
in the early 1980s and that 69 million birds pass through the surrounding Coachella 
Valley annually during migration. On the basis of this ratio, those reports concluded 
that the effects of the wind farms on birds in the area were insignificant. 

During phase I of their studies from 1997 to 1998, Anderson et al. (2005) reported 
61 fatalities (due to turbines or unknown causes) of 19 species, including the 1997 
eagle mortality I detail here. Most of the dead birds were found near turbines. During 
phase II from 1999 to 2000 they found 31 unknown or turbine-related fatalities 
of 12 species. Notably, they observed “10 groups of 13” (without providing more 
details) live Golden Eagles near turbines during their surveys in 1997 and 1998 but 

Figure 2. The turbine that killed the Golden Eagle shown in Figure 1. Blood and 
feathers could clearly be observed on the tip of the blade to the right and the stains 
are visible in this photograph.

Photo by Jeffrey E. Lovich
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none in 1999 or 2000. Other raptor carcasses found included Red-tailed Hawks and 
unidentified owls. Not adjusting their results for scavenging by predators, Anderson et 
al. estimated raptors’ fatality rate at 0.006/turbine/year throughout the San Gorgonio 
Pass, or 0.03 raptor fatalities/MW/year. Their rates were lower than the unadjusted 
rates reported by Smallwood and Thelander (2008) at Altamont Pass. Adjusting for 
scavenging is important, as Anderson et al. noted that 90% of chicken carcasses 
placed in the San Gorgonio Pass study area disappeared from scavenging within 10 
days. If surveys were repeated at longer intervals, it is likely the majority of carcasses 
would be missed (see also Smallwood 2007).

Eagles observed occasionally at Mesa often flew at altitudes well within the range 
of heights covered by the turbines and within the area swept by the blades, exposing 
them to the risk of collision. From 2009 to 2014 the only sighting at Mesa was of 
one on 10 May 2011 (M. Agha pers. comm.). Other sightings in the San Gorgonio 
Pass have been reported since 2008, including one in 2014 (P. Unitt pers. comm.). 
Since no systematic surveys have been conducted or published other than those cited 
here, the eagle’s frequency of occurrence in the area remains unclear. My casual 
observations suggest a decline, as also observed by Anderson et al. (2005) from 1997 
to 2000. Better studies of the effects on wildlife of renewable-energy development 
are needed (Lovich and Ennen 2011, 2013).

Although two eagle deaths may seem insignificant, my incidental observations 
represent over 2% of all Golden Eagle mortalities reported nationally (Altamont Pass 
excluded) by Pagel et al. (2013) from 1997 to June 2012. Pagel et al. reported 79 
Golden Eagles killed over 32 facilities over 15.5 years, a rate of 0.16 mortalities 
per facility per year. Minimizing wildlife mortality at wind farms is a major goal of 
conservation (USFWS 2013), although research on how best to do that is in short 
supply (Kuvlesky et al. 2007, Lovich and Ennen 2013). Compiling and publishing 
accurate data on mortality of Golden Eagles over time is an important first step in 
efforts to protect these iconic birds.

Field support for the project was provided by interns from the Student Conserva-
tion Association and numerous volunteers. Special thanks to K. Brennan, R. Daniels, 
M. Massar, K. Meyer, and G. Wright for their long commitment to the support of 
the project. Research was supported by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), 
California Desert District Office; the BLM, Palm Springs-South Coast Field Office; 
and Joshua Tree National Park. Research was conducted under permits from the U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service, California Department of Fish and Game, and the BLM. 
Earlier versions of the manuscript benefited greatly from comments by T. Katzner, J. 
E. Pagel, and C. van Riper. Any use of trade, product, or firm names is for descriptive 
purposes only and does not imply endorsement by the U.S. government.
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ACORN WOODPECKER PREDATION  
ON THE WESTERN FENCE LIZARD  
IN NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
JACKSON D. SHEDD, The Nature Conservancy, Dye Creek Preserve, 11010 
Foothill Blvd., Los Molinos, California 96055; jshedd@tnc.org

During the summer Acorn Woodpeckers (Melanerpes formicivorus) have been 
observed to subsist on foods other than stored dried acorns (MacRoberts 1970), and 
reasons for this seasonal dietary shift correlate strongly with the need of the young 
for high-protein food (Koenig et al. 2008). This species has been documented to 
consume a variety of foods in addition to acorns, including sap (MacRoberts 1970), 
oak catkins, fruit, annual grains (MacRoberts and MacRoberts 1976), insects (Bent 
1939, MacRoberts 1970, Koenig et al. 2008), and the eggs of both conspecifics 
(Mumme et al. 1983) and other birds (Bryant 1921, Fajer et al. 1987). In addition 
to enumerating the aforementioned dietary items, MacRoberts (1970) commented 
that he did observe one Acorn Woodpecker consume a lizard, “probably Sceloporus 
occidentalis” (the Western Fence Lizard), along the central coast of California. 
Although the Western Fence Lizard may have been the most likely lizard species at that 
particular study site, the identification was not confirmed. Furthermore, MacRoberts 
remarked “whether the lizard was alive or dead when it came into the woodpecker’s 
possession is unknown.”

At 11:40 on 26 June 2014, I observed a Western Fence Lizard being preyed upon 
by an Acorn Woodpecker (sex undetermined) at the main headquarters of Dye Creek 
Preserve, Los Molinos, Tehama County, California (40.1029° N, 122.0466° W, 
elevation 113 m). I initially observed the lizard traversing an exposed location on open 
ground away from the rock perches where this species is typically seen around the 
headquarters, as if it were dispersing from one group of rocks to another. Soon after 
my initial observation of the lizard, an Acorn Woodpecker flew down to the ground, 
landing 1 m from the lizard, which had become completely immobile in response 
to the bird’s approach. The woodpecker searched around on the ground for a few 
seconds and the lizard then moved slightly, at which time the woodpecker made its 
final detection and captured it. The woodpecker then immediately flew away with 
the lizard in its bill and perched on a nearby telephone pole (~20 m from the site of 
capture), where I had another clear view of the lizard. From there, the woodpecker flew 
to another, higher telephone pole ~50 m from that pole, with its quarry still in its bill.

This report confirms two things regarding the feeding ecology of Melanerpes 
formicivorus: that Acorn Woodpeckers do opportunistically consume Western Fence 
Lizards as prey during the warm summer season, and they will do so by actively 
hunting live individuals. Furthermore, given that the diet of breeding adult Acorn 
Woodpeckers has been estimated to consist of 90% acorns (Koenig et al. 2008) and 
that the predation I observed occurred during the nesting season, the lizard may have 
been fed to nestlings because of its high protein content.

I thank Walter D. Koenig for his helpful feedback and encouragement to publish 
this observation.
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BOOK REVIEWS
Field Guide to Birds of the Northern California Coast, by Rich Stallcup and 
Jules Evens. 2014. University of California Press. 294 +xii pp., 133 color photos, 
13 graphites (pencil sketches) by Keith Hansen, 13 maps, and 3 figures. Paperback, 
$24.95. ISBN 978-0-520-27617-8.

The northern California coastline covered by this guide stretches 800 miles from 
the southern end of Monterey County north to the Oregon border. This region has 
a wealth of scenic coastlines, large estuaries, towering redwoods, world-renowned 
birding hotspots such as Monterey Bay and Point Reyes, and a wealth of bird life. It is 
also a contrast in terms of urban areas with everything from the urban sprawl of the 
San Francisco Bay area to Humboldt/Mendocino’s Lost Coast, a stretch of coastline 
over 60 miles long without roads.

As is to be expected for such a region, much has been and continues to be written 
about its birdlife. Most of the recent literature, however, has been focused on specific 
areas of the region (breeding bird atlases, county guides, etc.). There is a place for 
a regional guide for those just learning about the area, such as someone on his or 
her first nature hike at one of the many national wildlife refuges in the area or for a 
student in an ornithology class taking a walk along the beach, and UC Press com-
mendably tries to fill this gap. This book is the third of UC Press’s California Natural 
History Guides following Introduction to California Birdlife (Evens and Tait 2005) 
and Introduction to Birds of the Southern California Coast (Lentz 2005) to help 
introduce beginners to California’s rich bird life. The book’s stated goal is to follow 
the standards of those who came before, particularly Ralph Hoffman’s Birds of the 
Pacific States (1927) and Joseph Grinnell and Alden Miller’s The Distribution of 
the Birds of California (1944) to bring us a book not only scientifically accurate 
but capturing the beauty and magic of the bird life of the northern California coast 
for beginning birders or curious naturalists. Though it is called a field guide, the 
authors state that this is not a standard one, nor is it an introduction to birding (for 
both the authors helpfully direct the reader to excellent books on those topics). 
Instead, the book’s other stated goal is to be an introduction to the “essence” of a 
species, and as well as providing behavioral information and understanding a bird’s 
niche in its environment, “a field guide to the birds themselves.” Though some 
sections reach this goal, the application was uneven, leaving a tantalizing idea of 
what might have been.

Arranged very neatly, the book contains three main chapters, as well as a species-
occurrence chart, photos, glossary, and index. The 35-page Introduction starts with 
an excellent summary of what “birding” is, followed by sections on a diverse set of 
topics such as habitats (including information on tides, complete with figures), tax-
onomy, and the ethics of birding. Next is the meat of the book, a 144-page chapter 
encompassing the Family and Species Accounts covering many of the most common 
species as well as all families of birds one is likely to see within a few miles of the 
northern California coast. The last chapter, Birding Opportunities and Roadside 
Nature Centers, is followed by the occurrence charts, photos, glossary, references, 
and index. Unfortunately lacking from the book is any information on how the book 
is arranged or how to use it, or what species were selected and why.

The introduction defines the region’s boundaries as the immediate coast and 
nearshore waters, including large bays and estuaries (San Francisco and Humboldt 
bays) and some more interior counties such as Solano and Napa (Santa Clara is 
accidentally omitted though one birding location in that county is mentioned later in 
the text). Unfortunately these counties are not mentioned again in the book. A map 
of the region covered does not appear until page 184 (showing the borders of coastal 
counties only). Those landbirds that occur within the coastal influences are included, 
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but species of the arid interior such as the Greater Roadrunner and the California 
Thrasher are stated not to be included, although there is a species account for the 
latter. Seabirds that nest close to the coast and those that are commonly seen from 
the coast are also included.

Other sections covering such topics as climate and habitat are generally good, if a 
little short, although some information is repeated in more than one section, as in the 
“Offshore” habitat section.  The section “Outer Coast: Beaches and Rocky Shoreline” 
is particularly interesting and helpful and should be seen as a model for the rest of 
the habitat sections. I was generally disappointed to not see more information on 
the unique ecology of the region, and the ecology of the terrestrial and freshwater 
habitats that occur along the coast, such as freshwater lagoons, coastal chaparral, 
and riparian, is not addressed. The section on the seasons and migrations section is 
exemplary, but the taxonomy section is somewhat disorganized and confusing and 
does not prepare the reader for later discussions such as that on tribes. An insert 
on citizen science in the region is also included, though it deserved its own chapter. 
Unfortunately no means of contacting entities such as San Francisco Bird Observatory 
or Golden Gate Raptor Observatory are included anywhere in the book (including 
the reference section). Overall the introduction is useful, but some sections such as 
those on plumage, molt, and ethics (one of the longer sections) seemed outside the 
scope of a book trying not to repeat information found in basic birding guides. The 
introduction’s maps and figures are generally good but could use captions helping 
to guide the reader. The map showing the lines of the marine sanctuaries offshore 
would have been better combined with the map showing the underwater features of 
Monterey Bay.

The bulk of the book, and its strongest point, are the Family and Species Accounts. 
Though the family accounts largely follow the American Ornithologists’ Union 
Checklist through the 53rd supplement (2012), the White-faced Ibis is not segregated 
in the family Threskiornithidae, the pelicans and cormorants remain in one order, 
and the gallinaceous birds are listed after terns. Most of the accounts are well written, 
helpful, and informative, but the rationale for what species were selected for their 
own account is not stated. The introduction states that an emphasis was placed on 
common species, so rarities such as the Emperor Goose and Arctic Loon being given 
their own species account seems odd. Little information is given for the rarities and 
may lead to misidentification, such as the brief note that white flanks distinguish the 
Arctic Loon from other loons (p. 59). The space could have been better used with an 
expanded introduction or more information on common species.

The accounts typically include some information on a species’ ecology, status, 
behavior, identification, or interesting facts, including if it has a special status in the 
region, and sometimes all aspects are covered. Though overall the accounts are good, 
they suffer from the unevenness found throughout the book. Some accounts are 
excellent, such as that for the Brant, which gives information on migration timing, 
behavior, and where it may be found. Compare it with the Canada Goose account, 
which spends too much space on the various subspecies, with several unhelpful iden-
tification points. The account of the Aleutian Cackling Goose would have benefited 
from more discussion of its recovery and status along the coast. Some accounts are 
uneven internally; for example, the Horned Grebe account has useful information on 
status and behavior, but I found the identification section not very helpful. 

Scattered throughout the accounts are a few citations, primarily from seemingly 
randomly chosen Birds of North America accounts, giving the impression of being 
intended to lend the accounts an air of scientific accuracy. The species accounts 
include some often artistically written quotations that can add a little flair into otherwise 
dry text. For species of special concern or listed as endangered a “Special Status” 
section is included. But what the special statuses mean has been omitted, weakening 
their usefulness. 
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The chapter on birding opportunities and roadside nature trails covers a few select 
birding locations along the coast as well as a few in the San Francisco Bay area. These 
are primarily locations with visitor centers and museums, and the information about 
visiting them is useful. Maps provide general reference for some of the locations in 
reference to major cities and highways (missing are maps of the south San Francisco 
Bay area and Humboldt County) but are of little use for actually getting to a location. 
Unfortunately this chapter suffers the same unevenness as the others. The entry for 
Elkhorn Slough, for example, is well written, clarifying what to expect as well as direc-
tions to the location. In contrast, that for Virgin Creek in Mendocino County tells only 
it is about 1.5 miles from town, nothing on amenities. Locations mentioned in the 
family/species accounts, such as Southeast Farallon Island, the Palo Alto Baylands, 
or anywhere offshore, may not be included as birding opportunities. Confusingly, in 
the family/species accounts Goat Rock (Sonoma County) is mentioned many times 
for its seabird colony, but this likely refers to Goat Island (Mendocino County); neither 
is in the index, and the family/species accounts do not direct you to either in the 
Birding Opportunities chapter. 

The occurrence chart is a useful addition to the book and one that can help fledgling 
birders understand what birds occur when. Limiting its usefulness, however, is the lack 
of a key to what the abundance codes mean. Though they might be intuitive to more 
advanced users, what really is the difference between rare to uncommon, very rare, 
and extremely rare? What does the difference between the sizes of the irregular bars 
mean? Also, there is no indication of what species were picked for the chart, which 
could lead readers astray. A few species mentioned in either the family accounts or 
the Birding Opportunities section were omitted, such as the Pomarine Jaeger, Gray 
Jay, and Emperor Goose (yet the equally rare King Eider is present though mentioned 
nowhere else). Given the long coastline this book covers, I found it helpful that several 
species were listed as local or occurring primarily in the northern or southern coun-
ties. Unfortunately, the designation as local seems random, with the “local” Barred 
Owl and Horned Lark being more widespread in the region than the Ruffed Grouse 
or Black Rail, for example. Though the chart seems balanced overall, a few entries 
are odd and hard to understand without a key. For example, the Cackling Goose is 
not listed as occurring in April, when the Birding Opportunities chapter states that 
thousands can occur locally in Del Norte County. The Sooty Shearwater is listed as 
rare to uncommon in summer when hundreds of thousands often occur on Monterey 
Bay and can be seen from shore.

The 13 sketches scattered throughout the text are excellent, often with very helpful 
captions. Their topics range from how a loon swims (p. 61) and to how to distinguish 
a crow from a raven (p. 161). The 133 color photos, some of which include dates, 
are typically of good quality (though not always useful for identification) with good 
captions that typically stand alone. Some captions are helpful, such as that advising 
leaving basic-plumaged dowitchers unidentified to species (plate 84), but others are 
less so, such as that for plate 14, which states that four subspecies of the Cackling 
Goose occur in coastal northern California—though only two are listed in the text 
and only three are known to occur in California regularly. Though the caption for 
plate 77 makes a good point about the differing colors of the Whimbrel and Marbled 
Godwit/Long-billed Curlew, the photo used unfortunately was taken in the evening 
sun, lending all three individuals an orange tinge. Fortunately these mistakes are few, 
making the photo captions one of the book’s main strengths. My main issue with the 
photos is the order in which they are presented, in neither taxonomic order nor as 
discussed in the text. Some comparisons are far apart, such as that of the alternate 
(breeding) and basic (nonbreeding) plumages of the Black-bellied Plover (plates 66 and 
2, respectively). It would have been more helpful if the photos were scattered more 
throughout the book, accompanying their respective families. 

Though the authors made an admirable attempt at a regional guide that goes 
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beyond just field identification, the book misses the target more often than it hits. 
Though parts of the book give us a glimpse of what the authors were going for, the 
book needs more thorough editing for content and even tone, a section on how it is 
to be used, and a better expanded introduction before it is truly useful to beginners. 

David Vander Pluym

Facing Extinction, by Paul F. Donald, Nigel J. Collar, Stuart J. Marsden, and 
Deborah J. Pain. 2013. Helm. 2nd edition. 320 pp., 125 photos, 17 tables, 42 
maps, drawings and other figures. Paperback, $42.95. ISBN 978-1-4081-8966-5.

There is a subliminal draw to things that we believe are scarce and/or difficult to 
obtain, observe, or experience, and birders are often intoxicated by this chase. This 
book’s cover photo of a breeding-plumaged Spoon-billed Sandpiper, arguably one 
of the world’s most recognizable and charismatic critically endangered birds, is nicely 
chosen to grab the reader’s attention. Within, the text details the great conservation 
efforts that are keeping some the world’s most endangered bird species from extinc-
tion, as well as a few of the ones that didn’t make it.

The book is softbound but sturdy. Its square glossy pages and size are reminiscent of 
an academic textbook-appendix volume. It rode around in my backpack for a month 
and showed only minimal wear on the covers. I found a few minor typos, but nothing 
of consequence or confusion. This is a second edition published three years after the 
first with updates to the species accounts and a new cover photo.

The chapters are grouped into four sections, each with a slightly different conser-
vation theme. These sections include an introductory chapter and several example 
species accounts. The species accounts detail the natural history, sometimes the politi-
cal history, and the challenges and accomplishments (or not) of conservation efforts. 
The authors are honest and refreshing in their coverage of the species, focusing not 
just on species relegated to history or those with the rosy success stories. The rare 
species included in this book run the gamut from the well-known and well-studied, 
with massive continuing conservation efforts (e.g., the Spoon-billed Sandpiper and 
Kakapo) to those that still remain mysterious, with their conservation complicated 
(Spix’s Macaw), to a few for which optimism has essentially run out (Eskimo Curlew 
and Po’ouli) and a species that went extinct nearly as soon as it was discovered 
(Stephens Island Wren). Each species account is engaging and well written, reading 
more like a biography than an academic text. Since the book is about conservation, 
it also hits the headline stories, like the die-offs of Asian vultures and the rediscovery 
of the Forest Owlet. The Ivory-billed Woodpecker is discussed only briefly and with 
the same even hand, faint glow of optimism, and sober language as the other species 
for which humanity has almost certainly seen its last.

The authors make no effort to be comprehensive with all species considered criti-
cally endangered. Twenty-three species are treated in detail, and more are mentioned 
tangentially. A comprehensive treatment is probably not feasible in any book, partly 
because of the dynamic status of some species, the lack of information available for 
many others, and simply not enough space in a single volume. Some well-known and 
critically endangered species for which large-scale conservation efforts continue (e.g., 
the California Condor) are not treated in detail, though this may be, in part, thanks 
to their thorough treatment by other sources.

In addition to simply being a great read and a source of birders’ dinner-party 
discussion, it is also a must for anyone working in the conservation field. The details 
of past efforts, successes and failures, will be valuable information for those who 
will be involved in the great conservation projects of the future. Though the latest 
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news of the rare species (as of the time of publication) is fascinating, a periodical or 
web medium, rather than a book, probably best suits this dynamic information. Any 
shortcoming there is compensated for by the excellent natural histories, the summary 
of conservation techniques, and the extensive bibliography. Furthermore, royalties 
from sales go to BirdLife International’s Preventing Extinction program. So, even if 
this book gets flipped through once or twice before it heads to cold storage on the 
end of a bookshelf, its purchase may be doing something for posterity. 

Jon Feenstra

BOOK REVIEWS

Wing your way to....

Billings, Montana  
10–14 June 2015

The 40th annual conference of Western Field Ornithologists will take us to Montana 
for the first time. Field trips will visit a variety of habitats from the high mountains 
(Black Rosy-Finch) to the grasslands (Sprague’s Pipit). We’ll see courting McCown’s 
and Chestnut-collared Longspurs in their finest plumage, Upland Sandpipers, and 
Lark Buntings. History buffs will delight in viewing the Little Bighorn Battlefield where 
Custer saw his last Sharp-tailed Grouse.

There will be workshops on the field identification of sparrows (Jon Dunn) and 
flycatchers (Dan Casey), natural history of owls (Denver Holt), bird-sound identifica-
tion (Nathan Pieplow), and more. Friday and Saturday afternoon science sessions will 
update you on the most current avian research from the region, and the Saturday 
evening banquet will feature a keynote address by Stephen Dinsmore on the Mountain 
Plover. Ed Harper and Nathan Pieplow will again offer their ever-popular sessions on 
bird ID by sight and sound.

Registration for the conference is now open. Go to westernfieldornithologists.org/
conference.php to register. If you are NOT currently on our electronic mailing list, 
please send an e-mail to erpfromca@aol.com, include your full name and city and state 
of residence, and we’ll put you on. WFO members are able to register for our confer-
ences at a reduced rate and have early access to registration. If you are not currently 
a WFO member, you can join at westernfieldornithologists.org/join.php.
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POSSIBLE TOOL USE BY  
A WILLIAMSON’S SAPSUCKER
ANTHONY J. BRAKE and YVONNE E. McHUGH, 1201 Brickyard Way, Richmond, 
California 94801; tonybrake@sbcglobal.net 

Tool use has been demonstrated in a number of avian species (Lefebvre et al. 2002). 
Perhaps the best-known example is the Woodpecker Finch (Camarhynchus pallidus) 
of the Galápagos Islands, which breaks off cactus spines or twigs for use in extracting 
wood-boring insects (Eibl-Eibesfeldt 1961, Eibl-Eibesfeldt and Sielman 1962, Tebbich 
et al. 2002). New Caledonian Crows (Corvus moneduloides) display exceptional skill 
in selecting, manufacturing, and utilizing objects to obtain food items that they are 
otherwise unable to reach (Hunt 1996). In North America, Brown-headed Nuthatches 
(Sitta pusilla) have been observed to use flakes of pine bark to remove other pieces 
of bark in order to capture insects underneath (Morse 1968, Pranty 1995). All of the 
above behaviors are considered true tool use in that they involve a tool being held 
directly by the beak or foot of the bird (Lefebvre et al. 2002). Numerous woodpecker 
species have been observed to use “anvils” such as tree forks or crevices into which 
food items are wedged to facilitate consumption (Bondo et al. 2008). Most such cases 
represent proto-anvils consisting of natural crevices. Great Spotted Woodpeckers 
(Dendrocopos major), however, use “true anvils” that they excavate in tree trunks. 
Here we report observations of a Williamson’s Sapsucker (Sphyrapicus thyroideus) 
using a wood flake for foraging.

We observed this behavior at the Mono Mills Historic Site in Inyo National Forest, 
approximately 16 km southeast of Lee Vining in Mono County, California. This site is 
at an elevation of 2240 meters at the northern edge of an extensive forest dominated 
by Jeffrey pine (Pinus jeffreyi). We first visited this site on 14 June 2013 while on a 
“Birds and Burns” field trip led by Stephen Shunk as part of the 2013 Mono Basin 
Bird Chautauqua. At that time we observed a pair of Williamson’s Sapsuckers attend-
ing nestlings in a cavity in a Jeffrey pine approximately 20 meters from the tree on 
which the following behavior took place.

On 17 June 2013 at approximately 09:30, a male Williamson’s Sapsucker landed 
on the trunk of a Jeffrey pine approximately 10 meters from our observation point 
and began to move down the trunk while probing the bark. McHugh first noted that 
this individual was holding a wood flake in its bill and was inserting this flake into the 
crevices or holes in the bark as it moved up and around the trunk. After slightly over 
one minute, it flew off toward a more distant tree and then out of our view. We did 
not see this individual or the female of the pair return during our visit.

During this period, Brake took 55 photographs, nearly one per second, which 
revealed more details of the observed behavior. In the first few photos taken, the 
sapsucker was not holding the wood flake. As seen in the upper photo on this issue’s 
outside back cover, the cream-colored wood flake is just below the sapsucker, wedged 
into a crevice in the bark, possibly cached there after previous use. A few seconds 
later the sapsucker moved up the trunk, with the wood flake held in its bill (lower 
photo on this issue’s outside back cover). Subsequent photographs show the sapsucker 
alternately perching on the trunk with the flake resting in a hole or holding the flake 
in its bill and inserting it into holes or crevices (upper photo on this issue’s inside back 
cover). In the lower photo on this issue’s inside back cover, the sapsucker appears to 
be taking sap into its bill from the wood flake. In photographs taken shortly before 
the sapsucker flew out of view, the original wood flake appears to have broken, with 
two pieces visible. We did not see whether the sapsucker retained a piece of the wood 
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flake as it flew away. A series of photos showing the entire sequence is at http://
youtu.be/HBejhvUVHKY.

These observations and photographs demonstrate that this Williamson’s Sapsucker 
used a wood flake while foraging, although we are uncertain of its utility. When not 
breeding, Williamson’s Sapsuckers feed primarily on sap and phloem (Gyug et al. 
2012). While caring for nestlings, they forage primarily for ants to feed the young 
(Gyug et al. 2014) but continue to feed regularly on sap. In the first week after 
hatching, the young are fed a bolus of sap and/or ants (Wheelock 1905, Crockett 
and Hansley 1977). In some photographs the sapsucker appeared to be ingesting 
sap from the wood flake, which raises the possibility that the wood flake might have 
been used as a scoop. This would be surprising since sapsucker tongues are quite 
specialized for obtaining sap from wells the bird excavates. The wood flake would 
not reach any farther than its tongue. Another possible explanation is that it used 
the wood flake to crush ants in sap for consumption, just as Red-naped Sapsuckers 
(S. nuchalis) sometimes crush prey items before feeding them to their young (Wible 
1960). Additionally, Red-headed Woodpeckers (Melanerpes erythrocephalus) have 
been observed to use pieces of bark to cover food stores such as acorns cached in 
the bark of trees (Kilham 1958). Although the wood flake used by this sapsucker was 
wedged in a crevice the bird subsequently probed, the flake did not completely block 
this hole, so it is unlikely that it was used to cover a sap well or food cache. The holes 
probed by the sapsucker did not appear to resemble the usual pattern of sap wells 
seen in other types of conifers (Gyug et al. 2009). The forest where these observa-
tions were made is composed almost entirely of Jeffrey pine. Differences in the bark 
structure of these trees might be responsible for the different pattern. Alternatively, 
the fact that these holes were spaced quite sparsely and irregularly could mean they 
were not sap wells but the result of probing for invertebrates. 

A search of the area of these observations yielded numerous wood flakes of a similar 
size, but none matching the appearance of the flake in the photographs. This raises 
the question of whether the wood flake occurred naturally, or whether this sapsucker 
modified a piece of bark or other wood to use in foraging.

We found no literature references to reports of tool use by Williamson’s Sapsucker. 
This may be a rare or localized behavior. Tool use by the Brown-headed Nuthatch was 
first suggested to be highly localized, but subsequent observations at other locations 
demonstrated that it was more widespread than initially thought. Further observations 
of Williamson’s Sapsucker should focus on looking for tool use to determine whether 
it recurs at the same location and whether it occurs elsewhere.

Stephen A. Shunk showed us the location of the Williamson’s Sapsucker nest and 
encouraged us to publish these photos and observations. Ann Ruffer was present 
during these observations. Les Gyug critically reviewed the manuscript. 
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Western Specialty:
Aleutian Song Sparrow

Photo by Lucas H. DeCicco of Anchorage, Alaska:
Aleutian Song Sparrow (Melospiza melodia sanaka)
Dutch Harbor, Unalaska Island, Alaska, 1 October 2011.
In this issue of Western Birds (pp. 28–48), Jack J. Withrow outlines the avifauna of  
Chirikof Island, the most isolated island south of the Alaska Peninsula, whose birds  
have heretofore been virtually unknown. The discovery of Melospiza melodia sanaka  
on Chirikof, along with that of two other characteristically Beringian subspecies,  
Troglodytes pacificus semidiensis of the Pacific Wren and Leucosticte tephrocotis  
griseonucha of the Gray-crowned Rosy-Finch, represents an eastward extension of the  
known ranges of those taxa. Melospiza melodia sanaka ranges west in the Aleutians to 
Seguam Island, beyond which it is replaced by the even larger M. m. maxima. In this  
photo, the bird’s feeding on a mussel dramatizes the littoral habits of all the subspecies  
of the Song Sparrow distributed along Alaska’s southern coasts.

Williamson’s Sapsucker probing sap well with wood flake.

Williamson’s Sapsucker apparently feeding on sap from the wood flake.

Photos by Anthony J. Brake
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“Featured Photos” by © Anthony J. Brake of Richmond, California: Williamson’s Sapsucker 
(Sphyrapicus thyroideus) approaching a flake of wood wedged in a bark crevice (top) and 
carrying the flake toward a sap well (bottom)—implying making and use of a tool. Inyo 
National Forest, Mono County, California, 17 June 2013.


